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Abstract
The rising popularity of mobile devices as the main way people access the web has fuelled a
corresponding need for faster web downloads on these devices. Emerging web protocols like
HTTP/2 and QUIC employ several features that minimise page load times, but fail to take ad-
vantage of the availability of at least two interfaces on today’s mobile devices. On the other
hand, this spread of devices with access to multiple paths has prompted the design of Multi-
path TCP, a transport protocol that pools bandwidth across these paths. Although MPTCP was
originally evaluated for bandwidth limited bulk transfers, in this work, we determine whether
using MPTCP can reduce web page load times, which are often latency bound.
To investigate the behaviour of web browsing over MPTCP, we instrumented the Chrome
web browser’s retrieval of 300 popular web sites in sufficient detail, and computed their de-
pendency graph structure. Furthermore, we implemented PCP, an emulation framework that
uses these dependency graphs to ask “what-if” questions about the interactions between a
wide range of web site designs, varied network conditions, and different web and transport
protocols.
Using PCP, we first confirm previous results with respect to the improvements HTTP/2
offers over HTTP/1.1. One obstacle, though, is that many web sites have been sharded to
improve performance with HTTP/1.1, spreading their content across multiple subdomains.
We therefore examine whether the advice to unshard these domains is beneficial. We find that
unsharding is generally advantageous, but is not consistently so.
Finally, we examine the behaviour of HTTP/2 over MPTCP. We find that MPTCP can
improve web page load times under some regimes; in other cases, using regular TCP on the
“best” path is more advantageous. We present enhancements to multipath web browsing that
allow it to perform as well as or better than regular TCP on the best path.
Impact Statement
Since the first web site came online in August 1991 [1], the number of live web pages has
continued to grow exponentially. As of today, the number of web pages on the Internet is
rapidly approaching the 2 billion mark, with approximately 200 million active web pages in
existence [2]. As a result of their wide proliferation and of people’s reliance on them for vari-
ous aspects of their lives, it comes as no surprise that improving web page load latencies will
produce a far reaching impact on users’ quality of experience. On the commercial side, deliver-
ing fast search results, shopping transactions or ads is crucial for web content providers. Even
small speed ups in page latency can produce a measurable increase in revenue.
In the upcoming chapters, we present an in depth analysis of web page downloads over
single and multiple paths. Understanding the subtle interactions between application and
transport layer protocols has both academic and commercial importance. Exposing the ar-
eas where the benefits of using a particular protocol or strategy outweighs the alternative may
inform operational design decisions and the development of new web or transport protocols.
Additionally, given the general advice to unshard and coalesce web page content in light of
increased HTTP/2 adoption, it is essential for web page designers to understand the full conse-
quences of unsharding on page load times. As for MPTCP, we present the correct mechanisms
to address its limitations. With these fixes in place, users and content providers will gain a
marked improvement in page load times if web downloads take advantage of multiple paths.
To arrive at our results, we have implemented several tools that we believe may benefit
researchers in the networking community. First, we constructed dependency graphs for 300
top Alexa web sites, which represent highly detailed models of real web pages profiled using
Chrome. The dependency graphs are available at [3] for use in future research. Second, we
designed a robust experimentation framework for emulating web page downloads using their
dependency graphs. The framework examines web page downloads under a varied set of
web and transport protocols, network parameters, server architectures, and network paths.
Finally, we produced a working implementation of MPTCP for the open-source ns-3 network
simulator, which can be found at [4].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advent of the digital age, browsing the web has become an indispensable part of peo-
ple’s lives. Users expect web pages to load quickly, especially on their mobile devices, which
have now become the main way most people access the web. Since mobile devices typically
support two network interfaces, WiFi and 3G/LTE, they can in principle allow communica-
tions over multiple network paths. In this work, our main goal is to investigate whether using
two paths for downloading web pages will in fact make them complete faster. Along the way,
we will investigate the behaviour of state-of-the-art web protocols for the single-path case, in
order to establish a viable baseline for comparison with multiple paths. We will also examine
the advice to coalesce content dispersed across several server domains in order to speed up
web page downloads under emerging web protocols.
With these goals in mind, let us briefly step back to explain some of our motivations.
Web downloads currently consume a significant proportion of Internet traffic, second only to
video. Studies performed by Cisco in 2016 estimate that around 15-17% of global IP consumer
traffic corresponds to the web [5, 6].1 Web traffic is expected to grow in the next five years,
as indicated in the same studies, due to the popularity of social networking, file hosting and
video streaming sites which continue to drive the upwards trend [7]. Additionally, the number
of web pages has surpassed the one billion mark as of 2014 [2]. But, perhaps a metric of greater
concern isn’t how much traffic the web generates, but rather how much time people spend
browsing online. According to a survey conducted by Ofcom in 2016, people in the UK spend
on average 81.8 hours a month browsing the web, which translates to 2.6 hours a day. [8]. In
consequence, ensuring a good web browsing experience is paramount.
A central determinant of quality of experience for web users is page load time (PLT)—the
latency between when a user requests a page in a browser and perceives that the page has
loaded sufficiently to be useful [9–12]. PLT plays an important role in determining whether a
user will continue browsing a web page or abandon the task completely [13–15]. Even rela-
tively small delays can be frustrating: studies show users begin to lose engagement with a task
after delays over 250ms [16, 17]. Measuring user tolerance to delay, other studies show that
1This percentage represents HTTP traffic but excludes Internet video. It also includes email and data downloads
using FTP, but we expect their contribution to be small.
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even small increases in latency can have a profound impact on how users view a particular
web site, adversely affecting their conception of the site’s corporate image, and prompting a
possible switch to its competitors [13–15].
Search engines incorporate how quickly a web site loads in their page rank computa-
tion [18], and Google has found that increasing web search latency by 100 to 400ms reduces
the daily number of searches per user by 0.2–0.6% [19]. This reduction translates to a loss of
eight million searches per day and therefore millions of advertisements that could have been
served. Amazon, on the other hand, found that each 100ms delay in PLT cost them 1% of
sales [20]. All these factors combined indicate that page load times are invariably tied with
web page revenue figures, to the extent where a small improvement in latency will result in a
pronounced increase in revenue from either sales or ads. It is no wonder that a relatively small
decrease in PLT (8% on average) is sufficient to prompt Google to switch to a new application-
layer protocol for the web [21], as we discuss in Chapter 2.
The importance of reducing web page load times has given rise to a growing interest in
developing faster web and transport protocols. Until recently, the de facto protocol for deliver-
ing web pages to clients has been HTTP/1.1 [22], with TCP as transport. Although HTTP/1.1
supports pipelining, browsers generally do not pipeline HTTP/1.1 object requests. HTTP/1.1
consequently uses FIFO semantics to deliver one object at a time on a particular TCP connec-
tion, and the browser must queue requests for later web objects while it waits for an ongoing
web object to arrive from the server. As a result, HTTP/1.1 exhibits a phenomenon called head-
of-line blocking, where processing and transmitting a single web object blocks the progress of
the rest of the objects in the page. To circumvent these limitations, browsers usually initiate
more than one connection per domain to parallelise web downloads. Additionally, web site
designers apply domain sharding [23,24], splitting web objects across multiple servers to further
increase parallelism. Despite its inefficiencies, HTTP/1.1 persists in many web sites today.
Recent years have seen the emergence of new web protocols that address HTTP/1.1’s
shortcomings. HTTP/2 is beginning to experience wide spread adoption among web sites after
its recent standardisation [25, 26]. It offers tangible reductions in PLT by multiplexing several
web objects onto one connection, thereby eliminating head-of-line blocking in the application
layer. HTTP/2 also introduces the ability to prioritise web objects. Because a browser parses
HTML incrementally, pausing to execute synchronous JavaScript for example, certain objects
may block the download of others. HTTP/2 allows the client to annotate these important ob-
jects accordingly, so that the server can return them first.
Going one step further, Google has developed QUIC, an application layer protocol that
combines web and transport-layer functionality in order to eliminate cross-layer inefficien-
cies and improve PLT. Google has incorporated QUIC into its Chrome browser with good re-
sults [21, 27–29]. QUIC moves away from TCP’s traditional in-order delivery of packets to
the application layer, and uses UDP-based out-of-order packet delivery to drive down single-
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path PLT even further. It incorporates several other mechanisms for reducing PLT, the most
important of which is setting up new connections with 0-RTT handshakes. Both QUIC and
HTTP/2 have highlighted the need for a specialised transport which has a good awareness of
the application layer’s demands.
Despite the performance gains HTTP/2 and QUIC demonstrate, they overlook the chang-
ing landscape with respect to the kinds of devices that access the web today. The proliferation
of mobile devices has prompted a substantial increase in the number of users browsing web
pages from their phones or tablets. In 2017, more than 50% of global web page accesses origi-
nated from mobile devices [30,31], indicating that the percentage of web pages served to mobile
phones has outstripped the percentage served to PCs. Similarly, of the 81 hours an average UK
user spent on the web each month, nearly 60 of them were on smartphones [8].
A large proportion of mobile devices has more than one network interface, typically WiFi
and 3G/LTE for phones and tablets. A device’s operating system usually selects only one for
establishing connections and downloading web pages. But, there may be a benefit to using both
of them at the same time. The existence of multiple interfaces, and therefore paths, between the
client and server creates path diversity, and an opportunity to deploy protocols that can pool
bandwidth across both these paths.
Multipath TCP, or MPTCP for short, is one such protocol [32, 33]. MPTCP splits a single
data stream across the available paths in order to achieve a bandwidth equivalent to or even
larger than TCP over a single path. By dynamically adapting the amount of traffic it sends via
each path, MPTCP increases a flow’s resilience to varying network congestion conditions, and
allows for seamless implementation of mobility and multihoming. The question is: can we use
MPTCP to reduce the time is takes to download a web page?
MPTCP has already demonstrated some benefit in reducing latency over the network.
Apple’s Siri sends a duplicate request using MPTCP via the WiFi and 3G/LTE interfaces on an
iPhone in an attempt to elicit a response to a particular voice query from the interface with the
fastest path [34]. Siri’s use of MPTCP highlights a genuine interest in exploiting multipath for
the purpose of reducing latency.
1.1 Problem Statement
The higher-level goal of this work is to examine whether we can reduce PLT on mobile de-
vices by leveraging their access to multiple network paths. At first glance, it appears that we
might accomplish this goal by simply running HTTP/2 over MPTCP without any modifica-
tions. MPTCP’s design makes it well suited for spreading traffic from large long-lived flows
across multiple congested links, in order to improve the aggregate bandwidth. On the other
hand, MPTCP is less suited to cope with small, short-lived flows like web downloads. At heart,
reducing web page load times is a latency problem. Adding more bandwidth using MPTCP
may help when the download is in fact bandwidth limited. In contrast, problems may arise
when the bandwidth is no longer the bottleneck, and the two paths concerned are heteroge-
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neous. If one path experiences a much longer delay, or much smaller bandwidth than its coun-
terpart, placing any packets on this slower path may delay critical web resources, and there-
fore increase the overall completion time. Furthermore, MPTCP subflows can exhibit packet
reordering delays: slower packets on one path will block the delivery of packets arriving on
the faster path to the application layer, delaying page loads even further.
In light of MPTCP’s known limitations with respect to short-lived flows, is using MPTCP
for the web on mobile devices actually beneficial? To answer this question, we aim to
thoroughly investigate how modern web protocols like HTTP/2 behave when running over
MPTCP with two paths. We focus on the case where the bottleneck bandwidths over the paths
corresponding to WiFi and 3G/LTE are unchanging, and the RTTs are predictable. In other
words, we will not examine cases where there are outages or mobility. We are particularly in-
terested in examining page load times with MPTCP under a wide set of network conditions,
especially on two paths with heterogeneous properties. For the cases examined, we would
ideally like the completion times under MPTCP to be smaller than the single-path case on the
best path. If that goal is not possible, then MPTCP should do no harm vs. the single best path
alone.
We show that for lower bandwidths in the operational range of WiFi and 3G networks,
MPTCP can indeed speed up page loads. As for the the cases where the download is no longer
bandwidth limited, we do not want MPTCP to actively lengthen PLT, especially when the
paths have mismatched delays. Unfortunately, as a consequence of MPTCP’s path scheduling
algorithms, we discover that this goal can be unattainable for certain configurations.
MPTCP uses its scheduler to distribute packets across the available paths. By default,
MPTCP chooses the path with the shortest RTT from among the set of paths that have some free
space in their congestion windows. If a path with a long RTT is the only one with free space at a
particular instant, MPTCP will still choose to transmit a packet on this path. While this strategy
works well and reduces reorder buffering at the receiver when increasing bandwidth is the
main concern, we will show that it falls short in reducing PLT. In addition, because MPTCP
stripes packets across both paths in a manner agnostic to the actual objects they correspond
to, it cannot make informed decisions about their importance or their completion times. As a
result, we expect to find that for the combinations of network parameters, MPTCP can increase
PLT. We aim to classify all of the cases where MPTCP underperforms, and explain their causes
via an in depth analysis of the interactions between the application and transport layers.
In the extreme cases of these scenarios, the client will be better off just downloading the
web page on the faster path. Yet, we do not want to merely enable MPTCP in response to
the right network conditions. Such a design would be fragile, since the wrong choice would
either increase PLT or cause the web page to miss an opportunity for PLT reduction. Instead,
we would like to enable MPTCP by default. Preferably, we should be able to glean its possi-
ble benefits while simultaneously preventing it from performing worse than single-path TCP
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operating on the best path. As a result, we address each of MPTCP’s limitations in turn, and
employ techniques that make MPTCP more viable for web workloads under varying network
conditions. In particular, we will present a new MPTCP scheduler that achieves shorter page
completion times by deciding:
• which packets from each resource to send next so as to minimise page load time;
• which path to send the packets on;
• whether to restransmit missing packets on a different path.
To perform these actions, the MPTCP path scheduler must know which resources are more
important, and hence should be transmitted on the faster path. The best method for determin-
ing object priorities is to determine which objects lie on the critical path for downloading, pars-
ing and rendering the web page in the browser. As a result, we must understand the inherent
dependencies between web objects and use them to construct a dependency graph for the web
page in question, which will in turn allow us to learn the objects’ priorities. We will not worry
about how MPTCP might gain access to this application-layer information. In this work, we
attempt to answer fundamental questions about whether we can improve PLT for multipath
web downloads independent of the underlying socket API, and the separation between layers.
1.2 Thesis Roadmap
There are several intermediate steps we must take before we can examine multipath for the
web. To begin, we describe the widely deployed web and transport protocols for downloading
web pages, and the existing mechanisms for measuring and reducing PLT in Chapter 2.
To compute web page dependency graphs, evaluate MPTCP for the web, and then as-
sess any improvements we devise, we must construct a practical experimentation framework.
There are several methods for building such a framework, but because we favour schemes that
generate reproducible results, we choose to emulate the download of web pages captured from
real traces. Using emulation implies that the results we will obtain should not be considered
predictive of absolute PLT values obtained in the real world. Rather, the results explain the
different sources of delay when downloading a web page, and the relative ordering between
different protocols and strategies in terms of how well they reduce web page completion times.
Ultimately, our goal is to explain the detailed behaviour and broad phenomena exhibited by
these protocols, not to predict in-the-wild PLT.
Towards this end, we develop the Page Completion Profiler (PCP), an emulation frame-
work that collects traces from real web pages in order to simulate their download under an
array of different network conditions, server architectures, and web and transport protocols.
We present a detailed description of the PCP in Chapter 3, and highlight the design choices we
have made to model web page downloads. PCP is a hybrid design: it uses ns-3 [35] to model
various aspects of the client’s browser, the server, and the underlying network, and incorpo-
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rates server processing delays sampled from the web traces into the model. With these models
in hand, we can use PCP to simulate and test possible multipath protocol designs, which focus
on the reduction of web page load latencies.
On the way to understanding multipath web downloads, we first need to evaluate the
single-path case, and make sure we understand all the interactions between the application
and transport layers adequately. As we have stated, we will compare MPTCP with single-path
TCP operating on the best path. But even for single-path TCP, we must apply some measure
of experimentation to determine the combination of web protocol, prioritisation scheme and
server architecture that achieves the best results. We note that these may not be consistent
for all the web sites we examine, or the network parameters we select. With our profiling
framework in hand, we analyse some state-of-the art web and transport protocols to examine
their impact on PLT in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, we examine whether a specific recommendation for improving HTTP/2’s
performance can actually lead to reduced PLT across the board. Given that HTTP/2 eliminates
the need for increasing parallelisation by sharding web domains, the general advice for web
developers is to unshard their domains so that HTTP/2 can reduce PLT even further. We will
examine whether unsharding does indeed offer substantial improvements in PLT for a large
collection of web sites, and for different combinations of bandwidth and RTT.
Finally, we present a full investigation of downloading web pages using HTTP/2 running
over MPTCP for a large set of web pages in Chapter 6. We uncover several regions of operation
where MPTCP increases PLT with respect to single-path TCP on the best path. We further
provide in depth explanations for the underlying causes of this increase. Lastly, to combat
MPTCP’s shortcomings, we implement and evaluate several mechanisms that improve PLT for
these regimes and allow MPTCP to perform as well as or better than single-path TCP operating
on the best path.
1.3 Contribution
In this work, we present the following contributions:
• We construct dependency graphs for 300 web sites sampled from the Alexa top 500 [36],
with sufficient detail to drive emulation. For these, we use real traces profiled from the
Chrome browser using a modified WProf [10]. Unlike several previous results in the area,
we capture dependencies resulting from JavaScript events and timers.
• We develop PCP as an emulation framework that consumes the dependency graphs from
our corpus of web pages and simulates their download under different network condi-
tions, server architectures, and web and transport protocols.
• We thoroughly investigate the benefits of unsharding for HTTP/2 using our full collec-
tion of 300 web pages emulated under a large range of network conditions.
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• We demonstrate that, although unsharding is generally helpful in reducing PLT, there
are some combinations of web site designs and network conditions where unsharding
actually increases PLT. We present several case studies that highlight the importance of
prioritisation and the browser preloader to alleviate extra delays caused by unsharding
for some web sites.
• We highlight a pathological side effect of TCP New Reno’s congestion control scheme on
unsharded page completions times.
• We perform an in-depth analysis of HTTP/2’s performance over MPTCP, and identify
limitations of several of MPTCP’s core components. Namely, we show how MPTCP’s
RTT scheduler causes PLT to increase for at worst 70% of the web sites we examine when
the second path’s RTT is five times the first. Additionally, MPTCP’s Linked Increase
(LIA) congestion control algorithm may prevent a path from growing its window to its
full potential when the bandwidths of the two paths are asymmetric. Finally, tail losses
increase for MPTCP, where small objects are striped across two separate paths.
• We devise and evaluate several mechanisms for combating MPTCP’s poor performance
in the scenarios we’ve highlighted. Most importantly, we design the Stream Scheduler
specifically for reducing PLT for web objects transmitted on two paths.
• We offer strong motivations for designing a future multipath web protocol in the style
of QUIC, such that it combines web and transport-layer logic into an application layer
protocol.
Overall, this thesis contributes a systematic exploration of existing web and transport pro-
tocols for the single and multipath cases. After isolating the deficiencies of the current mul-
tipath transport, we propose and evaluate several schemes that will allow the deployment of
multipath for the web. With our improvements in place, we show that MPTCP should improve
PLT in many cases, and barring that, it should perform no worse than single-path TCP.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Users exhibit a strong preference for shorter PLT, and content providers’ revenue depends on
shorter page loads as well. As result, there exists a wealth of research and optimisation tech-
niques geared at reducing page load times. To what extent can page load times be decreased?
Singla et al. make the case that it should be theoretically possible for web communications to
approach the typical latencies of the speed of light between the browser and web server [37].
In reality, web page latencies are several orders of magnitudes longer. Since the process of
downloading and displaying a web page is complex and involves a myriad of protocols, ap-
plication software and infrastructure acting together, each of these components can contribute
to the overall delay, and increase page load times. To name a few sources of delay:
• Delays due to domain name resolution using DNS. Browsers may use techniques like
DNS pre-resolution to prefetch links on a particular web page speculatively [38], thus
removing a DNS lookup’s contribution from the page load time by performing it earlier
in the background.
• Infrastructural delays due to traversing physical links, which are exacerbated by sub-
optimal routing paths. To combat these delays, content providers typically use Content
Distribution Networks (CDNs), which bring content closer to the user and reduce RTTs.
• End-to-end delays due to the overheads of web and transport protocols. We will discuss
these in more detail in the following sections.
• Queuing delays and loss in the network, which will trigger packet retransmissions. One
method to combat packet loss is to apply Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques in
order to save the round trip times required for retransmission [21, 27].
• Secure connection setup latencies due to the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [39].
• A web page’s structure itself may introduce inefficiencies, since the browser must parse
HTML incrementally, pausing to execute JavaScript and resolve CSS rules. These actions
introduce dependencies between web objects, which may result in some objects blocking
the download of others, when ideally they could have been downloaded in parallel. We
explain these dependencies in more detail in Section 2.4 and Chapter 3.
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A full survey of these delays and the techniques used to mitigate them may be found
in [40]. Our interest lies mainly in delays occurring in the application, which encapsulates the
web object dependencies and web protocols, and in the underlying transport over the network.
In particular, we wish to examine the interaction between the application and transport layers,
and how it evolves when multiple paths come into play. To this end, the following sections
will focus on currently deployed web and transport protocols. First, we examine the previous
state of the web which still persists in many web sites today (Section 2.1). Then we discuss
techniques designed as workarounds for these web protocols’ limitations in Section 2.1.3. In
Section 2.2, we move on to emerging web and transport protocols designed to address their pre-
decessors’ shortcomings. We examine state-of-the-art transport protocols that facilitate trans-
mission over multiple network paths in Section 2.3. Finally, we tackle dependency-related
delays in Section 2.4 and split-architecture browsers in Section 2.5.
2.1 Classic Web Protocols
Modern servers deliver web pages to client browsers using the application-layer Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) running over TCP. HTTP operates as follows: when a browser nav-
igates to a web page, it uses TCP to send an HTTP GET request to the origin server for the
corresponding HTML file. The server replies with an HTTP response containing the file on the
same TCP connection (Figure 2.1). Once the browser receives and parses the file, it can issue
subsequent HTTP GET requests for the other resources referenced in the file, e.g. the images,






Other header fields: …
HTTP Response
HTTP/1.1 OK
Other header fields: …
—Response Body—
HTTP Request
Figure 2.1: HTTP request issued from client, with associated HTTP response.
2.1.1 HTTP/1.0
HTTP has undergone several revisions since it was first introduced. Its initial design,
HTTP/1.0 [41], was released in the late 1990s, and operated very simply: it issued a single
resource request per TCP connection, then closed the connection after receiving a response.
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We can see an example of this exchange in Figure 2.2(a). The client sends the first request to a
server, which spends some processing time generating the response before transmitting it back
to the client. The client requests a second resource on a new TCP connection, whose response
is returned from the server after a shorter processing delay.
Undeniably this scheme is rather wasteful, for three reasons:
• Slow-start overhead: web objects are usually on the order of tens of kilobytes in size.
Every time a new resource request opens a TCP connection, it incurs the cost of TCP’s
3-way handshake, which consumes a significant portion of the transmit time due to its
short duration. Furthermore, the connection will most likely never get a chance to ramp
up to the available bandwidth because it may never leave slow-start before it terminates.
• Resource consumption: opening a lot of parallel TCP connections necessitates memory
allocation at an endpoint in the form of socket buffers, and extra processing per connec-
tion.
• Congestion: parallel TCP connections must be multiplexed on a single physical outgoing
link at the TCP client, which can become the bottleneck link. These TCP connections
compete with each other for bandwidth, and cause congestion.
2.1.2 HTTP/1.1
In the face of these inefficiencies, HTTP/1.1 was released in 1999 as a successor to
HTTP/1.0 [22]. Despite its release more than a decade ago, HTTP/1.1 has until recently
been widely deployed as the principal protocol for the web. HTTP/1.1 does not close a TCP
connection after serving one request/response pair, but rather uses persistent connections for
downloading several web objects from any particular server [42] (Figure 2.2(b)). Addition-
ally, HTTP/1.1 introduced request pipelining, where multiple requests for web objects can be
transmitted consecutively without waiting for a response first (Figure 2.2(c)).
Unfortunately, in the absence of clear framing to facilitate the multiplexing of different
HTTP responses on the same connection, a server must respond to requests in FIFO order. We
see this clearly in Figure 2.2(c), which shows that the server must process incoming requests
serially. If it were to process both requests in parallel, it would still need to complete sending
the first response entirely before moving on to the second one, even if the second one is ready
first. A slow response therefore blocks all other responses from being transmitted, i.e., causing
head-of-line (HOL) blocking at the server. Additionally, the server needs to reserve buffer space
for the pipelined responses when processing in parallel, which may exhaust server resources,
and make it vulnerable to DoS attacks. Finally, if a failed response terminates a TCP connection,
the client will have to issue new requests for all subsequent resources again, which may result
in duplicate processing on the server end. Due to these serious inefficiencies, pipelining is
usually disabled in modern browsers, despite its potential to improve HTTP performance.
















































































































































Figure 2.2: Frame exchanges under the different variants of HTTP.
Without pipelining, sending one request at a time and waiting for its response on a per-
sistent connection forces the sender to queue requests, and takes far too long. As a result,
browsers usually open multiple concurrent TCP connections to a particular server in order to
parallelise HTTP requests. For example, Chrome uses six connections to connect to each server
with a unique domain name.
2.1.3 Optimisations
Working within the confines of HTTP/1.1’s limitations, web page developers have introduced
various workarounds and optimisations in an attempt to speed up page load times. Addi-
tionally, developers can use tools like Google’s PageSpeed insights [43] to analyse their web
pages and apply its resulting optimisation suggestions. The PageSpeed module [44] goes even
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further, as a server module that helps remove inefficiencies by re-writing web pages to reduce
their load times. The following section gives an overview of some of the optimisations applied
to web pages running over HTTP/1.1, and some of the tradeoffs they introduce.
Domain sharding In modern web pages, there can be on the order of a hundred resources
that must be downloaded per page. If all of the designated connections to a domain are busy,
requests to this particular domain end up in a queue in the browser, incurring long delays. As a
workaround, content providers apply a mechanism called domain sharding, where instead of
serving content from one origin, they spread the page’s resources across multiple subdomains,
effectively circumventing the browser’s connection limit, and increasing the number of parallel
TCP connections. Domain sharding can hurt performance due to the additional DNS lookups
required to resolve the sharded subdomains. Additionally, the usual drawbacks of initiating
parallel short-lived TCP connections apply here. The larger number of connections established
by the browser to these subdomains may experience self-congestion, and connection setup
costs become more pronounced as web objects are spread across multiple connections.
Reducing HTTP Requests To reduce network overhead costs, the most logical option is to
reduce the number of issued HTTP requests, or even eliminate them entirely. Web developers
have devised several methods for achieving this goal, some of which include:
• Resource Coalescing where multiple JavaScript and CSS files are safely concatenated
without affecting the behaviour and the execution of the code as long as execution order
is maintained.
• Image Spriting where several images are combined to form one large composite image.
CSS can later be used on the client side to access smaller sections of the image and display
them.
• Resource Inlining eliminates all outbound requests. One example is to use data URIs,
which embed small files such as icons within the main HTML file. CSS files and
JavaScript may be inlined as well.
• Resource Caching to reduce consecutive requests for resources which have been down-
loaded in the recent past. Web developers typically use cache control directives to inform
a browser how long it can store a particular object. Section 3.7.5 discusses caching in
more detail.
Although reducing HTTP requests using these techniques helps reduce overall page
download latency, there are several caveats worth discussing. Both resource coalescing and
image spriting may result in sending unnecessary resources, for example in the case of a large
JavaScript library where the client only uses some of its enclosed methods. Similarly, these
techniques may increase the complexity of the design by requiring additional processing, as is
the case of image sprites, which need CSS support.
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As for inlined resources, they now form part of the web page and cannot be cached as
separate entities by the browser or CDN. As a response, Mickens et al. developed Silo [45],
which manages to aggressively inline all JavaScript and CSS files without sacrificing cache
operation for these objects. A Silo-enabled web server breaks inlined HTML into addressable
chunks, and only sends chunks that do not reside in the client’s chunk cache as a response to a
particular HTTP request.
Reducing Resource Sizes This technique reduces network traffic by reducing the size of the ob-
jects transmitted, an idea which complements reducing the number of HTTP requests. Devel-
opers are encouraged to compress images, and minify CSS, JavaScript and HTML. Minification
compacts the files involved by removing unnecessary or redundant data without affecting the
overall semantics of the contents, e.g. by reducing code comments and formatting, removing
unused code, using shorter variable and function names, and so on.
Prioritizing Visible Content Arguably, the most important part of a web page is the contents
immediately visible in the browser’s viewport without scrolling. Web developers typically at-
tempt to reduce the time it takes to download and render this “above-the-fold” content. Typical
approaches include structuring a web site such that it downloads objects which appear at the
top of the page first, and reducing the number of blocking JavaScripts at the beginning of the
page.
Connection setup overhead HTTP/1.1 uses multiple TCP connections to download web ob-
jects from different servers. Since most web objects are rather small, on the order of tens of
kilobytes in the median, the duration of an HTTP transaction is mostly consumed by TCP’s
three-way handshake. Both TCP Fast Open [46] and ASAP [47] attempt to reduce page load
times by targeting connection setup overhead. They retain the IP source spoofing protection
established by TCP’s three-way handshake by authenticating the client in a prior step.
TCP Fast Open is the simpler of the designs. An initial connection to the server allows it
to transmit a cookie back to the client, which is the client’s IP address encrypted under a secret
key. Subsequent connections to the server append the cookie and the actual HTTP request
to the data portion of the SYN packet. If the server verifies the cookie, it returns the HTTP
response in the SYN-ACK, thereby reducing connection overhead by one full RTT. ASAP, on
the other hand, uses a provenance verifier to authenticate the client, and issue a certificate to
the client indicating that it is reachable at a particular IP address. It also attempts to merge
connection setup with DNS resolution.
Ultimately, the lessons learned from applying these optimisation techniques, and from
understanding their limitations, have informed design decisions that have been applied to
subsequent web protocol implementations, our next topic to review.
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2.2 Emerging Web and Transport Protocols
From the previous discussion, it appears that HTTP/1.1 would benefit greatly if it were able
to multiplex different streams separately onto a smaller number of connections. As a possible
solution, HTTP/1.1 could perform the multiplexing in the transport layer, using the Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [48]. Packets transmitted using SCTP are divided into
several chunks belonging to different streams. Each chunk has its individual stream identifier
and stream sequence number to allow for in-order reassembly of packets in a stream.
SCTP is most commonly used for telecoms signalling traffic, where control messages that
set up and tear down connections correspond to independent streams. A proposal to use HTTP
over SCTP is outlined in [49]. Nonetheless, SCTP adoption as a transport protocol has been
rather slow, and is therefore an obstacle to widespread deployment of HTTP over SCTP.
2.2.1 HTTP/2
HTTP/2 has recently been standardised to address HTTP/1.1’s shortcomings and to decrease
page load times [25]. HTTP/2’s design builds on SPDY [26,50], a protocol originally proposed
by Google and implemented in its Chrome browser.
Instead of implementing stream multiplexing in the transport layer, HTTP/2 adds a
framing layer between the conventional HTTP functionality and TCP. It treats each HTTP
request/response pair as an independent stream marked with a specific identifier, where a
stream is bidirectional sequence of frames exchanged between the client and server.
An HTTP/2 frame, shown in Figure 2.3, allows for the correct reassembly of packets from
different streams, as marked by the stream identifier. The figure shows two types of frames
commonly used for HTTP/2. The HEADERS frame contains a compressed HTTP header for
either a request or response. It is used to set up a new stream and notifies the server of the
stream’s priority (see Section 3.5.3 for more details). The second type is the DATA frame which
contains the HTTP response payload. Because HTTP/2 clearly delineates the streams in a TCP
segment, it can multiplex several concurrent HTTP requests and responses on the same TCP
connection, thereby eliminating HOL blocking at the application level.
With HTTP/2, servers can process pipelined requests in parallel and return the responses
out of order without the need for extra buffering, as seen in Figure 2.2(d). In our example,
suppose Response 1 is of higher priority than Response 2. With HTTP/2, the server can begin
transmitting packets from Resource 2 immediately after processing completes. When Response
1 is finally ready, the server can easily transmit it without completing the transmission of Re-
sponse 2.
HTTP/2 attempts to reduce page load latency by limiting the number of TCP connections
to one per domain, over which it can send HTTP requests without delay. Transmitting re-
sources on a single connection which has already ramped up its congestion window is more
beneficial than spreading traffic over multiple connections still in slow-start. For a single con-
nection, slow-start is less of a limiting factor. Furthermore, HTTP/2 can coalesce traffic onto
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Type FlagsLength Stream Identifier Payload
HTTP/2 Frame
E Stream DependencyPad Length Weight PaddingCompressed HTTP header
HEADERS Frame
DATA Frame
Pad Length Data Padding
Figure 2.3: The format of two types of HTTP/2 frames: HEADERS and DATA.
this single connection, reducing any congestion that might arise from an aggregate of multiple
competing connections. HTTP/2 reduces the load of handling large numbers of concurrent
connections on the server. Finally, certain service guarantees become easier to uphold and rea-
son about when communicating to the server via a single channel, e.g., request prioritisation
and header compression.
In addition to multiplexing streams, HTTP/2 supports several other techniques intended
to reduce page load times:
• HTTP Header Compression: HTTP headers are redundant. By compressing HTTP re-
quest and response headers, HTTP/2 reduces the number of transmitted bytes, and can
fit several HTTP requests into one TCP segment.
• Stream Priority: If the network is bandwidth limited, assigning higher priorities to criti-
cal streams would allow the server to tackle them first and respond quickly, as opposed
to less critical streams that can afford to wait. For example, a sender might assign a
higher priority to a CSS file that is required to render a web page, as opposed to one of
the images within the page.
• Stream Flow Control: To remove stream contention on a shared TCP connection,
HTTP/2 implements a flow-control scheme at both the stream and connection levels.
A client maintains a receive window per stream, in addition to a per-connection receive
window that combines the stream windows. It notifies the server when a stream can
receive more data using a WINDOW UPDATE frame.
• Server Push: HTTP/2 allows a server to speculatively send multiple responses in reply to
a single HTTP request using a PUSH PROMISE frame. If the server knows which resources
the client will request next as a result of downloading a primary resource, it can save
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several round trips by preemptively pushing the resources to the client.
2.2.1.1 HTTP/2 Performance
Early evaluations of HTTP/2 have been performed with its precursor, SPDY. Initial measure-
ments for SPDY as presented in Google’s original whitepaper [50] showed improvements in
PLT of up to 27% – 64% for HTTP connections. On the other hand, subsequent studies have
concluded that SPDY and HTTP/2’s performance improvements are not consistent, and vary
greatly depending on the web pages examined, and on the network conditions [10,51–55]. For
the most part, HTTP/2 only offers a minor win over HTTP/1.1, and is very load dependent.
While Wang et al. show that HTTP/2 can indeed halve the completion times for some web
sites under specific network conditions [51], on average HTTP/2 can achieve a reduction in
PLT between of 0.8% to 20% at most [51–53]. Even then, we suspect that improvement figures
from [51] and [53] are slightly inflated because their experiments use a single origin server, and
do not create a new TCP connection to each server domain. Additionally, the origin server does
not incorporate realistic server processing delays when responding to requests from the client.
For some web pages, the same studies show that HTTP/2 may actually increase completion
times, despite its intended design goal.
The extent to which HTTP/2 is beneficial depends on factors including bandwidth, RTT,
packet loss rate, and web resource sizes and counts. We summarise some of the findings with
respect to these factors:
Packet Loss The consensus among the studies is that connections with high packet loss rates
increase PLT for HTTP/2 when compared to HTTP/1.1, especially when the downloaded web
sites contain large objects. Although HTTP/2 eliminates HOL blocking from the application
layer, TCP connections will still stall while they recover from packet losses. On a single connec-
tion, a packet retransmission for one web resource will indefinitely block the completion of all
other web resources until the retransmission succeeds. As a result, HOL blocking has moved
to the transport layer instead.
Low Bandwidth HTTP/2 outperforms HTTP/1.1 at low bandwidths because it reduces packet
drops. Because HTTP/2 uses one connection as opposed to several per domain, self-congestion
between the multiple connections is eliminated, and packet drops are decreased, thereby re-
ducing completion times.
High RTT In the cases where packet losses are low and the RTT is long, HTTP/2 provides a
win over HTTP/1.1 because it amortises connection setup time. Instead of performing slow-
start on multiple connections with long RTTs, HTTP/2 reduces PLT by transmitting all of the
objects on a single connection that has grown its congestion window sufficiently.
In addition to the core attributes of HTTP/2, several of the studies examine some of its
other features. In terms of prioritisation, [51] and [53] both indicate that applying stream prior-
ities can only offer a minor improvement over regular HTTP/2. Wang et al. [51] also compare
prioritisation schemes, for example using the MIME type of objects or their depth in the web
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page’s dependency graph. They conclude that neither scheme can achieve a significant win,
due to implicit prioritisation of resources in the web page structure itself.
As for server push, naively pushing all web objects to the client eliminates several RTTs
involved in requesting them individually, and produces larger reductions in PLT, as seen in [51,
52, 55]. But, there exists a tradeoff between aggressively pushing all of a web page’s objects
and wasting bandwidth on objects already cached by the browser. Due to a lack of guidance
in the HTTP/2 standard about how to push objects to the client, Wang et al. [51] experiment
with two other push methods in addition to the naive one. The first is to use the object’s
“embedding-level” in the HTML page, where the server pushes objects up to one embedding
level to the client on receiving a particular request. The second is to push objects up to one
dependency level, i.e., the server pushes a web resource’s immediate children from the web
page’s dependency graph. Although the dependency level policy does not achieve as as great
a PLT reduction as the other two schemes, it in facts saves bandwidth by reducing the number
of pushed bytes.
When examining HTTP/2 for mobile networks, Erman et al. [56] show no clear winner
in page load times between HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 when operating on cellular 3G and LTE
networks and using an HTTP/2 proxy. They argue that while a user waits for some “think
time” between navigating to new web pages, the cellular radio on their device transitions to the
idle state. Long promotion delays for transitioning from idle to active states again will cause
spurious retansmissions in TCP due to incorrect RTT estimates. While HTTP/1.1’s multiple
connections can mitigate this problem, HTTP/2 suffers because it uses a single connection.
We believe that the use case examined by [56] is not common in real world deployments
of HTTP/2. The browser does not typically establish one connection to a proxy over which
it downloads all resources from multiple consecutive web sites. Rather, it creates a new TCP
connection for every domain it sends requests to. Idle times due to web object dependencies
will still be an issue, but these are typically on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, and not
long enough for the radio to become idle again.
Finally, domain sharding has the expected negative impact on HTTP/2, as demonstrated
in [51]. Sharding spreads resources over multiple connections, thereby preventing HTTP/2
from multiplexing the maximum amount of resources. Google has already begun encourag-
ing content providers to move away from the practice of sharding to combat this effect [23],
yet resource consolidation is a rather difficult endeavour, especially given that web pages are
accessing third-party resources more often.
In this work, we attempt to answer the question of whether some of the performance wins
expected of HTTP/2 can be improved by unsharding domains. Varvello et al. [24, 57] analyse
live web sites for HTTP/2 adoption, demonstrating that there is significant sharding exhibited
in the wild. Furthermore, Elkhatib et al. [52] show that sharding hurt HTTP/2’s performance
for three deliberately sharded websites running on their testbed. We will expand on this study
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to perform a more detailed analysis of 300 web sites, and delve into the interactions of the









Figure 2.4: HTTP/2 running over the traditional network stack, vs. QUIC’s new architecture.
The previous section has demonstrated that TCP’s reliable in-order delivery of packets to
the upper layer is detrimental to the performance of HTTP/2. A single packet loss contain-
ing data from a particular stream will cause HOL blocking, and prevent other streams from
progressing until TCP retransmits and recovers the missing packet for that stream.
The interaction of several application-layer mechanisms with TCP seem to incur unneces-
sary overheads which could be avoided with a dedicated transport protocol that understands
the requirements of HTTP/2. Take, for example, TLS [39] running over TCP: in addition to
TCP’s 3-way handshake, TLS needs two extra RTTs to exchange cryptographic parameters re-
quired for a secure connection.
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Figure 2.5: A typical QUIC packet containing STREAM frames to transmit data.
To alleviate these avoidable overheads, Google has proposed a new protocol called QUIC:
Quick UDP Internet Connections [21, 27–29]. QUIC was built from the ground up with
HTTP/2 in mind, and combines several optimisation strategies in order to produce a secure,
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multiplexed transport over UDP that functions like TLS running over TCP (Figure 2.4). Using
UDP as the generic transport protocol allows QUIC to apply its custom transport functional-
ity at the application layer and still be deployed on today’s Internet, traversing middleboxes
without any problem.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of a QUIC data packet, which contains multiple stream
frames, each corresponding to a single HTTP/2 request and response pair [58]. By virtue of
multiplexing stream frames over UDP, QUIC decouples stream processing from the underly-
ing protocol, thereby eliminating HOL blocking. A lost QUIC packet only affects the streams it
encloses, which QUIC retransmits. QUIC will reassemble frames from the streams which have
not experienced any loss, allowing them to make forward progress without blocking.
Applying lessons learnt from experience with Chrome, QUIC incorporates several other
optimisation techniques which we discuss below.
0-RTT Handshakes : QUIC attempts to achieve a 0-RTT connection establishment latency,
whilst at the same maintaining the security and source spoofing protection offered by TCP’s
3-way handshake and TLS. In a manner similar to TCP Fast Open and ASAP, QUIC establishes
the required security parameters in a previous connection to the server. The very first time a
client connects to the server, the server performs the correct steps to authenticate it. Any subse-
quent connections from the client use these cached credentials to immediately send encrypted



























Figure 2.6: Messages exchanged to establish a QUIC connection for the 1-RTT or 0-RTT scenarios.
Figure 2.6 shows this process in more detail. The initial handshake to a new un-cached ori-
gin server requires a full RTT for connection setup, as shown in Figure 2.6(a). On sending an
inchoate client hello message, the client receives a reject message from the server which contains
several authentication primitives like the server’s public key, certificate chain, and source ad-
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dress token (details are found in [21, 61]). After the client authenticates the server, it responds
with a complete client hello message that contains the client’s public key. If the handshake is
successful, the server will respond with a server hello message. The client caches the server’s
public key and source address token for use in future connections to the same server.
If the client establishes a new connection to the same cached server, it can immediately be-
gin sending QUIC frames after sending a complete client hello, as seen in Figure 2.6(b). There-
fore, establishing connections to cached servers requires 0 RTTs.
Flexible Congestion Control : Although QUIC uses TCP CUBIC [62] as its default congestion
control mechanism, QUIC implements pluggable congestion control to leave room for experi-
mentation with alternative protocols. It also adds richer signalling information to its headers
to better inform the congestion control mechanisms.
Packet numbers are monotonically increasing and never repeat, i.e., when a packet is
dropped, its retransmission has a new packet number. Unique packet numbers allow a QUIC
sender to distinguish between ACKs from retransmissions and ACKs from the original trans-
mission (effectively avoiding TCP’s ACK retransmission ambiguity [63]).
ACK frames also encapsulate the duration between the receipt of a frame and transmitting
its acknowledgement, which allows the sender to calculate more precise RTT estimates. Finally,
QUIC acknowledgement frames operate like TCP SACK [64]. They mark the greatest packet
number seen, but additionally support up to 256 ACK ranges, allowing QUIC to keep more
data on the wire in the face of reordering and loss than TCP with SACK.
Stream and Connection Flow Control: QUIC performs per-stream flow control to match the
HTTP/2 specification. A QUIC receiver advertises the byte offset per stream up to which it is
willing to accept data, in addition to a per-connection receive window which is the amalgama-
tion of all the streams. As the receiver delivers stream frames to the upper layer, it sends a spe-
cial WINDOW UPDATE frame back to the sender to indicate an increased byte offset for that stream.
Applying unified flow control prevents undefined interaction between HTTP/2’s stream based
flow control and TCP’s flow control in conventional HTTP/2 running over TCP.
Connection migration: instead of using the 4-tuple to identify connections, QUIC uses a 64-bit
Connection Id (CID) which allows connections to seamlessly move to new IP addresses.
Packet authentication and Encryption: QUIC supports full encryption of packet payloads.
Although some parts of the QUIC common header are not encrypted, the entire QUIC packet
is still authenticated by the receiver to prevent packet injection or manipulation by malicious
third parties.
Preliminary studies on QUIC’s performance have shown that QUIC generally outperforms
HTTP/2, especially on connections that experience high packet loss rates or long RTTs [65–67].
Google performed an Internet scale study of QUIC, which it had deployed on its front end
servers and several client applications (Chrome on the desktop, and YouTube and Search on
mobile devices) [21]. On average, they found that QUIC reduces search latency by 8% on the
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desktop, and 3.6% on mobile devices, with similar numbers for video latency. The improve-
ment for search latency increased in response to increasing the RTT. The study indicates that
the 0-RTT handshake plays a crucial role in improving PLT under these long RTT regimes, with
QUIC’s loss recovery mechanisms and improved signalling partly responsible as well.
2.2.3 BBR
The web protocols we’ve examined so far have used a variant of TCP as their transport, which
relies on packet loss to alert the sender about congestion on the link. But, packet loss is often a
poor indicator of congestion. Transport protocols that depend on loss to signal congestion (e.g.,
TCP New Reno and CUBIC) either do not fully utilise the available link capacities when link
buffers are small [68], or suffer longer delays due to bufferbloat [69].
BBR congestion control, proposed by Cardwell et al. [68, 70] and currently deployed on
Google’s B4 network, is a new congestion protocol that has been demonstrated to increase
utilisation and decreases latency when compared to TCP CUBIC. It moves away from the loss-
based paradigm, and conceptualises congestion as the state of sustaining more packets in flight
than the path’s bandwidth-delay product (BDP). We see where a connection first encounters
congestion in Figure 2.7. As the number of bytes in flight increases from zero, the packet de-
livery rate increases without affecting the connection’s RTT. But, when the number of bytes in
flight exceeds the BDP, the connection becomes congested. Network buffers fill up, prompting
a corresponding increase in RTT.
Figure 2.7: Relationship between RTT and packet delivery rate vs. number of bytes in flight.
Since we can fully characterise a connection using its propagation delay (Tprop), and the
bottleneck bandwidth (Bbtl), BBR estimates these values using measurements of the connec-
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tion’s maximum packet delivery rate [71] and minimum RTT. It uses the two metrics to build a
model of the network path, which BBR uses in turn to seek the best operating point with high
throughput and low delay, as shown in Figure 2.7. BBR then adjusts the transmission rate and
the maximum amount of bytes in flight at any time in order to reach this optimal point. BBR
sets the transmission rate to match the bottleneck bandwidth, and keeps BDP bytes in flight to
maintain a full pipe.
At the core of BBR’s steady-state operation is a control loop that probes for the value of the
bottleneck bandwidth, and, with much less frequency, the propagation delay, which is used
to compute BDP. BBR must send faster to discover if Bbtl has increased. Likewise, BBR must
send packets at a slower rate to discover any changes in Tprop. BBR therefore runs periodic,
sequential experiments, where it either increases or decreases the send rate in order to obtain
fresh estimates of these two metrics. Each round of increase in the number of bytes in flight is
accompanied by a round of decrease, in order to drain any potential queues that form in the
network.
Finally, at the start of a connection, BBR grows its congestion window (and subsequently
the bytes in flight) exponentially to perform a binary search forBbtl. The growth continues until
the estimate for Bbtl plateaus (see Figure 2.7), a signal to BBR that the bottleneck bandwidth
has been reached. Once Bbtl is found, any excess queues built up are drained by reducing the
transmission rate to half its value at startup, thereby reducing the bytes in flight back to one
BDP in one RTT.
If our goal is to reduce PLT, using BBR for transport seems like an attractive alternative to
TCP. However, its design had only been standardised towards the conclusion of this work. We
will discuss the potential benefits of using BBR as we go along as a possible future transport
for web downloads.
2.3 Multipath Protocols
Although HTTP/2 and QUIC are steps in the right direction, they fail to take advantage of a
key feature of modern wireless devices: the ability to access web pages via multiple interfaces
(3G/LTE and WiFi for example). In theory, adding a second path may increase the web down-
load’s aggregate bandwidth if the paths do not share a bottleneck, and as a result, decrease the
overall time required to download a web page.
Two transport protocols have been developed to facilitate communication over multiple
paths. The first is Concurrent Multipath Transfer SCTP (CMT-SCTP). CMT-SCTP is a multi-
path extension of SCTP that takes advantage of SCTP’s built-in multihoming capabilities to
send packets on multiple physical paths corresponding to one logical connection [72]. It was
originally developed with no resource pooling and congestion control was performed sepa-
rately on each path. Coupled congestion control was added in more recent years. Once again,
we will not go into the details of CMT-SCTP due to its limited adoption for web traffic, but we
will discuss some of its path schedulers in Section 2.3.2. We now turn to the second multipath
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transport protocol.
2.3.1 MPTCP
Multipath TCP, or MPTCP for short, is the current state-of-the-art multipath extension of
TCP [33]. It allows a TCP sender to initiate additional subflows if it detects the availability
of other alternative paths (e.g., the existence of a second interface on a mobile device). The goal
of MPTCP is to pool bandwidth across these subflows. Using the linked increase congestion
control protocol, it shifts traffic away from congested paths to less congested ones [32, 73].
We describe the details of MPTCP’s functionality and its congestion control in Sections 6.2.2
and 6.2.3 respectively.
MPTCP has been demonstrated to improve throughput for bulk transfers in various set-
tings, from data centres to mobile devices [32, 74–76]. Additionally, Paasch et al. have investi-
gated MPTCP’s ability to allow seamless handover between WiFi and 3G/LTE [77]. Ultimately,
MPTCP works best for large bulk transfers over long-lived flows. With small, short-lived flows,
the cost of subflow setup may outweigh any potential benefits, especially since MPTCP cannot
tell in advance which path will have the lowest delay. It may end up sending all of its traffic
on one subflow, which may never leave slow-start.
Prior work evaluates the limitations of using MPTCP for short transfers on mobile plat-
forms [78,79], and highlights MPTCP’s shortcomings in this area. But this thread of work does
not specifically evaluate MPTCP for web traffic, which is influenced greatly by the dependen-
cies between web resources. Nikravesh et al. [80] perform large scale user study of MPTCP on
mobile devices, and investigate web downloads as part of their analysis, but their investigation
is performed with HTTP/1.1, which generally performs worse than HTTP/2 on MPTCP, since
it opens up to six connections per domain.
Given that they coalesce several small flows into a large stream-based flow, protocols like
HTTP/2 and QUIC may interact better with MPTCP. More recently, Han et al. investigate
mobile web performance over HTTP [81], but mostly investigate a scenario where the two
paths have equal RTT and bandwidth. They later present a more in-depth analysis of mobile
web performance using HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 over MPTCP [82], where they highlight some
of MPTCP’s deficiencies with respect to web traffic. Han et al. suggest switching between
MPTCP and single-path TCP based on a cost-benefit analysis. We present a more in-depth
analysis of the areas where MPTCP hurts PLT. Furthermore, with the modifications suggested
in this work, we show that we can switch MPTCP on by default without adversely affecting
completion times.
In parallel with our work, De Coninck et al. have developed a multipath version of QUIC
(MPQUIC) in [83]. While MPTCP preserves TCP’s in-order semantics for packet delivery,
which may cause HOL blocking in the cases of packet loss on some paths, MPQUIC applies
out-of-order packet delivery to the application layer. MPQUIC outperforms MPTCP in sce-
narios of high packet loss. But, evaluations of MPQUIC were only performed with bulk and
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short transfers, and not web traffic. De Coninck et al. argue that multipath is not useful for
short transfers because connection handshake latency is too long. In this work, we show that
transferring web pages over two paths can indeed decrease PLT when the “best” interface, i.e.
the one with the shorter path RTT, is chosen to establish new connections.
2.3.2 Path Schedulers
In the presence of multiple available paths on which to transmit web objects, or more gen-
erally a stream of packets, how to schedule these packets on paths that may be asymmetric
in terms of bandwidth or delay is an area of active research. A multipath protocol typically
invokes its scheduler when any of its available subflows has enough space in its congestion
window to send a new packet, or when new data arrives from the application layer. The sim-
plest scheduling scheme is round robin. Although this design attempts to distribute packets
across the available paths in an alternating fashion, any mode of scheduling that sends packets
on a subflow as soon as an ACK frees up some congestion window space is typically governed
by the subflows’ ACK clocks, not the scheduling scheme itself. Only when the flows are appli-
cation limited will the scheduler need to make a real choice. After experiencing an idle period,
the scheduler must choose between multiple available subflows upon the arrival of new data.
Ultimately, any scheme that overlooks some measure of the “goodness” of the available
paths will be outclassed by any scheme that does. For example, MPTCP’s Linux implemen-
tation uses a scheduler which, by default, chooses to transmit on the path with the minimum
RTT from among the likely candidates [76,84]. By choosing the path with the shortest RTT, this
scheduler reduces packet delay in application limited flows [85].
2.3.2.1 Receive Buffer Blocking
Even with the minimum RTT scheduler, Raiciu et al. expose a serious MPTCP limitation that
manifests when packets arrive out-of-order at the receiver as the result of transmitting over
heterogeneous paths [76]. They show that an MPTCP host typically requires a larger receive
buffer than its TCP counterpart to store out-of-order packets and facilitate in-order delivery to
the application layer. When the receive buffer is not large enough, the gaps in sequence space
corresponding to packets that should arrive over the slowest path consume a large proportion
of the buffer’s capacity. Consequently, the transmission process experiences HOL blocking, re-
maining stalled until the packets sent over the slowest path arrive, filling the gaps, and freeing
up space in the receive buffer. As a workaround, Raiciu et al. [76] suggest opportunistic retrans-
mission and penalisation (RP), which entails retransmitting the leftmost packet in the window
on a faster subflow in order to fill in gaps in the receive buffer and kickstart the transmission
again. Additionally, the offending slower subflow is penalised by halving its congestion win-
dow and setting its slow-start threshold to the reduced window size.
The RP mechanism is reactive in nature, designed to detect and mitigate HOL blocking in
the receive window. In contrast, other approaches minimise the out-of-order arrival of packets
using a more appropriate scheduler design, which attempts to schedule packets so that they
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arrive in-order at the receiver to reduce HOL blocking. Solutions range in how dynamically
they react to changes in the underlying network conditions on the available paths. Delay Aware
Packet Scheduling (DAPS) assigns a group of packets to each available subflow according to the
ratio of their RTTs at the beginning of a scheduling cycle [86, 87], when packets are dequeued
from send buffer. Because it determines the fate of several future packets based on current
network conditions, DAPS cannot dynamically adapt to changes in the network.
On the other hand, the out-of-order transmission for in-order arrival scheduler (OTIAS)
assigns a new packet to a subflow as soon as it arrives at the send buffer [88], choosing the
subflow with the smallest time between scheduling the packet and its arrival at the receiver.
OTIAS enqueues scheduled packets to subflow level buffers even if the subflows are not ready
to send these packets yet, such that they may do so in the future. While more adaptive than
DAPS, OTIAS still prematurely binds packets to subflows according to network conditions that
may change.
Finally, the BLocking ESTimation scheduler (BLEST) adapts more dynamically to changes
in the network [89]. BLEST uses the fact that the send buffer is a reflection of the receive buffer
to its advantage, and targets send buffer blocking. It avoids filling the send window with pack-
ets to be transmitted over the slower subflow. Instead, it waits for the faster subflow to free
more space in its window so that it can send more packets during the slower subflow’s RTT,
allowing it to free up space in the connection level send buffer. By determining the scheduling
decision on a packet by packet basis when it is time to transmit them, BLEST adapts to changes
in the underlying network in a more fine-grained manner than the previous scheduling proto-
cols.
Although the design of these schedulers highlights some important lessons about adap-
tive scheduling protocols, the schedulers were fundamentally designed to address a limita-
tion that doesn’t quite affect web downloads to the same extent. Recall that MPTCP will
send a packet if both the receive and send windows have available space (i.e. according to
min(cwnd, rwnd)). Clients typically do not experience high load, and are rarely receive buffer-
limited.1 Conversely, send buffers at the server may be limited in size; if the server must deal
with 100,000 incoming requests, it must proportion its memory accordingly. Nevertheless, it
is not unreasonable to assume a server can afford up to 1-2MB of send buffer per connection.
This fact combined with the small sizes of most web objects, on the order of tens of kilobytes on
average, implies that send and receive buffer occupancy will remain low for web downloads,
and will not elicit long delays due to HOL blocking. We further hypothesize that out-of-order
packet arrivals should not be a concern of the scheduler, but should be dealt with in a manner
very similar to QUIC, which circumvents any receive buffer problems by delivering out-of-
order packets to the application layer immediately (Section 6.4.3).
1Linux and Mac OS use self-tuning TCP to grow the receive buffer. The maximum receive buffer size is 1MB in Mac
OS High Sierra.
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2.3.2.2 Streams
MPTCP deals with byte streams, and has little knowledge of web objects and their boundaries,
which implies that its schedulers must be more generic. To investigate previous work which
incorporates knowledge of web objects boundaries into the scheduling decision, we must turn
to CMT-SCTP [72]. Web objects can be naturally expressed as SCTP streams, and multiple
previous studies have examined how to schedule these streams on asymmetric paths. In SCTP,
packet ordering is a requirement only within a particular stream. Therefore, HOL blocking
in the receive buffer transforms into HOL blocking per stream if packets from the stream are
transmitted over a slower path.
The simplest method for preventing packet reordering in streams transmitted over hetero-
geneous paths is to assign all packets from a particular stream to a single path. Dreibholz et
al. investigate the benefits of such a scheme for bulk transfers and show that it indeed reduces
HOL blocking [90].
Eklund et al. develop dynamic stream-aware scheduling (DS) for CMT-SCTP in [91], which
takes current network conditions into account when making scheduling decisions about stream
packets. The scheduler decides whether or not to send a message on the current path. It
compares time to send a message on the current path with the time to transmit a full send
buffer on the other path. If transmitting the full queue on another path is faster, DS chooses not
to schedule any messages on the current path. If the current path can indeed send a message,
the DS scheduler favours sending messages from the stream that transmitted on the current
path last. In other words, the DS algorithm attempts to coalesce most of the data from one
stream on a single path.
Despite similarities between the scheduler algorithm in DS and our own Stream Scheduler,
DS attempts to bind streams to certain paths. Sending an entire stream on a particular path is
rather fragile and will suffer delays if the path experiences any loss. Our work, on the other
hand, is more flexible. It attempts to relax as many constraints as it can, and does not favour
certain streams for a particular path. Striping packets from one stream on both paths is a better
scheme since it is more reactive to loss, and can move stream packets away from congested
paths. DS has been evaluated for short signalling traffic using CMT-SCTP, rather than web
traffic with multiple origin servers using MPTCP. It does not take web objects, dependencies,
nor priorities into account. If DS decides that a path is too slow and should not transmit a
particular packet, the path remains idle, wasting possible capacity that could have been spent
transmitting a lower priority object.
Finally, the Earliest Completion First (ECF) scheduler was developed for MPTCP operat-
ing over heterogeneous paths, and adopts a very similar scheduling algorithm as DS and our
Stream Scheduler [92]. ECF is concurrent work with our research. It is evaluated mostly for
video traffic, which is transmitted over one long lived connection. ECF does not consider slow-
start in its estimation of the completion time. For web traffic, slow-start does in fact consume
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a significant proportion of the download and cannot be discounted. ECF does not distinguish
between streams, and suffers from the same limitations as DS with respect to leaving subflows
idle. The evaluation of ECF for web pages is rather limited, with only one web page examined.
2.4 Dependency Graphs
One of the requirements for extracting web resource priorities, and for emulating web page
downloads, is the ability to construct accurate dependency graphs for web pages. By com-
puting which objects are crucial for reducing PLT from the critical path within a dependency
graph, one can develop intuition about how to design schemes which will speed up the page
load process. Several tools for generating web page dependencies are readily available, like
HTTP Archive (HAR) [93], Chrome Developer Tools [94] and WebProphet [11], but they do not
provide the means to produce comprehensive dependency graphs that include parsing and
computation dependencies.
In our work, we use a heavily modified version of WProf [10] to generate detailed de-
pendency graphs for our corpus of web pages. WProf instruments the Chrome browser and
records the duration and dependencies of several activities, including web object loads, HTML
parsing, JavaScript evaluation and CSS style resolving. It formalises several dependency rules
that we extend and apply in Section 3.4 to build the dependency graphs for each web page.
A browser generally uses conservative algorithms to fetch and evaluate web objects be-
cause it has no knowledge of whether JavaScript will modify upstream HTML, or if CSS style
properties will be accessed by later JavaScript. As a result, the browser will block parsing while
it downloads and evaluates JavaScript. Similarly, it will commonly block JavaScript evaluation
while it downloads and applies CSS rules. WProf models these lexical dependencies. In real-
ity, these are too conservative and may not at all be necessary. JavaScript may not make any
references to CSS style properties, or modify DOM elements, which means that the extra wait
time for resolving these dependencies is wasteful.
As a result, Netravali et al. have developed Scout [95]. As opposed to only tracking lexical
dependencies like WProf, Scout tracks precise data flows from within the JavaScript heap and
locates more fine grained dependencies between objects. To achieve this goal, Scout re-writes
the JavaScript and HTML code in a page. Scout wraps all the JavaScript objects with a proxy
object, which allows it to instrument read/write, write/read and write/write dependencies
between JavaScript variables and DOM nodes.
With fine-grained dependency information in hand, Netravali et al. also developed Polaris.
Polaris is a JavaScript-based scheduler that uses the dependency graphs generated by Scout,
and runs on the client’s unmodified browser. In response to a client’s HTTP request, the server
replies with a scheduler stub containing four components: the scheduler, the generated Scout
dependency graph, and the page’s chunkified HTML and finally DNS prefetch hints. Polaris
attempts to minimise PLT by prioritizing critical objects and requesting objects “out-of-order”
with respect to lexical constraints, thereby improving performance. Using MPTCP as transport
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is independent from employing a dependency based scheduler like Polaris. In fact, a multipath
protocol that operates in the transport layer may improve the performance gains of Polaris even
further.
Although our analysis might benefit from an even finer-grained dependency graph
builder, Scout is not publicly available. We believe the dependency graphs we have gener-
ated are sufficient for our purposes and they have allowed us to draw interesting conclusions
with regards to the object dependencies within a web page. More importantly, unlike Scout
and Polaris, our goal isn’t to create a scheduler that will improve web page loads. Instead, we
want to model the current behaviour of existing browsers, which are conservative and obey the
lexical dependencies.
2.5 Proxies
So far, we’ve discussed efforts to reduce web PLT by redesigning the web and transport pro-
tocols, or minimising critical path delay using dependency-aware schedulers. In parallel with
these efforts, others have investigated the idea of reducing the long delays resulting from con-
secutive requests to the server by communicating instead with a reverse proxy, which requests
web resources on behalf of the client. Located close to the web server, not only would this
proxy reduce the RTTs experienced while requesting a web page, but if we assume it is suf-
ficiently provisioned in terms of CPU and memory, it can construct the web page even faster
and transmit it to the client.
In the work describing Mahimahi [96], which is a record-and-replay tool for web pages,
the authors also present Cumulus. Cumulus combines a remote proxy which runs a headless
browser on the cloud server with a local caching HTTP proxy. The remote proxy headlessly
loads a particular web page and sends the compressed resources to the client’s local caching
proxy in a bulk response. The next time the client’s browser requests a resource, it should
hopefully find it in the cache already. By moving the resolution of resource dependencies
closer to the server, Cumulus reduces the effective latency and speeds up page load times.
Bhattacherjee et al. go one step further, and suggest that to combat last mile delays that
clients suffer even in the presence of CDNs, they should instead establish a point of presence
close to the web servers in the form of content gathering networks (CGNs) [97]. These CGNs
are reverse proxies that operate in a similar manner to Cumulus, downloading web resources
and forwarding them to a local caching proxy on the client.
The examples we’ve described seem to suggest a split browser architecture, where a re-
mote proxy does part of the work in downloading and building the web page. Several browsers
for mobile devices adhere to this split architecture, because they operate on devices that can
benefit from remotely constructing the web page on faster machines. Examples include Opera
Mini [98] and Amazon Silk [99], which pre-process pages remotely, and Google Flywheel [100],
a data compression proxy which operates between origin servers and the client.
The main caveat with proxy approaches lies in the potential divergence between web
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pages generated by the client and the ones generated by the headless browser in the proxy.
Because many web pages use JavaScript to dynamically construct and request URLs, different
accesses to the same web page may trigger the download of different URLs. Additionally, only
the client can know its internal state which will be used to implement certain JavaScript func-
tionality. For example, JavaScript often checks the client’s user agent (i.e., browser type and
version) and performs different actions or requests different resources as a result. Similarly,
information like the client’s window size, its local time, geolocation, cookies, HTML 5 storage
and web database may influence the results of the page’s JavaScript and hence the its final
appearance.
Two different mechanisms have been proposed to deal with this divergence. The first in-
volves sampling a large number of loads for the same web page, and merging the dependency
trees for these samples offline to construct the web page’s invariant dependency structure.
Klotski [101] employs this mechanism to provide a good user experience on mobile devices,
even if actively attempting to reduce PLT further cannot be accomplished. Klotski is com-
posed of a back end measurement engine and a front-end proxy, both located close to the web
server. The back end measures key invariant characteristics of a web page offline and the front
end uses these characteristics and user preferences to prioritise content delivered to the client.
Given a utility metric for each resource, a tolerance threshold for an acceptable user wait time,
and a dependency representation, the front end is responsible for determining the subset of
resources that will maximise the total utility given the tolerance.
The second mechanism is implemented in Shandian [102]. To speed up web pages, Shan-
dian restructures the page load process so that it is split into two stages. It correctly prioritises
resources that are needed for the beginning of the page, before the load event, and those needed
after the page is loaded. As a result, a remote proxy is responsible for conveying the load-time
state to the client, which includes only resources, JavaScript and CSS rules required for the
DOM before the load event. The proxy therefore pre-loads the web page, communicates an
initial compact representation of web page’s DOM to the client, and loads secondary resources
in the background. As for the client, it is responsible for executing the post-load state, i.e., eval-
uating JavaScript and CSS rules, allowing interactivity with the user, and requesting further
resources. To accurately replicate the page load remotely, the client sends its state, including
its user agent, window size, etc. to the proxy. With a little added overhead, we believe this
method produces more accurate web pages than Klotski.
Since our work investigates multipath transport as the means for reducing PLT, it is or-
thogonal to split browser architectures and reverse proxies. In fact, since they convert a mostly
application-limited transfer into a bulk transfer, the described techniques may work better with
MPTCP than a regular web download.
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2.6 Conclusion
Despite the development of new web protocols like HTTP/2 and QUIC that target long page
load times, and the design of different mechanisms for reducing web page loads, speeding up
page loads by taking advantage of the multiple interfaces on mobile devices is an avenue that
hasn’t been explored in great detail. An in-depth analysis of how web pages behave when
downloaded over MPTCP would help reveal how to apply multipath transport to the web.
While we expect an improvement in PLT when the paths involved have equal bandwidth and
RTT, others have shown that heterogeneous paths give less than ideal results. In our work, we
aim to highlight these inefficiencies for web pages in particular, determine their causes, and
tackle them systematically. We will emphasise the subtle interactions between web resource
dependencies and the underlying web and transport protocols.
In the process of understanding web downloads for multiple paths, we will also examine
the effects of unsharding web pages in more detail. While coalescing server shards appears
to be good practice for increasing the gains of HTTP/2, a full scale analysis of unsharding
with multiple different types of web sites and under different network conditions has yet to be
performed.
Protocols like QUIC have demonstrated that combining application and transport-layer
functionality can be beneficial. In a similar manner, we would also like to incorporate
application-layer knowledge into the process of determining the best paths on which to send




Nuanced interactions between the application and transport layers determine end-to-end PLT:
• At the application layer, dependencies among resources in a web page’s content—really,
web page structure—determine when the browser sends requests to a web server. These
dependencies also determine any prioritisation information the browser may provide the
server when multiple requested resources are available to send. On the opposite end, the
corresponding responses will experience varying processing delays at the server.
• At the boundary between the application and transport layers, the number of servers from
which the browser retrieves a page’s content and the number of TCP connections from
the browser to each such server constrain the mapping of requests and responses to TCP
connections. Similarly, the type of web protocol employed, whether HTTP/1.x, HTTP/2 or
QUIC, informs the number of connections to use, and how quickly a web page’s resources
can be delivered in light of head-of-line blocking.
• At the transport layer, end-to-end RTT and bottleneck bandwidth determine the evolution of
TCP’s congestion window over time on each of these TCP connections, and thus in turn
determine TCP transfer times for these requests and responses. Additionally, transmit-
ting web packets over multiple paths as opposed to a single path may reduce PLT even
further.
We would like to explore how the above italicised factors affect the PLT of popular web
pages. Their impact is not immediately obvious, but rather requires some measure of experi-
mentation. In addition to understanding the intricacies of status quo web protocols and their
underlying transport, we also aim to evaluate several new mechanisms with respect to multi-
path web browsing. One way to achieve both these goals would be to experiment with a real
browser modified to implement the protocols in question. Unfortunately, performing this eval-
uation is infeasible. Not only would we need to modify the client’s browser and kernel, but we
must also modify all the content servers contacted by the browser in order to understand any
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new mechanisms we implement in the application and transport layer. An alternative would
be to snapshot a particular web page, and create several local servers with our chosen protocols
and configuration that respond to HTTP requests with the correct resources. But this design
still lacks the level of determinism we require for our analysis. In particular, we cannot obtain
the same behaviour for each run of our experiments if we clone dynamic content that, due to
JavaScript, produces a different result every time it is executed. Besides, by using this config-
uration we would already need to emulate the server and the network functionality. Instead,
we have built a hybrid system, which simulates real web traces within an emulation frame-
work that will allow us to answer “what-if” questions with respect to the factors above, and to
quickly prototype and evaluate several existing and potential web protocols and transport.
It is completely inaccurate to model web pages as a series of consecutive resource requests.
The page load process is much more elaborate: browsers mix the fetching of web resources with
parsing, and evaluating JavaScript and CSS. These activities are interrelated and create inherent
dependencies among themselves. On a similar note, an accurate web dependency representa-
tion is necessary to communicate useful cross-layer information to the transport protocol. If
the transport protocol wants to understand which web resources are delay-sensitive, it must
understand the relationships between the various page load activities. To perform an analysis
of web page load times, we have implemented PCP: a Page Completion Profiler that traces and
emulates web page downloads. PCP allows us to better understand the factors responsible for
PLT and the possible areas for latency improvement.
3.2 Anatomy of a Page Load
To build a page completion profiler that accurately captures the time it takes to download a
web page, we must first understand where most of this time is spent. We must also take into
account how the structure of the web page influences its download time. As a result, in this
section we break down the underlying activities browsers perform to download and render a
web page. In essence, a web page is a collection of frames which display content. A frame
contains resources like images, text and media, whose structure and appearance are concisely
specified by the frame’s HTML file. The browser downloads these resources, and transforms
the HTML description into the document object model, or DOM tree.
As a language-independent intermediate representation, the DOM provides a standard-
ised API for interacting with HTML objects. Each HTML tag corresponds to an Element node
in the DOM tree, and each Element owns a set of attribute nodes. The Document object acts as
the root node for an HTML document, and owns all the other nodes (element, attribute, text
and comments). In turn, the Document’s parent is the DOM Window object, which represents
an open window in the browser. If a page contains several iframes (inline frames) in addition
to the main frame, then the browser creates a Window object for each frame (and by exten-
sion a Document object). The rest of this chapter capitalises DOM objects, e.g. Document, to
distinguish them from their counterparts.
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Web page developers use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to apply style rules to DOM nodes
(e.g. font size), and JavaScript to manipulate the DOM dynamically. With the constructed DOM







//Create a new Image 5
var anImage = new Image(); 6
anImage.setAttribute("src", "rainbow.jpg"); 7
8
//Append it to the div tag 9













<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="theme.css"></link> 23
<div id="firstDiv"> 24








Figure 3.1: An example HTML file.
Suppose a client navigates to the web site described by the HTML code in Figure 3.1.
After the browser sends the initial request and downloads the main HTML file, the browser’s
following components work together to display the web site:
• HTML Parser: reads and tokenises the HTML tags in the main page as well as any
iframes enclosed within the page. It also tokenises document fragments, generated from
JavaScript calls to Document.write(). The parser does not wait for the entire page to
download, but rather begins operation when the first chunk of the web page arrives over
the network. As it runs through the HTML tags, the parser builds the DOM tree by con-
verting each tag into an DOM Element and setting its attributes correctly. If the parser
encounters an HTML tag that references an embedded resource, such as the <link> tag
on Line 23 in this example, it triggers its download via the Resource Loader. Parsing is
single threaded: the parser pauses when it encounters inline or synchronous JavaScripts
that the browser must download and execute, for example Lines 2 and 27. As an optimi-
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sation, browsers usually also employ a light weight parser, or preloader, which runs on
a separate thread and facilitates downloading resources while the main parser is blocked
(discussed in more detail in Section 3.7.5). Parsing runs for fixed epochs in WebKit [103],
the browser engine used by Safari and Chrome. As such, the parser will yield execution
to JavaScript handlers for events or timers when they fire. When the browser downloads
an iframe, parsing its HTML does not preempt the parsing of the main frame.
• Resource Loader: is responsible for requesting and downloading the various resources
referenced in the web page if they are not already found in the browser’s cache. The re-
sources can have different MIME types, like images, JavaScript or CSS files, iframes and
other media. The Resource Loader requests each resource using a version of HTTP as
the underlying protocol, although new Chrome browsers use QUIC. The browser uses
DNS to resolve the IP addresses of resource domain names if they have not been cached
already. Additionally, the browser will also transmit and handle the necessary TLS hand-
shake for new connections that require HTTPS. Once DNS is resolved, and both client
and server have exchanged TLS keys if necessary, the Resource Loader can then send the
request to its target server and begin the download.
• CSS Style Resolver: CSS is referenced via the <link> tag (e.g. Line 23) to download an
external file, or inline using the <style> tag. After downloading a CSS file, the browser
parses it, and converts the CSS into style rules. These rules are often used to build a
tree-based CSS object model, or CSSOM, as is the case with Firefox. WebKit on the other
hand parses each CSS rule and inserts it into a StyleSheet object, which encapsulates
a set of CSS rules. Once parsing a CSS file completes, the browser invokes the style
resolver, which iterates through all the style sheet rules for each node and collates them,
starting with the most general and then recursively applying more specific rules, in order
to generate the derived styles for all DOM nodes to be displayed. Finally, the browser
recalculates the style of these DOM nodes, iterating over them, and applying to collated
style rules. As CSS files are downloaded, the style rules are applied incrementally.
Since JavaScript functions may check the style properties of DOM nodes during their
execution, the functions will get this information wrong if the CSS files have not been
downloaded and evaluated. As a result, browsers commonly block JavaScript execution
while there is a pending CSS file which hasn’t completed loading. Firefox blocks all
scripts as it waits for pending CSS to load, whereas WebKit only blocks scripts when
they try access style properties that may be influenced by unloaded CSS.
• JavaScript Engine: executes any inline or external scripts. After the parser encounters
the <script> tag on Line 27 in our example, and requests the referenced .js file using the
Resource Loader, the engine executes the script after the resource download completes.
Modern JavaScript engines, like Chrome’s V8, use just-in-time compilation to produce
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optimised code. In addition to evaluating inline or external JavaScript code, the engine
also evaluates JavaScript event handlers and timer functions. The JavaScript engine is
single threaded, but can be re-entrant. In other words, an event handler for example may
interrupt the execution of an enclosing script. When the event completes, the JavaScript
engine will resume the execution of the parent script.
• Renderer: uses the DOM to display the web page progressively in the browser. As the
browser constructs the DOM tree, it also constructs a corresponding render tree which
contains the web page’s visual elements in the order they will be displayed. Building
the render tree requires computing the style of each object, using the CSS style rules
computed for each DOM element.
After the browser builds the render tree, it computes the layout of all the render objects
in the tree, i.e. it determines their position and size in the browser’s displayed frame.
With the render tree and object layout in hand, the browser finally paints the web page
on screen.
The browser can begin painting the web page without waiting for all the resources to
load for the page. The critical rendering path will only include the HTML markup, CSS
and JavaScript files, foregoing any images or iframes that may be downloaded later. We-
bKit also uses a flag to indicate whether all top level style sheets have been loaded, and
constructs the render tree with placeholders for missing elements, allowing “first paint”
to happen even earlier. The placeholders are recalculated as the style sheets are loaded,
and paint is refreshed.
Although the browser performs rendering activities on the main thread, which also
parses HTML and evaluates JavaScript, Wang et al. have shown in their WProf work
that for 80% of the 200 web sites examined, page rendering accounts for less than 5%
of the total time on the critical path [10]. Even on mobile devices, which spend a larger
proportion of their time performing computation activities like parsing and script execu-
tion, Nejati et al. [104] have shown that rendering activities are the least dominant on the
critical path. As such, our following examination of page loads will not model browser
rendering activities.
The activities performed by the parser, CSS style resolver, JavaScript engine and renderer
are computation processes, whereas the Resource Loader performs the only network process.
In theory, a browser can possibly execute the download, parsing and computation processes in
parallel, reducing a page’s load time to that of its slowest activity. Reality, on the other hand,
necessitates the execution of some activities before others, adding dependencies between them.
Some dependencies are flow based: the parser, for example, cannot process an HTML tag until
the chunk of data containing this tag arrives over the network. Others are serialisation artefacts,
for example the parser and JavaScript or CSS cannot run at the same time, because they both
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modify a shared data structure, the DOM tree. To model web page loads correctly, we aim to
quantify these dependencies, and generate faithful dependency graphs for the various browser
activities.
3.3 Design Overview
Our goal is to measure the page load times of web sites of varied structures under a wide range
of network conditions, using different web protocols, network transport protocols, server ar-
chitectures, and different browser optimisations. Additionally, our eventual goal requires mod-
ifying the browser and underlying transport in order to incorporate new methods for reducing
PLT for multiple paths.
At first glance, the simplest mechanism for measuring web PLT would be to apply any
modifications solely to the client, with changes to the browser and to the network stack. With
this method, we could measure page completion times in the wild, with real RTTs to each origin
server, real server processing delays, and real background traffic. We could use the Linux traffic
control facility tc to control the rate, and add extra delays on top of the empirical RTTs to vary
the effect of the network and observe the results. Unfortunately, we do not have control of the
servers, and are therefore limited by their choice of architecture and protocol support.
In order to experiment with different server architectures, and to expand their design to
incorporate new web and transport protocol features, we must emulate the servers locally.
We could either implement our own record and replay scheme to emulate the servers, us-
ing dummynet to emulate different network bandwidths and RTTs [105, 106], or instead aug-
ment available tools like Mahimahi [96] for our purposes. We would need to record each re-
source requested by our target web site, emulate its download from multiple origin servers
locally, and make sure to apply the correct server processing delays. This experimentation
framework would be advantageous because it still uses a real browser, the operating sys-
tem’s network stack, and allows us to use common server implementations, like Apache with
mod http2 [107], modified for our purposes of course.
Nevertheless, the framework above still lacks a crucial element for performing the types
of experiments we have in mind: reproducibility. In particular, we would like to repeat exper-
iments that encounter the same packet drops, in order to profile how minor changes in these
drops influence web page completion. Reproducibility is also a requirement if we want to ex-
amine the effects of incremental changes to the application and transport protocols. Ideally, we
would like to implement a new protocol feature, detect any possible reduction in performance,
fix the problem and rerun the same experiment in an iterative process.
We would also like to use a more consistent browser. As we will see in Section 3.7.4, the
number of resources downloaded before the load event fires in a browser (a typical indication
that a page has completed) may vary with network conditions. JavaScript events and timers
may fire at different instances, triggering the download of a different set of objects each time.
This lack of determinism makes it very difficult to perform an apples-to-apples comparison
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between different protocols. Instead, we would like to measure the same amount of work
done for each experiment we conduct.
For reproducibility, our best recourse is to use simulation. Our approach is a hybrid one.
First, we measure and profile a wide range of popular web sites taken from the Alexa top 500.
From this we construct a web dependency graph for each web page; this graph contains all
the dependencies between the large number of events that make up the downloading and pro-
cessing of the page. Nodes in the graph include resource download, HTML parsing, JavaScript
execution, timers, and other events. Edges exist in the graph if one event must only occur after
another event has finished.
Based on this measured graph, we emulate the download of each web page while vary-
ing parameters of interest. We can vary the network bandwidth, for example, simulate the
resulting TCP downloads, and predict the effect this will have on page load times. For cor-
rect emulation, we need to accurately model how the different activities within a modern web
browser depend on each other. For example, inline JavaScript will block further parsing of
HTML after the script’s location in the HTML file, but the browser’s preloader may still pre-
parse this HTML as it arrives and enqueue requests for some of the URLs it finds. We imple-
mented a trace-driven browser simulator that takes this dependency graph and emulates the
browser, initiating HTTP requests when all their dependencies are satisfied. All the timings for
parsing, JavaScript evaluation, and so forth are taken from measurements of the real browser
when profiling the original web page. To model the network aspect, we use the ns-3 packet-
level simulator [35], as we need to fully understand the interactions between HTTP, TCP, and
network conditions. Combining these components together, we built the Page Completion
Profiler, which consists of:
• Profiler: an instrumented copy of the Chrome web browser that logs all events during
page download and processing. This is complemented with a tcpdump capture of all
packets, allowing us to infer additional parameters unseen by the browser, such as server
processing latency.
• Graph Builder takes the event log from the profiler, uses a model of how dependencies
work in a web browser, and builds a directed acyclic graph that represents all the inter-
event and inter-object dependencies within that web page.
• Graph Viewer: a visualiser that can present the dependency graph in PDF form, allowing
us to understand dependency graphs, so as to perform root-cause analysis. An example
is shown in Figure 3.6.
• Emulator: a trace-driven web browser emulator that takes a dependency graph, and sim-
ulates downloading the relevant web page under specific conditions and with specific
protocol features enabled or disabled.
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3.4 Profiler
Our profiler builds upon WProf [10], which instruments the Chrome browser and inserts hooks
into WebKit to log information about an individual web page as it loads. WProf logs a record
for each resource request, parsed HTML token, and evaluated computation during the page
load process. Each record contains the activity’s unique identifier, its immediate parent (i.e.
the HTML tag, DOM element or computation that triggered the activity), and some timing
information to mark the start and end of each activity.
Although it logs a great deal of data, WProf was not designed to provide sufficient infor-
mation to drive emulation. In contrast, we need to identify all the inter-resource dependencies
so that the parents of every resource and computation are logged, a complicated feat owing
to the copious web features and corner cases the Chrome browser must support. In addition
to the original activities logged by WProf, a sample of some of the new activities the Profiler
tracks are:
• Inline JavaScript executions. Although scripts inline with a web page’s HTML do not
require requesting a JavaScript file over the network, they pause the parsing process
nonetheless, thereby increasing PLT.
• Programmatic DOM elements created from JavaScript. These are not created by
parsing an HTML tag, but rather, for example, by a JavaScript call to document.
createElement("script") or var i = new Image() (Line 5 of Figure 3.1). By accu-
rately recording DOM elements that have been appended to the document, we can
reliably determine which script evaluation has triggered the download of a resource or
the evaluation of another script.
• Timers registered from JavaScript functions, when each timer fires, and the duration of
the timeout handler function.
• Events and when their handlers are executed. We log the event names, in addition to
their targets. For example a load event called from an image tag, indicates that the load
event’s parent is the downloaded image resource. The target may also be the JavaScript
document or a Window object, as with the page load event.
• The difference between parsing activities generated by the parser itself, or by evaluating
Document.write() from a JavaScript function.
• Frame identifiers for each record. Computations, resources and parse tags may either be-
long to the page’s main frame, or to an iframe within the page, in which case the activity
depends on the download of the iframe itself.
• Frame hierarchy and source changes. We note a frame’s parents and children in our
traces, so that we can model frame dependencies. We also log when an iframe’s URL is
programmatically changed during the download of a web site.
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• Resources accessed from the cache. Before our modifications, WProf only recorded re-
sources which were explicitly downloaded from the network. Although we clear the
cache between page downloads, some resources are referenced multiple times within the
same web page. Therefore, later references to the same resource will go straight to the
cache, and since the resource has not been explicitly requested, we obtain an incomplete
dependency graph. Because we would like to model caching in the emulator, we instead
log all the references to the resource, even if they resulted in a cache hit.
To record a trace for a particular web site, we use our instrumented Chrome browser to
navigate to that site, and wait for one minute to allow for the page to complete. We clear the
browser cache between each consecutive page we profile, because we would like to capture all
the resources that the web page can potentially download. After capturing all the resources and
their download times, it would be simple to model a warm cache download in the emulator if
we so choose. Using our modified version of Chrome, we obtained logs for 300 of the Alexa
top 500 web sites [36], sampled in September 2016. The instrumented Chrome browser used
HTTP/1.1 consistently for downloading all of the sites. We use traces for these 300 web sites
throughout the remainder of this study.
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Figure 3.2: Measurement of server processing delay from tcpdump traces at the client.
To faithfully reproduce a page download, we also need to emulate any delays caused
by the web server. We observed that these can sometimes dominate page download times
when network latency is low and bandwidth is high. The browser sits above TCP, so does not
have enough information to distinguish transport latency from server delays. To infer server
processing delays we capture a full packet trace during profiling using tcpdump. For this we use
HTTP/1.1, as pipelining with HTTP/2 would mask the effect we wish to measure. Figure 3.2
illustrates how we measure the server processing delay. As the HTTP request arrives with the
TCP PUSH flag set, it is immediately ACKed by the server. After a short delay, the server
sends the first data packet of the response. This difference can be measured at the client and
the server processing delay inferred.
There are several caveats to using this method for estimating server processing delays. For
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one, queuing delay could add noise to this measurement. However, we observe that the laten-
cies seen by incoming traffic to our university network are orders of magnitude lower than the
server processing delays we measure. Additionally, because we infer server processing delays
from HTTP/1.1 exchanges, these delays may not accurately reflect HTTP/2 server process-
ing delays. With HTTP/2, the server may apply different code for prioritisation and header
compression for example, which takes a different amount of time. Despite this limitation, we
believe that HTTP/1.1 server processing times are a lower bound for those experienced by
HTTP/2, and function as a reasonable approximation.
We use the dpkt Python package [108] to process the .pcap files generated using tcpdump in
order to pair observed HTTP requests with their responses, and compute their corresponding
server processing times using the mechanism outlined above. We discard estimates for re-
sources with non-successful HTTP status codes, e.g. errors and redirects. One the other hand,
we give special care to HTTP responses with HTTP 304 Not Modified status. A response of
this kind carries no content, and indicates that the browser should use the corresponding re-
source from its cache since the server has not modified it since the last access. Although we
record the measured server processing times for these particular resources, we mark them with
a special “cached” flag.
Deducing server delays for HTTP connections is relatively straightforward. HTTPS con-
nections, on the other hand, encrypt requests and responses (including the HTTP headers)
using TLS. As such, tcpdump can only record an exchange of opaque packets, and without visi-
ble HTTP headers we cannot discern the resource URL of each request and response. Although
we can compute the server processing delay for an exchange, we can’t tell which resource in
particular experienced this delay.
Are we out of luck for HTTPS resources? Not necessarily. Since the Profiler records infor-
mation about all the downloaded resources, we can use the Profiler logs in conjunction with
the packet traces to our advantage. From the logs, we generate a list of resources per domain,
sorted by their receive times, i.e. the time the very first packet of the response arrives at the
browser. Therefore, for each domain which uses HTTPS connections, we match the series of
recorded server delays with the corresponding resources in order. But since the only visible
information of use in an HTTPS exchange is the TCP connection’s four-tuple, we must also
maintain a mapping between IP addresses and domain names, which we construct from pars-
ing DNS queries and answers in the packet trace. We correctly handle multi-homed domains,
and resolve CNAMES to produce an accurate mapping.
Given that TLS exchanges are opaque, the above mechanism may attribute the wrong
server delay to a particular resource. It produces an approximation of a resource’s server delay
at best, especially since we cannot read the HTTP status code of the response. Nevertheless,
we observed that the server delays for resources downloaded from the same domain correlate
highly with each other, and will most likely be centred closely around the mean.
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For the 300 top Alexa web sites we profiled, we downloaded approximately 35K resources,
and applied the mechanisms above to infer their server processing times. Unfortunately, we
still could not determine server times for around 4600 resources from the recorded pcap traces.
The resources with missing server delays fall into two categories. The first consists of resources
downloaded from domains for which we have already computed a set of server delays for other
resources. The missing server delays represent cases where we still could not disambiguate
TLS responses correctly, or cases where we have malformed HTTP requests or responses. We
assign each resource of this kind a server delay drawn from the list of server delays associated
with the resource’s domain, with the same MIME type. If the resource has zero size, it most
likely received an HTTP 204 No Content response, so we clamp its server delay time at 10ms.
The second category consists of resources downloaded using TLS from domains whose
names were already in the DNS cache. Since we observed no DNS queries for these domains,
we could not disambiguate the IPs of encrypted requests and responses for their resources.
With a sufficient sample of empirical server processing times, we can estimate the cumula-
tive distribution function of the server processing times and use it to probabilistically generate
times for these missing resources (we found 313 in our sample). Because a server will consume
a different amount of time when it handles resources of different types, we need to generate
separate CDFs for resources with different MIME types and HTTP methods (i.e. GET vs POST).










































Figure 3.3: Server processing delays for content served via the specified protocol.
Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show CDFs of the measured server processing delays captured
in September 2016 for HTTP and HTTPS content respectively. Servers spend more time gener-
ating HTML than most other MIME types, likely because some of this content is dynamically
generated. Conversely, static objects such as CSS files, which are likely to reside in the server’s
cache (RAM), require small server processing times (less than 250 ms). There is also a distinct
excess around 200ms with HTTP. In results from December 2015 (shown for JavaScript in Fig-
ure 3.4), this excess was rather large, and predominantly affected JavaScript and images. This
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was almost certainly caused by a 200ms bidding timeout in advertisement networks. The effect
is somewhat smaller in more recent traces, indicating a likely change in the operation of one or
more ad networks, and not visible in content served over HTTPS.













Figure 3.4: JavaScript server processing delays from 2015.
As we can see, a server typically returns an HTTP response within one second, therefore
we can safely remove any outliers with greater values.1 Note that we also exclude the resources
marked as “cached” from the samples used to generate the CDFs, since they correspond to
responses which do not contain data. Nevertheless, the empirical response time for a cached
resource is still used for the corresponding resource in the emulator, because it represents a
lower bound for how fast the server can turn around a response for this particular resource.
To apply server processing delays, the emulator operates as follows: when a server re-
ceives an HTTP request for a particular resource, it checks whether an empirical measure for
this resource’s processing time exists. If so, it uses the measure. Otherwise it generates one
from the measured CDFs based on the resource’s MIME type, and applies it according to the
chosen server design.
3.5 Graph Builder
The Graph Builder parses a raw Profiler trace and generates a web dependency graph (in JSON
format) for the corresponding web site. To do this, it embeds a set of rules that capture the
semantics of how the browser learns about resources to download, how the parsing thread
processes embedded resources such as JavaScript and CSS, and how timers and event handlers
work.
1Our results found only 233 resources with server load times greater than 1s, from a total of about 35K resources.
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3.5.1 Dependency Activities
To build a web page’s dependency graph, we must first define the web activities that form its
nodes, and their relationships with one another. A web page activity denotes a particular action
a browser takes to download and display a web page. We summarise the types of activities
we will use and their dependency relationships in Table 3.1, which provides a brief overview
before we examine these activities in more detail in the following sections. We use a → b to
indicate that activity b depends on the completion of activity a. Similarly, a ∧ b → c indicates
that c depends on the completion of both a and b.
Rule Parent Dependency Activity
1 ParseChunk → Resource
2 Computation → Resource
3 ParseChunkn−1 ∧DownloadChunkn → ParseChunkn
4 ScriptEval ∧ ParseChunkn−1 ∧DownloadChunkn → ParseChunkn
5 ParseChunk → DownloadChunk0
6 ScriptEval → DownloadChunk0
7 Event → DownloadChunk0
8 Timer → DownloadChunk0
9 DownloadChunk n−1 → DownloadChunkn
10 Resourcescript → ScriptEval
11 CSSEval ∧Resourcescript → ScriptEval
12 ParseChunk → ScriptEval
13 CSSEval ∧ ParseChunk → ScriptEval
14 ScriptEval → ScriptEval
15 Event → ScriptEval
16 Timer → ScriptEval
17 Resourcescript ∧ ParseChunklast → ScriptEvaldefer
18 Resourcecss → CSSEval
19 ScriptEval → Timer
20 Event → Timer
21 Timer → Timer
22 DownloadChunk(frame, last)∧ ScriptEval Parent → ScriptEvalframe
23 DownloadChunk(frame, last)∧ Event Parent → Eventframe
24 DownloadChunk(frame, last)∧ Timer Parent → Timerframe
25 Event specific → Event
Table 3.1: Summary of dependency graph activities and their relationships. Event activity parents are
described in more detail in Appendix A.
Broadly speaking, a web page dependency graph consists of four main types of activity
nodes:
• A resource is a network download activity, where the browser sends a request for a par-
ticular MIME object to a remote server, and waits for the complete response. A resource
download commonly depends on parsing a specific HTML tag to obtain the resource’s
URL, but a resource may also depend on executing a computation (CSS, JavaScript, timer
or event evaluation), which programmatically triggers the download. Images, CSS and
JavaScript downloads are examples of resources, but HTML pages are not, as HTML can
be incrementally parsed as it arrives, triggering new dependencies, so it needs special
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handling. In our example from Figure 3.1, the JavaScript in Line 7 creates an image el-
ement, which in turn causes the browser to request the image resource for download.
Evaluating CSS style rules may trigger font or image downloads as well. Consequently,
a resource may have either a parse chunk or computation as a parent, as captured by
Rules 1 and 2 in Table 3.1.
• A parse chunk is a unit of computation with duration equal to the parse time until the
next resource download or inline script declaration. A browser’s parser does not usually
consume an HTML frame in one continuous pass, but rather pauses to evaluate inline
scripts, or yields to allow other scripts to execute. Therefore, we must split the parsing of
a contiguous HTML file into multiple logical chunks, whose boundaries occur at HTML
tags that trigger downloads or inline script evaluations. For example, a simple HTML
page with two embedded images would be split into three parse chunks, separated by the
HTML tags for the images. After the first parse chunk has completed, the download of
the first image resource can begin, so this image resource depends only on the first parse
chunk, not on downloading or parsing the second and third chunks of HTML. Figure 3.5
shows our original example with the parse chunks marked on the left hand side. In
order to execute a parse chunk, the browser must download the corresponding HTML
download chunk first, and execute the previous parse chunk (Rule 3). Any synchronous
JavaScript evaluated as the result of the prior parse chunk will also block parsing, and is
therefore a parent (Rule 4).
• A download chunk represents the download of the chunk of an HTML file correspond-
ing to a particular parse chunk. A download chunk depends on the completion of the
previous download chunk (Rule 9). The first download chunk of the main HTML frame
forms the root of the web page’s dependency graph. As for iframes, their first chunk is
either downloaded as a result of parsing an HTML <iframe> tag, or evaluating a script
that creates the iframe programmatically (Rules 5-8).
• A computation is a JavaScript or CSS evaluation with the ability to modify the DOM
elements dynamically. Like parse chunks, we will subdivide computations along re-
source download boundaries to allow for easier simulation. Computations also include
JavaScript timers and events, which fire when a certain time elapses or certain DOM-
related events occur. When evaluated, their handlers may trigger further activities, such
as resource downloads. Some JavaScripts are re-entrant: they can be interrupted by the
execution of an event or another script before resuming, e.g. an event handler for the
DOMNodeInserted event. To model these re-entrant scripts, we subdivide the parent com-
putation into chunks around the child’s boundaries for simulation purposes. A script,
event or timer invoked within a particular frame may manipulate DOM elements from
a different frame. These computations will, in consequence, depend on the complete
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download of the frame in question up till its last chunk, in addition to their regular par-
ents (Rules 22-24).
3.5.1.1 Computation Activities
We further classify computation activities into four different types:
• JavaScript evaluation: or script eval for short. JavaScript can either be declared inline
within an HTML file, or can require the download of an external .js file. Inline JavaScript
executes synchronously, blocking the next parse chunk since the HTML parser must
wait for the JavaScript engine to complete (Rule 12). External JavaScript, on the other
hand, cannot execute until its resource completes downloading (Rule 10). Developers
may set one of three attributes to specify when an external script should execute: sync,
async or defer. The default sync attribute indicates that the JavaScript file should complete
downloading and executing before the parser can continue onto the next tag. JavaScript
marked with the async attribute, allows the parser to continue processing tokens while
the resource downloads. Once the download completes, the browser can evaluate the
script asynchronously when it sees fit. Finally, a developer may choose to use the defer at-
tribute to delay the evaluation of the JavaScript until the main frame has finished parsing
(Rule 17).
Because both the CSS and JavaScript evaluations modify the DOM, most browsers will
prevent any future JavaScript from executing until previous CSS files have completed
downloading and have been executed. Since we do not have enough information from
the Profiler to selectively block JavaScripts that explicitly attempt to access style at-
tributes, we conform to FireFox’s model, where a CSS evaluation is the parent of the next
synchronous JavaScript evaluation (Rules 11 and 13). Script elements may be created by
other JavaScript functions. Therefore timers, events and other scripts can be parents of a
script eval (Rules 14-16).
• CSS evaluation: represents parsing a .css file, resolving the enclosed style rules, and
recalculating the style of all the nodes in the DOM tree. CSS evaluation depends on
downloading the CSS resource first (Rule 18). CSS evaluation may block JavaScripts from
executing (as described above). Because the browser performs CSS style recalculations
on the main thread, CSS will block any other parsing or JavaScript evaluation. But these
scheduling dependencies are dynamic, and cannot be expressed explicitly in a graph.
Instead, we model them in the emulator, as described in Section 3.7.2.
• Timers: are declared within JavaScript. They schedule a function for execution at a spec-
ified interval in the future. When a timer fires, its handler may trigger further activities,
like resource downloads. A timer activity depends on evaluating the JavaScript that reg-
istered it, i.e. either a script eval, event or another timer activity (Rules 19-21). Timers
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may be one-off, declared in JavaScript using setTimeout(), or recurring declared using
setInterval(), i.e. firing every specified number of milliseconds. Interval timers may
form long timer chains in the dependency graphs, especially if they are used to animate
part of a page, or to periodically check the status of a variable in order to trigger further
actions. Because these timer chains usually have minimal impact on the critical path com-
pletion of the page, we only include timer chains which eventually download a resource
in our dependency graphs.
• Events: are activities which represent the evaluation of JavaScript event handler func-
tions. JavaScript allows developers to register event handlers that fire whenever the event
occurs in a web page. Events can be generated as a result of the user interacting with the
UI, for example clicking a button on the page, or scrolling. Others can pertain to a par-
ticular DOM element or even the DOM Window itself where the web page is rendered.
For example, an image load event fires when the file referenced by the image element
completes downloading. An event therefore has a particular name and a DOM target to
which the event is dispatched.
When handling events, we must take nesting of DOM elements into consideration. Sup-
pose an event fires with a particular DOM element as the target, which is in turn nested
within two other DOM elements. Since each of the elements may have implemented its
own handler for the event, the browser can execute the handlers in two possible orders.
If the browser executes the handlers in a top down manner, we say that the event is cap-
tured. The evaluation starts with the outermost DOM element, and the browser executes
the nested handlers in turn until it reaches the target element. Conversely, if an event
bubbles, then the browser calls the event handler of the target first, and then the event
handler of its parent and so forth in nesting order. Whether an event exhibits bubbling
or capture behaviour is particular to the type of event itself. As the parent node of all
enclosed DOM elements, bubbled or captured events eventually trigger the Document
object’s event handlers if they are specified, and in turn the DOM Window’s handlers. To
construct the dependency graph, PCP correctly assigns the parent activities of captured
or bubbled events.
JavaScript exposes numerous event types with different semantics. Consequently, we
can deal with event activities only on a case by case basis, where the type of event and its
target dictate which parents it depends on. Since attempting to account for all possible
JavaScript events is infeasible, we have decided to narrow our focus to the most common
events encountered in our analysis of popular web sites. We immediately discount any
events which may fire as a result of user interaction with the page, especially since we
are only interested in the page load process. Tables A.1, A.2, A.4 and A.3 in Appendix A
summarise the event activities our model will focus on, and their dependency informa-
tion. The events target the DOM Document, Element, Window, XMLHTTPRequest and








//Create a new Image 5
var anImage = new Image(); 6
anImage.setAttribute("src", "rainbow.jpg"); 7
8
//Append it to the div tag 9













<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="theme.css"></link> 23
<div id="firstDiv"> 24

















var d = new Date(); 0











Figure 3.5: Our example HTML file, reproduced here with the relevant annotations. We mark the parse
chunks in black in the left hand margin. We further mark the resources in blue, computations
in red, events in green, and timers in orange. The <script> tag on Line 27 triggers the down-
load of the .js file shown at the bottom. Refer to Figure 3.6 for the corresponding dependency
graph.
With these dependency rules in mind, recall our example web page in Figure 3.1. We re-
produce it here in Figure 3.5, and annotate the dependency graph activities we extracted after
running the Profiler. We show in Figure 3.6 the dependency graph constructed after profil-
ing the web page, and annotating the corresponding dependency graph activity nodes. Each
box represents one of the activity node types we’ve described above. The graph in the figure
enforces the dependency rules we have outlined. For example, the inline JavaScript (marked
with a one inside a red circle) depends on the parse chunk containing its <script>, and blocks
the next parse chunk till it completes. The .js and .css resources depend on their respective
parse chunks, and they trigger the evaluation of their content (the red circles with two and
three). The DOMContentLoaded event depends on the completion of parsing, and, in addition
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to the resources downloaded by the page, is a parent of the Window load event. Finally, the
timer declared in the load event handler depends on its execution, and downloads an image
resource.
3.5.2 Frame Completion Events
When constructing a web page’s dependency graph, we must give particular attention to
events that signal the page’s transition through its different completion states. Consider, for
example, the web page shown by Figure 3.7. The main HTML document (or main frame) con-
tains two resources R1 and R2 (e.g. images), in addition to two subframes: iframes 1 and 2.
Each iframe is an embedded HTML document with its own resources, R3 and R4 respectively,
and iframe 1 has its own inline frame, iframe 3.
Developers can declare event handlers that listen to completion events on any of the
frames or the main frame itself. Generally speaking, a web frame has three states of com-
pletion, as shown in Figure 3.8:
1. Loading: where the browser is still receiving the frame’s chunks over the network, and
the parser has not completed processing the HTML tokens from the frame. The DOM
Document’s readyState attribute is set to “loading”. After the frame completes down-
loading, and the browser has parsed all of its HTML tags, the frame transitions to the next
state. The DOM Document’s readyState property changes to “interactive”, after which
the DOMContentLoaded event fires.
2. Interactive: indicates that the browser has completed loading and parsing a frame’s
HTML. Nevertheless, some issued resource requests may not have completed, and con-
tinue to load during this state. Similarly, the browser may continue to download child
iframes, parse them, and download their respective resources even after the parent frame
finishes parsing. When the browser finishes downloading these outstanding requests,
and completes its subframes recursively, it fires the Window load event. At this stage,
the Document’s readyState property changes to “complete”.
Returning to our example from Figure 3.7, the Window load event for iframe 1 fires when
the browser completes loading R3 and iframe 3. On the other hand, the main frame’s
Window load event will fire after all of the following complete: R1, R2, iframe 1, iframe
2, R3, R4 and iframe 3. The main frame’s subframes must all go into the “complete” state
before their parent can undergo that transition. If the main frame has completed parsing
its HTML, it will remain in the “interactive” state while its child frames complete.
3. Complete: represents a frame’s state after its Window load event fires. Any activities
that occur after the Window load event fall under this state. The Window load event
handler, when evaluated, may trigger more web page activities, in the form of compu-
tations and resource downloads. Similarly, any timers registered during the course of
























































































Figure 3.6: Dependency graph of the example HTML page shown in Figure 3.5. Parse chunks are in black,
and are labelled with their size, and (row, column) pairs indicating the start and end of the
chunk. Computations are in red, marked with their identifier and their duration. Resources
are blue, timers orange and events are in green. Finally, grey boxes group the parse and
download activities of a single frame, or are used to mark sub-computations belonging to the
same overall computation. We artificially inserted the DOMContentLoaded event to mark the
end of parsing.













Load complete,  
Window Load event fires
time
Figure 3.8: Frame load completion states.
the page download may fire after the Window load event completes, and may perform
various actions that can trigger further downloads.
JavaScript allows developers to register event handlers that fire when any of the frame
completion events occurs. Since there are multiple equivalent events that fire on a state transi-
tion (e.g. DOMContentLoaded and Document readystatechange), we need to apply some defini-
tive rules with respect to the ordering of these event activities in the dependency graph. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the order in which these completion events occur in the Chrome browser, and
we will adopt this order for our dependency representation.
When the browser processes the last parse chunk in the frame, or the last synchronous
JavaScript that generates DOM elements, the frame goes into the “interactive” state. The Doc-
ument readystatechange, Document DOMContentLoaded and Window DOMContentLoaded (bub-
bled from the Document) events fire in succession. After all its resources and subframes com-








  document.readyState = complete
iframe load
Window load
Figure 3.9: Frame completion events chain.
plete, the frame goes into the “complete” state, and the Document readystatechage, iframe
load and Window load events fire in succession. The iframe load event only fires against a
subframe (never the main frame) in response to an <iframe onload=loadFunction()> declara-
tion.
Although a completion event may fire, the event handler that deals with it may not have
been registered by the web page. As a result, any one of the green boxes may be missing
from Figure 3.9. If, for example, the web page does not declare a handler for the Document
readystatechange = interactive event, the next event in the completion chain whose han-
dler is declared, i.e.the DOMContentLoaded event, takes its place in the chain and becomes the
immediate child of the parse chunk.
In the Emulator, we use the DOMContentLoaded, and Window load events to signal that
a page has completed (see Section 3.7.3). Unfortunately, these events only fire when they are
explicitly registered from JavaScript, and developers may not have implemented either of these
event handlers in the web pages that we profiled. To simulate these pages correctly, the Graph
Builder inserts the completion events artificially at the appropriate points in the dependency
graph. In particular, we insert the DOMContentLoaded event after the last parse chunk in the
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page. As for the load event, we insert it after parsing has completed, and the last resource
requested before the end of parsing has completed downloading. These artificial events have
zero duration, and only act as markers for the simulation.
3.5.3 Resource Prioritisation
Not all web resources are created equal. Recall, for example, that a CSS file may block any sub-
sequent JavaScript execution until it fully downloads and runs, especially if the script requires
attributes specified by the CSS file. The CSS file in this scenario is much more important to the
page than, say, an image file on which no other resource depends.
HTTP/2 allows the browser to attach stream priorities to the header of a requested stream.
Using the priorities, a client can communicate to the server the relative importance of the re-
quested streams in the form of a “prioritisation tree”, indicating how it would like the server
to allocate resources like CPU and memory when managing concurrent streams. Additionally,
priorities inform the server which stream it should deliver first, in order to improve overall
PLT. Note that these priorities are advisory: the server will not block a stream if it cannot make
progress on a higher priority stream.
Two fields communicate priority information in HTTP/2’s HEADERS frame (Figure 2.3): the
stream dependency, and the stream weight. The stream weight is a number between 1 and
256, whereas the dependency contains the identifier of the stream considered to be the re-
quested stream’s parent. Combined, these two fields are used to implement either weight-
based or dependency-based prioritisation. For weight-based prioritisation, the dependency is
set to zero by default, implying that the prioritisation tree is flat with nodes ordered by the
stream weights; 256 corresponds to the highest priority. On the other hand, if a stream’s par-
ent is specified, then the stream explicitly depends on the parent’s completion. On receiving
dependency-based priority information, the server will prefer allocating resources to the par-
ent stream rather than its dependent. For streams that share the same parent, the weight field
represents the proportion of resources a server should allocate the stream with respect to its
siblings.
Browsers can use weight-based and/or dependency-based schemes to implement
their own custom prioritisation policies. Firefox, for example, uses a dependency-based
scheme [109]. It sets iframes and images to be dependent on CSS and JavaScript files de-
clared in the <head> section. Alternatively, it uses the stream weights to give iframes double
the priority of image files, and JavaScript files within <body> a lower priority than earlier
JavaScript files.
Previous versions of Chrome, on the other hand used simple weight-based prioritisation
based on an object’s MIME type [109]. Chrome allocated the stream weights according to the
following order:






Profiling HTTP/2 enabled web sites using chrome://net-internals shows that more recent
versions of Chrome (e.g. Chrome 60) use dependency-based prioritisation.
Despite the proliferation of different resource prioritisation schemes across browsers, this
study will examine two schemes in particular, described in more detail in the following sec-
tions. We compute the resource priorities corresponding to each scheme in the graph building
stage, and assign each resource a priority metric in the resulting JSON file for that web site.
3.5.3.1 Priority Based on MIME-Type
The simplest scheme is to have static priorities based on the MIME types of objects—CSS and
JavaScript are higher priority than JPEG and MP4 for example. MIME-type prioritisation mim-
ics the weight-based prioritisation previously used in Chrome. Servers like H2O also use this
type of prioritisation when the client fails to provide any priority information in its HTTP
requests [110]. Under MIME-type prioritisation, we assign the priorities to the resources ac-
cording to the following rule: HTML >CSS > JavaScript > Images > other MIME types.
3.5.3.2 Priority Based on Critical Path Analysis
In addition to MIME-type prioritisation, we implemented an omniscient dependency-based
policy that uses critical path analysis to allocate priorities. These priorities represent a global
ordering of all the resources in the web site, such that no two resources share the same prior-
ity. The dependency-based policy knows the future, so should outperform any real browser
dependency policy.
The critical path of a dependency graph is the set of activities that form the longest path
through the graph in terms of total duration. As a result, the duration of a critical path repre-
sents the minimum time required for completing a web page. Other activities not on the critical
path can be performed in parallel, and reducing their duration will not modify the critical path,
or allow the page to complete faster.
Critical path analysis allocates node priorities as follows: the first activity on the graph’s
critical path will naturally receive the highest priority, since executing it will reduce the remain-
ing time required to download the web page. If we remove this activity from the graph, i.e. we
execute it, then we must recompute the critical path of the remaining graph to the find the new
longest path. The first activity on the new critical path now has the next highest priority, and
so forth.
To apply this logic, we first compute the weight of each activity node in the graph. Recall
that the Profiler records a corresponding duration for each node. For a resource node, the
duration is the time required to request and download it, whereas a computation’s duration
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Algorithm 1 Assign weights to activities in dependency graph.
1: Q← [all a where GETCHILDREN(a) is ∅] . Q is a set of activities with no remaining unexamined
children;
2: ∀a ∈ Q SETWEIGHT(a, GETDURATION(a)) . Initialize the weights of the leaf nodes to be equal to their
duration;
3: while LENGTH(Q) >0 do
4: a← POP(Q)
5: wa ← GETWEIGHT(a)
6: for p in GETPARENTS(a) do . Loop through all of a’s parents;
7: wp ← GETDURATION(p)
8: REMOVECHILD(p, a)
9: if wp + wa > GETWEIGHT(p) then . Set the parent weight to the duration of the longest path
through its children;
10: SETWEIGHT(p, wp + wa)
11: if GETCHILDREN(p) == ∅ then . Add parent to Q if all of its children examined;
12: Q← Q ∪ p
measures to how long the browser took to execute it. The weight of a node represents the
duration of the longest path from the node to a leaf in its sub-graph. Algorithm 1 shows how
we compute node weights, by applying a mechanism similar to a reverse topological sort and
walking the graph backwards starting from the leaves. We update a node’s weight as we walk
backwards until we finally hit the root node.
Algorithm 2 Assign resource priorities.
1: E ←MAXHEAP( ) . Create a max-heap sorted by node weights;
2: PUSHHEAP(E, root) . Initialize heap with root of graph;
3: priority ← 0
4: visited← ∅
5: while LENGTH(E) >0 do
6: a← POPHEAP(E) . Get next node with largest weight;
7: if ISRESOURCE(a) then
8: SETPRIORITY(a, priority) . If it is a resource, assign it the next highest priority;
9: priority ← priotity + 1
10: for c in GETCHILDREN(a) do
11: if c not in visited then
12: PUSHHEAP(E, c) . Add the node’s children to the heap if not visited yet.
13: visited← visited ∪ c
Using the node weights, we assign resources their appropriate priorities by applying Al-
gorithm 2. The algorithm uses a priority queue to walk forward through the graph and assign
incremental priorities to the resource nodes based on their weights. Using this method, the
resource with the largest weight (i.e. longest path to completion) will have the highest priority,
followed by the resource with the second longest path and so forth.
The astute reader will note a limitation of applying critical path analysis in this manner:
resource durations depend on the network bandwidth and latency. The network conditions
under which we recorded resource durations using the Profiler do not match those chosen
for our experiments. If the network changes, the critical path will change. For example, if
the network is infinitely fast, fewer resource downloads will appear on the critical path, and
computations will become dominant. Given the shortcomings of a static analysis, a possible
alternative would be to compute the critical path dynamically [111], based on estimates of the
network bandwidth and latency during a page download. But even this method is wrought
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with pitfalls, since the estimated duration of a resource may be incorrect if there is congestion
on the path. Another mechanism involves using node-depth prioritisation, where rather than
using measured node durations, we set the durations of all resource nodes to a constant and
other node durations to zero [51]. In this case, the longest path in terms of depth forms the
critical path. We briefly experimented with this type of prioritisation and found that, although
most times it produced values very similar to those generated by regular critical path analysis,
it fails to attribute higher priorities to large resources , or resources that trigger long computa-
tions that block page loads. In the end, we have found that critical path priorities computed
statically provide a good measure of the relative importance of resources to the completion of
a particular web page and generally help reduce PLT, as we shall show in Section 4.4.4.
3.6 Graph Viewer
The Graph Viewer can be used to visualise the dependency graphs of the 300 top Alexa web
sites we have profiled. These visualisation and dependency graphs can be found at the link
provided in [3]. We have used the the Graph Viewer earlier to build the graph for Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.10 shows the dependency graph generated for amazon.com, as an illustration of
the complexity and number of dependencies that comprise a fairly typical web page. It is not
necessary to read the text in the boxes, but the curious reader will note that it is possible to
zoom in to the PDF version. Amazon relies heavily on events and timers to download the
images displayed in the web site, which appear in the figure as the side graph branching off
from the vertical main page.
3.7 Emulator
Our emulator is built as an extension to the ns-3 network simulator [35]. It models three main
components that, when combined, simulate a typical web page download: the client’s browser,
the web servers, and the underlying network. The browser loads a web dependency graph
and requests resources and download chunks as their dependencies are satisfied. The server
responds to the requests after applying the server processing delays either serially, in paral-
lel, or out-of-order. Finally, network downloads use ns-3’s TCP implementation, extended to
support several features that improve TCP performance, as we describe in Section 3.7.7. We
augment ns-3 with our implementation of various web protocols, ranging from the very basic
HTTP/1.0 through HTTP/1.1’s variants and finally to HTTP/2. The following sections discuss
the three components in more detail.
3.7.1 Dimensionality of Problem Space
We would be remiss if we did not preface this section with some insight about the scope of
the parameters we must examine for a thorough analysis of web downloads. Table 3.2 sum-
marises some of the dimensions we can explore, and the choices we made with respect to the
parameters we modelled and emulated vs. those we didn’t.
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Post load event downloads
Figure 3.10: Zoomed out view of dependency graph of amazon.com.
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Dimension Values Emulated
Bandwidth Several in the range of 500Kbps - 1Gbps. 3
RTT Several in the range 8ms - 400 ms. 3
Web Protocol HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, HTTP/1.1 Pipelined,
HTTP/2, QUIC.
3
Connections 1 - 12 3
Server architecture Serial, parallel and out-of-order (Sec-
tion 3.7.6).
3
Prioritisation MIME-type, critical path (Section 3.5.3). 3
Web site 300 web sites profiled from Alexa 500 3
Caching Hot or cold. (Section 3.7.5). Cold
TLS On or off (Section 3.7.2). Off
DNS Cached or uncached (Section 3.7.2). Cached
Completion Metric DOMContentLoaded, load, first-paint, and full
graph (Section 3.7.3).
load
Link Layer WiFi, 3G/LTE, and point-to-point (Sec-
tion 3.7.7.1).
Point-to-point
Buffering Drop tail, RED, or FQ-CoDel (Section 3.7.7.3). RED
Transport Protocol TCP New Reno (+ SACK), TCP CUBIC,
QUIC, and BBR (Section 3.7.7).
TCP New Reno +
NACK
Initial cwnd 1, 4, 10 (Section 3.7.7.2). 4
Background traffic On or off. Off
Sharding Sharded or unsharded (Chapter 5). 3
MPTCP scheduler RTT or Stream (Section 6.4.1). 3
MPTCP topologies Equal paths, RTT mismatch, bandwidth mis-
match, joint (Section 6.3).
3
Table 3.2: Dimensions for the web download experiments, and our selected parameters for emulation.
From the table, we can conclude that the dimensionality of our analysis is quite large,
with each dimension assuming several possible values. As the number of dimensions grows, it
becomes more difficult to draw any meaningful conclusions about the effect of each dimension
on the PLT. We need to render the space sufficiently simple to reason about. As a result, we
picked the parameters we deemed most important in terms of their effect on PLT. Although
we excluded some options, we have retained enough complexity to allow us to understand
how page loads behave for a large set of conditions, and the intricate interactions between the
chosen parameters and page loads. Note that despite our choice to fix some parameters, PCP’s
adaptable design allows us to experiment with the full range should we see fit in the future.
Within the set of chosen dimensions, we do not emulate the entire space of possibilities.
For a particular analysis, we narrow down the parameters and choose sensible ones that are
particularly interesting for the analysis in question. In the coming sections, we explain as we
go along why we excluded some choices and why it is reasonable to do so.
3.7.2 Browser Model
The browser model consumes a profiled web page’s dependency graph, and performs the cor-
rect actions: it waits the recorded time for each computation or parse chunk, and issues the
requests for resource activities as necessary. Algorithm 3 shows the core of the browser’s op-
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eration. Each time an activity node in the graph completes, the browser attempts to execute
all of its children. A child is only executed when all of its parents have completed. To execute
resource nodes, the emulated browser issues the necessary HTTP requests over the network,
using configurable web and network protocols. These requests can either be GET requests
that result in a resource download, or POST requests that push data onto the server. We can
therefore run experiments with different web and transport protocols, link rates and RTTs with
ease. Computation activities, which consist of parsing and script evaluations, are handled dif-
ferently: the browser pushes them onto a scheduling queue, which we will describe in more
detail below.
Algorithm 3 Executing the activity nodes in the dependency graph.
1:
2: function EXECUTE(activity) . Attempt to execute an activity node.
3: parents← GETPARENTS(activity)
4: isReady ← True
5: for activity p in parents do . If all the activity’s parents have completed, the activity is ready for execution.
6: isReady ← isReady and ISCOMPLETE(p)
7: if isReady then
8: if ISEVAL(activity) then
9: PUSH(scheduler, activity) . If the activity is an evaluation, push onto scheduler queue.
10: EVALUATEPENDING(scheduler, currentFrame)
11: else
12: SENDHTTPREQUEST(activity) . If the activity is a resource, send corresponding HTTP request.
13: WAIT( ) for HTTP response.
14: COMPLETION(activity)
15: function COMPLETION(activity) . Function that executes at the completion of the last activity.
16: SETCOMPLETE(activity)
17: children← GETCHILDREN(activity)
18: for activity c in children do
19: if not ISCOMPLETE(c) then EXECUTE(c)
20: EXECUTE(rootActivity) . Begin the dependency graph by executing the root activity.
The browser does not model DNS exchanges for resolving domain names, or TLS hand-
shakes for HTTPS connections. In terms of DNS, our experiments operate as though all the
HTTP requests result in a DNS cache hit. For a particular network configuration, DNS res-
olution will consistently add an equivalent fixed overhead to the PLT regardless of the web
protocol examined, therefore will have no effect on protocol ordering. Reducing this over-
head would require mechanisms for prefetching or optimising DNS itself, which are outside
the scope of this study. The TLS handshake also adds a fixed overhead to each newly estab-
lished connection. The client and server exchange several messages for cipher suite negotia-
tion, server authentication and session key exchange, which adds at least 2 RTTs of delay to
the setup of every new connection. The TLS handshake forms a large proportion of down-
load time for HTTP/1.1 flows that open several connections per domain, but is amortised for
HTTP/2, which opens one connection. Studies evaluating QUIC show that the handshake la-
tency (which includes both TCP and TLS handshakes) increases linearly with RTT [21], and in
consequence reducing the time spent on the TLS handshake is pivotal for reducing PLT.
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Reducing the overhead of TLS requires employing new mechanisms for establishing the
cryptographic handshake, and these are not the focus of this thesis. Instead, we decouple
TLS from our analysis. We leverage the fact that QUIC and TLS 1.3 have reduced the number
of RTTs required for connection establishment to 1-RTT from a client to a new domains, and
0-RTTs for repeat connections to the same domain [61]. Since techniques exist for shrinking
the TLS handshake, we choose to discount TLS from our analysis, and focus only on the core
exchange of data in a web download.
Enabling TLS would skew results in favour of web protocols that use fewer connections
to each domain server. We expect, for example, that HTTP/1.0 would produce larger PLTs
with TLS enabled than disabled as it is in our experiments. HTTP/1.0 is the worst-performing
protocol, even without the additional TLS overhead, which implies that enabling TLS would
not change its overall ranking. As for the other web protocols we examine, if they establish
same number of connections to each server, then the TLS overhead is constant. Otherwise, we














Figure 3.11: Example web page dependency graph with ambiguity regarding the order of executing
Script Eval 1 and Script Eval 2.
While most of the browser behaviour is determined by the web dependency graph and by
the arrival of data over the simulated TCP connections, some key properties of web browsers
remain to be defined. The web dependency graph, by definition, constructs the dependency
relationships between the different web activities without any knowledge of the underlying
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network conditions and protocols employed. As a result, scheduling dependencies that pre-
cipitate due to the single-threaded execution of parsing, JavaScript and CSS are not captured
by the Profiler trace, since they depend on the underlying network properties.
To elaborate, consider the dependency graph shown in Figure 3.11, in particular the ac-
tivities denoted by Script Eval 1 and Script Eval 2. Script Eval 1 represents an asynchronous
JavaScript evaluation as a result of downloading the example.js file, whereas Script Eval 2 is the
result of evaluating a programmatically defined script declared within a timeout function. The
Graph Builder does not know when the browser will complete downloading example.js at the
point when it constructs the graph. If example.js is a small file, and the network has low delay,
Script Eval 1 may complete execution well before the Timer fires and triggers the execution of
Script Eval 2.
On the other hand, if the network experiences long delays, the example.js file may arrive
half-way through executing Script Eval 2. Because the browser must execute JavaScripts seri-
ally on a single thread, it will wait for Script Eval 2 to complete before executing Script Eval 1.
Consequently, there exists an implicit dependency between the two activities, such that Script
Eval 2 must precede Script Eval 1. This dependency is dynamic, and cannot be determined
in advance due to the variability of the network and transport protocols. Such scheduling
dependencies can only be determined at runtime, and a few more examples include:
• The order in which the parser processes tags from an iframe versus its parent frame de-
pends on when the iframe completes downloading. The parser is single-threaded, there-
fore tags from either frame cannot be processed in parallel. In Chrome, the parser op-
erates on the main frame first, only switching to an iframe if the main frame parsing is
blocked, for example by a synchronous JavaScript file download.
• Asynchronous JavaScript must execute when the parser has yielded, and will block sub-
sequent parse chunks. To determine which particular parse chunk must wait, we must
know when the JavaScript file completes downloading. Note that a JavaScript file pro-
grammatically downloaded by an inline script is treated as asynchronous by the browser
as well.
• Timer and event handler functions may fire while the main thread is parsing the main
HTML file, or any of its enclosed iframes.
We have implemented a scheduler in the Emulator’s client browser to enforce an ordering
on the various serial activities. Only resource downloads can occur in parallel. The scheduler
must consequently handle all the evaluation activities: parse chunks, timers, events, script and
CSS. Closely modelling browser behaviour, it processes activities pertaining to a single frame
first, and only move on to the next frame if it has run out of work to do.
To this end, the scheduler maintains one evaluation queue for each frame displayed in the
web page. It also owns a global priority queue for timer and event activities. As the Emulator
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walks the dependency graph and executes the activity nodes, if it encounters an evaluation
activity it does not execute it right away. Instead, the scheduler enqueues the activity onto its
appropriate frame queue, as we’ve seen in Algorithm 3, Line 9. For these frame queues, parsing
activities take precedence over JavaScript and CSS evaluation. Since a browser executes timers
and events preemptively, these activities are appended to the priority queue.
Nested timers can hog the execution queue with this scheduling model, especially if a web
site is designed poorly and has long timer chains with zero timeout values. Since they will
always have a higher priority, these nested timers will block other computation activities from
executing. In reality, Chrome clamps the minimum timeout to 4ms (for nested timeouts with
more than five levels) in order to prevent the CPU from spinning. We adopt this design choice
for our purposes as well, since it allows parsing and computations to interrupt the execution
of long timer chains.
Algorithm 4 Scheduler operation.
1: function EVALUATEPENDING(scheduler, currentFrame)
2:
3: if ISEVALUATING(scheduler) or not currentFrame then




8: if not ISEMPTY(priorityQueue) then . Try to evaluate any timer or event activities first if they exist.
9: activity ← POPFRONT(priorityQueue)
10: Schedule COMPLETION(activity) after GETDURATION(activity)
11:
12: else if not ISEMPTY(frameQueue) then
13: activity ← POPFRONT(frameQueue) . Evaluate the frame’s activities.
14: Schedule COMPLETION(activity) after GETDURATION(activity)
15:




Each time a new activity is pushed to a queue, or an activity completes, the scheduler calls
EVALUATEPENDING(), whose definition is shown in Algorithm 4. Beginning with a pointer
to the page’s main frame, the scheduler will execute the activities at the front of the main
frame’s queue in order (but prioritising any event or timer activities). If the main frame’s
queue becomes empty, for example because we are waiting for a synchronous JavaScript file
to download, or we have completed executing all its computations, the scheduler attempts
to switch to the next viable frame. The mechanism for switching between frames is shown
in Algorithm 5. First, the algorithm checks if any of the current frame’s subframes have any
pending computations, then it checks the current frame’s parent. Finally, the algorithm returns
the next possible frame from the list of remaining unprocessed frames.
The scheduler therefore models the serial execution of activities in the browser, and the
transition between processing activities from one frame to those of another frame until the
entire web page activities have been processed.
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4: remainingFrames← all web frames
5: subframes← GETSUBFRAMES(currentFrame)
6:
7: for Frame f in subframes do . Attempt to switch to one of the subframes.
8: queue← GETQUEUE(f)
9: remainingFrames← remainingFrames− f





15: remainingFrames← remainingFrames− parentFrame
16:
17: if not ISEMPTY(queue) then . Attempt to switch to the frame’s parent.
18: return parentFrame
19:
20: for Frame f in remainingFrames do . Otherwise find the next available frame with work enqueued.
21: queue← GETQUEUE(f)
22: if not ISEMPTY(queue) then
23: return f
24:
25: return NULL . No more evaluations enqueued for any for the frames.
3.7.3 Measuring Completion
What metric should we use to measure when a page load is complete? One metric often used is
“first paint”: the time when the first part of the web page is rendered. Another measure of page
readiness involves determining the page’s visible completeness score in the style of Google’s
Speed Index [112]. Overall, this score measures how quickly the page’s content is painted in
the visible viewport. At the other extreme, we could measure when the very last resource
associated with a page is processed. However, many web pages use event handlers and timer
chains to load additional resources after the main page has finished loading, and sometimes
these timer chains continue indefinitely. We need a completion time that is observable as an
event in the web dependency graph, or we cannot perform an apples-to-apples comparison
between two protocols. First paint and visual completeness fail this requirement—we do not
emulate rendering, so cannot tell when a browser would first render part of the page.
Two events in the traces are correlated with page load time and always occur:
DOMContentLoaded and the page load event. Neither is perfect; the former can fire even be-
fore first paint in the case of iframes, and the latter might wait until off-screen inlined images
have loaded. The effects we observe affect both metrics, but to different degrees. We configure
the Emulator to measure the time it takes to reach both of these completion points. We mostly
show results using the Window load metric for completion, but also discuss DOMContentLoaded
in a few of the contexts we examine. The load event correlates well with when the user believes
the page to be ready to interact with [12], but also gives a more consistent metric, as described
in the next section.
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3.7.4 Ensuring Consistency
For an apples-to-apples comparison, two downloads of the same page should measure the
same amount of work. However, changing the download order of some resources can alter the
moment when timers and events fire, which in turn could change the amount of work done
before the load event fires.
Parse Chunk 0













timeout = 5 ms
Timer
Figure 3.12: Example web dependency graph where the Window load event may have different parents
depending on the network conditions.
As an example, consider the dependency graph Figure 3.12. When the browser has fin-
ished parsing Parse Chunk 2 for the web page shown, it must wait for Resource 2 (image1.jpg)
to complete before it can fire the Window load event. If the network is fast enough, Resource
2 will complete before the browser completes parsing, which will prompt the execution of the
following activities in order: the Element load event, the Timer and the request for Resource 3.
Because the browser issues the request for Resource 3 before it completes parsing, it will delay
firing the Window load event till Resource 3 has completed. In this scenario, the Window load
event has three parents: Parse Chunk 2, Resource 2 and Resource 3.
On the other hand, if the network suffers from long delays, the browser will complete
downloading Resource 2 after parsing the entire page. The load event will fire as soon as
Resource 2 has been downloaded, since the timer has not fired yet, and there is no pending
request for Resource 3. The load event as a result only has two parents: Parse Chunk 2 and
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Resource 2. The dependency graph has changed in response to the network parameters, and
this discrepancy is based on whether the event and timer handlers are executed before or after
the load event.
We do not want this behaviour. In fact, we would like to maintain consistent dependency
graphs in the light of varying network conditions so that we can generate comparable and
reproducible experiments. To ensure the work done is the same in all runs, we normalise the
trace. All timers in the original profiled trace that occur after the page load event are marked
accordingly by the Graph Builder. We consequently disable them in the dependency graph
before we emulate the page download. Timers with timeout values larger than one second
are trimmed from the emulated graph by default, since it is reasonable to assume web page de-
signers intended for them to run in the background, and to fire after parsing of the main HTML
has completed. The Graph Builder similarly marks all computations to indicate whether they
were evaluated before or after the load event. As a design choice, if any part of an iframe is
downloaded before the load event, we mark all of its resources and computations as parents of
the load event, so that the full iframe download is emulated in our experiments. By emulating
only timers and computations that occur before the load event, we ensure that the amount of
data downloaded is the same across all protocols and parameters, and the browser performs
the same amount of computations, allowing meaningful comparisons.
We cannot reasonably normalise the traces for DOMContentLoaded, as this event typically
occurs while important resources such as images and sometimes iframes are being down-
loaded. Normalisation here would result in a web page that behaves very unlike the origi-
nal. Therefore, for experiments where we want to measure the completion of a page based on
DOMContentLoaded, we emulate a web page download to the point where it fires the load event,
but record the time the DOMContentLoaded event fires.
3.7.5 Browser Optimisations
Modern browsers apply several optimisations in attempt to speed up web page load times.
The following section lists some important optimisations and discusses which of them we have
chosen to implement in our browser model, and why.
Caching
Browsers usually maintain a cache of resources they have recently requested and down-
loaded in the past. Any future requests for the same resource on the same page, or even another
new web page, do not need to access the network, but are rather retrieved from the local cache,
allowing page loads to complete faster. The browser cache provides a large performance win
for periodic accesses to the same web site. Common JavaScript libraries, analytic scripts, even
embedded Twitter and Facebook widgets, can recur across multiple web sites, and will rarely
require a network download, since they will most likely reside in the browser’s cache.
The browser stores an expiration date for each object in its cache, in addition to the last
time it was modified, if that information was returned in the HTTP response. A server can use
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one of several header fields in the HTTP response to specify caching behaviour. The simplest of
these is the Pragma:No-cache header field that was originally used with HTTP/1.0 to indicate
that a resource should not be cached.
Alternatively, if the server uses the Last-Modified:<date> header field with no other
caching directive, it alerts the client to the date the resource was last modified. The client will
subsequently send future requests to the same resource with the If-Modified-Since:<date>
field, to check if the server has a new version of the resource.
The server can use the Expires:<date> header field to tell a client when it should inval-
idate a resource in its cache. Finally, the Cache-Control header field overrides the previous
fields, and offers more fine grained cache directives. The most pertinent are:
1. No-Store: notifies the browser that it must not cache the current response, but initiate a
new HTTP request for any future references to this resource. The same effect is achieved
by the use of the No-Cache and/or Must-Revalidate directives.
2. Max-Age: indicates that the browser can store the current response for the specified time
in seconds. After this time, the cached response is considered stale. The server also
appends the resource’s ETag to the header, an identifier for its specific version of the
resource, typically a hash of some contents of the file.
Once a resource expires in the browser’s cache, the browser must request it again from
the server. The server could, at this point, respond by transmitting the full resource over the
network. However, if the resource hasn’t changed on the server, resending the entire resource
is wasteful since the browser already has it in its cache. The client uses If-Modified-Since
header field, and the resource’s Etag in the HTTP request header to check whether the server’s
version of the resource has changed in the interim. If the resource has not been modified by
the server, it can reply with an HTTP 304 Not Modified response, allowing the client to avoid
downloading the resource again. If the requested object has in fact changed, the download will
proceed as usual.
To understand the amount of caching a typical web site undergoes, we recorded the max-
imum age of resources from the packet traces captured by the Profiler. We inspected the cache
related fields in the HTTP response headers for non-TLS connections. First we checked the
Cache-Control field, and in its absence, we checked for the Expires and Pragma:No-cache
header fields in order, to record the maximum age of a resource in seconds. We found around
15K resources with the aforementioned cache control directives in our traces (which had
around 20K resources downloaded using HTTP). There were 1371 resources with no cache
directives at all. A browser will typically not cache resources that lack any cache directives,
implying that they effectively have an age of zero. But since we do not know for certain if the
web site designers intentionally omitted cache control, or whether this is in fact a bug, we do
not include these resources in the data used to examine caching behaviour.
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(a) Overall.
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(b) By MIME type.
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Figure 3.13: CDF of the resource maximum age.
Figure 3.13(a) shows the CDF of the maximum age of resources over all the web sites
we profiled. For about 20% of the resources downloaded, the servers specified the No-Store
cache control (or a Max-Age of 0), explicitly asking the browser not to cache those particular
resources. Instead, the browser will always issue a fresh request for these resources in the fu-
ture. Although nearly 30% of the resources had an expiration date of over one year, 50% of the
resources downloaded expired after one day or less. Figure 3.13(b) shows the breakdown of re-
source maximum age by MIME type. Images and CSS files are cached for the longest durations,
since they are unlikely to change. JavaScript shows more of a spread, where some (probably
dynamically generated) scripts expire after one day, whereas others, typically libraries, exhibit
longer refresh cycles of over one week. Finally, HTML files must be refreshed much sooner,
with nearly 80% of text resources expiring after one day.
Another interesting metric to examine is the fraction of the total resources in a web site
which must be refreshed after a certain period of time has elapsed. Given the maximum age
of resources in a page and a particular time in the future, we compute the fraction of the total
resources which must be refreshed for each web site, and show the median, lower and upper
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quartiles across web sites in Figure 3.14. On average, nearly 60% of a web site’s resources must
be refreshed after one day.
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Figure 3.14: Fraction of resources which require refresh after elapsed time.
With the exception of using a local session cache, we do not model the browser cache in
the Emulator. Our intention is to model and investigate cold cache web downloads. There are
two reasons behind this choice.
First, cold page loads are a typical use case. A user may be accessing the web site for the
first time, may have cleared the cache, or may be operating with browser settings that limit the
cache size. According to a study done by at Yahoo! in 2007, 40%-60% of users arriving at their
web page did not have a primed cache [113]. Additionally, results in Figure 3.14 show that on
average a large proportion of a web site’s resources require refresh after one day, and for web
sites in the upper quartile this proportion grows to 90%. Note that these results only apply to
the cases where the examined web site remains static from day to day. Popular home pages,
like the news or shopping sites we’ve examined, change daily and require the download of
new images, HTML, JavaScript and ad iframes, although some CSS and script files may not be
modified as often (evidenced by Figure 3.13(b)). As such, our model, which operates with an
unpopulated cache, approximates a common scenario.
Second, although absolute page load times would improve with a warm cache, the goal
of this study is to emphasise differences between protocols and reveal lessons about their be-
haviour and efficacy, which may be hidden by the cache. We aim to examine and improve
PLT specifically for cases when the network is the bottleneck. Cold page loads represent the
worse case PLT a user can experience. Protocols that improve PLT for this case will usually
also produce improvements for cases with a warm cache where a fraction of requests still need
to access the network, but the effect with be smaller.
Wang et al.’s WProf work shows that web sites refreshed immediately after they are loaded
have 90% of their objects cached, and experience a PLT reduction of around 40%.2 Note that
JavaScript execution time is also reduced with caching. Modern browsers compile JavaScript
2PLT reduction is not proportional to number of cached objects, since a lot of them are not on critical path.
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and cache intermediate computation steps. For example, Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine stores
a local copy of the compiled code using a hash of the source, which persists across page reloads,
and allows Chrome to reduce of JavaScript parse and compile time by 40% [114].
If the cache is primed for a particular web page, a fraction of its resources will not re-
quire downloading over the network, which effectively alters its dependency graph structure.
Cached resource durations will consume zero time and computations and server delays will
consume a larger proportion of the critical path. In consequence, the relative ordering of web
protocols may change when comparing cached and uncached PLT for the same web site.
Nevertheless, if cached web pages still send a reasonable subset of their requests over the
network, and if we consider the relative ordering of web protocols across all the pages, then
the relative protocol rankings might not differ when the web pages are cached vs. uncached.
Statistically, although an individual web page’s performance may change when cached, overall
the trends across all web sites will most likely be maintained. Since fewer transactions occur
over the network for cached web pages, the relative win of one protocol over the other will be
diminished. Caching will also reduce the benefits of resource prioritisation, since high priority
objects like CSS files will likely reside in the browser’s cache.
Although we simulate web downloads with a cold cache, we have implemented a very
rudimentary session cache, without entry expiration and HTTP cache directives. If a resource
is requested multiple times on the same page, e.g.there are several <image> tags with the same
URL, then subsequent requests for the image will hit the local cache and forgo the network
entirely.
Preloading
To minimise page completion times, a browser must ultimately download a web site’s
required resources in parallel with parsing its HTML and executing JavaScript and CSS. How-
ever, any synchronous JavaScript object encountered by the parser will block further parsing
until the script downloads and completes execution. Only then can the browser resume build-
ing the DOM tree.
Modern browsers improve parallelism by implementing a crucial optimisation: the
browser preloads some resources embedded later in an HTML page while its primary thread
is blocked. By activating a second lightweight parser, the browser scans the rest of the HTML
tags without constructing any DOM nodes or executing scripts, and triggers the download of
images, JavaScript and CSS resources that it encounters as it goes. Iframes, on the other hand,
are not preloaded. With preloading, the browser hopes that by the time the main HTML parser
resumes, most of the resources it will need to request will have already been downloaded and
stored in the cache.
Originally, preloaders downloaded objects in the order they have been referenced in the
HTML, but newer browser versions assign priorities to the preloaded resources. For exam-
ple, Chrome prioritises images that are visible in the viewport over an occluded image, and
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blocking JavaScripts over asynchronous ones.
We have implemented preloading in our emulator, modelled after Chrome’s preloader
policy but excluding request prioritisation. In addition to the main dependency graph, when-
ever a frame’s download chunk completes, the emulator creates a clone of the associated parse
chunk. The cloned chunk retains a pointer to all the original chunk’s child activities that are
CSS, image or JavaScript resources. The clone is then added to the frame’s special preload
queue. If a frame becomes blocked on downloading a synchronous JavaScript, the browser
runs the preloader and drains the preload queue for that frame, executing the associated parse
chunks and requesting any resources that are referenced. The browser pauses the preloader
when the blocking JavaScript downloads and completes execution. As such, the preloader will
only pre-parse HTML from the current frame that is blocked, and will not begin pre-parsing
other iframes which have been downloaded.
We can enable or disable the preloader to observe its effects. Unless explicitly stated, our
experiments are performed with the preloader enabled.
Lazy Binding
Lazy binding is a technique browsers primarily use when evaluating CSS files. If a CSS
file contains an image which will used as a background or to form CSS sprites, this image is
not downloaded immediately when the file is evaluated. Instead, the browser waits until it en-
counters an HTML tag decorated by that particular image before issuing the resource request.
Lazy binding ensures that potential style resources are only downloaded when the browser
will in fact use them.
We model lazy binding in our web page dependency graphs. In fact, we attribute resources
which may be downloaded lazily to the parse chunk which has in fact triggered the download,
rather than CSS evaluation activity.
3.7.6 Server Model
A web server must perform several operations to generate and transmit a response to a partic-
ular HTTP request. The server listens on a particular socket and reads any incoming requests
on that socket. On receiving a request, the server must perform some processing to parse
the request header and body. It then generates the corresponding response header and con-
tent, e.g.by reading a static resource from disk or assembling the content from several backend
servers. The server can also generate some dynamic content; for example, it can construct the
page’s HTML on the fly using PHP or Node.js. Finally, it writes the response on the outgoing
socket. These I/O and CPU operations do not consume negligible time, and depending on
whether the cache is hit, may last several hundreds of milliseconds.
As such, we cannot discount the contribution of a web server’s processing time from the
total page load time of a particular web site. In fact, these processing times may even form
the bottleneck in terms of page completion, especially when network speeds increase. Further-
more, they may be a source of head-of-line blocking depending on the server design itself, as
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we shall demonstrate.
In order to model server processing times correctly, one must first understand the architec-
ture of a typical HTTP server, and the different ways it can process incoming requests. A web
server must be capable of supporting thousands of incoming connections, therefore it must
have a multi-processing architecture, which can typically be classified into two types [115]:
Multi-process or multi-threaded Traditionally, multi-processing HTTP server architectures
have used separate processes to serve incoming connections. A master process listens on port
80 for incoming connections, and when a new connection is established, calls fork() to spawn
a new worker process that will handle this connection. But, since forking a new process every
time a connection arrives is rather time consuming, a server with this design usually requires
the master process to maintain a pool of pre-forked worker processes. On receiving a new re-
quest, the master selects an idle worker from the worker pool, which in turn serves the request.
Modern server architectures use threads to serve requests, rather than distinct processes,
since they are more lightweight and consume less memory. A main thread listens for incoming
connections, and is responsible for launching worker threads to serve these connections. Once
again, a pool of idle worker threads stand ready to serve any incoming HTTP requests, saving
the extra overhead of spawning a new thread upon the arrival of each new request.
Finally, hybrid multi-process and multi-threaded architectures combine the scalability of
using multiple threads to serve a large number of concurrent requests whilst consuming min-
imal system resources with the stability of a process-based server. Servers with this architec-
ture have a master process which maintains a pool of child processes, each with its own set
of threads. Each process has a listening thread, which listens for incoming connections and
assigns these connections to an available idle worker thread. Apache web servers [116, 117]
employ these multi-process/multi-threaded architectures, and have separate pluggable mod-
ules that implement the three configurations above.
Event-based Instead of creating several threads, where each thread responds to a particu-
lar connection, an event based server recognises that these threads spend most of their time
blocked on I/O or waiting for new requests to arrive from the client. Event-based designs at-
tempt to maximise the amount of time a thread spends doing useful work by creating a fixed
number of single-threaded worker processes in a pool (usually equivalent to the number of
CPU’s on the machine). A worker process accepts new requests from a shared “listen” socket.
Each worker maintains its own runloop which processes events from an event queue. There-
fore, when a connection is initiated, an event is triggered on the listen socket and processed via
the runloop, which in turn creates a connection socket. A connection socket listens for further
events from the client, e.g.the arrival of the next request on a Keep-Alive connection. Connec-
tions are added to the runloop and processed asynchronously until completion. In other words,
by using non-blocking I/O, a connection may generate events in the runloop which are han-
dled using callbacks, timers, and event notifications. NGINX servers [118, 119] and Apache’s
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mod http2 [107] use this event-based design, where each worker can handle hundreds of thou-














(b) Parallel. (c) Out-of-order.
Figure 3.15: Server models in PCP, demonstrating what will happen on receiving three pipelined requests
R1, R2 and R3. The server may apply the processing times corresponding to each request (P1,
P2 and P3) serially, in parallel, or out-of-order.
Understanding how real servers operate allows PCP to model how they may process dif-
ferent incoming HTTP requests. The model is straightforward for the basic request/response
semantics of HTTP/1.0 and 1.1, but becomes more nuanced when we consider pipelined
HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, where a server must handle several successive requests on one con-
nection.
Suppose a server receives three pipelined HTTP requests on a particular connection, as
shown in Figure 3.15. Given the server architectures described above, a server can process and
respond to incoming requests using one of the three mechanisms described below:
• Serially: In the case of servers which employ multi-threaded architectures (e.g.Apache),
a single thread handles all incoming requests on a particular connection, and can only
process each each of them in order, as shown in Figure 3.15(a). Because the processing
is sequential, the server cannot begin processing request R2 immediately upon receiving
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it, but must rather wait a serialisation delay S2 before it can handle the request, since
it must complete processing the previous request R1. Serialisation delays are additive
and detrimentally affect a web page’s completion time. It therefore comes as no surprise
that browsers commonly disable pipelining: they are trying to avoid encountering large
serialisation delays exhibited by this typical type of server.
• In Parallel: Servers with event-based architectures do not bind a single thread to a par-
ticular connection, but rather allow the processing of several incoming requests to occur
in parallel, as seen in Figure 3.15(b). In the absence of clear framing, the semantics of
HTTP/1.1 dictate that the responses to particular requests must arrive in the order the
requests were sent (i.e. FIFO order), to allow browsers to correctly pair requests and re-
sponses together. Consequently, slow responses actually impose head-of-line blocking
on responses which have shorter processing times, as is the case for R1 blocking R2. Re-
quest R2 experiences a response queuing delay Q2, where it must wait for the previous
response to be transmitted before it before it can be transmitted itself. For this type of sce-
nario, the server would also need to maintain a queue of completed responses in memory
before they can be transmitted (the second and third responses in this case).
• Out-of-order: In essence a type of parallel server, this server supports HTTP/2 (or any
protocol with a framing mechanism) and therefore allows responses to be transmitted
back to the client out of order (Figure 3.15(c)). Since an HTTP/2 stream is marked with
a corresponding identifier, the server can process requests in parallel, and send the re-
sponse to R2 back before R1, therefore eliminating any inherent head-of-line blocking.
PCP incorporates all three of these server architectures in its simulation framework, al-
lowing us to fully examine the impact of server design on a web page’s completion time. The
Emulator uses server processing delays collected from the Profiler, as described in Section 3.4.1.
3.7.7 Network Model
We define the properties of the underlying network for delivering web requests and responses
in this section. Although TCP CUBIC is the de facto protocol used by many operating systems
today, we use TCP New Reno as transport in our experiments. In later chapters, we compare
single-path TCP’s page load performance with MPTCP, and therefore must use a comparable
congestion control algorithm. Unfortunately, a thoroughly examined load-balancing CUBIC
protocol for MPTCP does not exist. Additionally, TCP CUBIC generally does not achieve a
large performance improvement over New Reno for web downloads; it works best for large
transfers over high RTTs. Web downloads, on the other hand, are short flows that normally op-
erate with smaller congestion windows. A comparison of between TCP Reno and TCP CUBIC
downloading web pages using HTTP and SPDY as performed by Erman et al. [56]. It shows lit-
tle difference in average PLT across the two TCP variants. More importantly, the choice of TCP
protocol had no effect on the relative ordering between SPDY and HTTP with respect to PLT.
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Another possible transport which could improve PLT is BBR, but BBR has emerged towards
the conclusion of this work. We do not expect it to change the relative ranking of web proto-
cols and or their behaviours. However, BBR is better than CUBIC or New Reno at maintaining
short queues, so should reduce latency for flows that are large enough to leave slow-start. This
feature will particularly help when a high priority object from one connection competes with a
low priority object on another connection.
Finally, we present results of downloading a web page without any competing back-
ground traffic. We performed preliminary experiments using a long lived background flow
representing a large file download. As expected, protocols that are more aggressive and initiate
multiple connections per domain like HTTP/1.1 received a larger proportion of the bottleneck
bandwidth, resulting in faster page loads. Unfortunately, this is a selfish choice that starves
the background flow and is consequently not the right solution to the problem. If background
traffic is added to the mix, it is difficult to arrive at meaningful conclusions with respect the
web download itself, especially since web downloads create multiple flows that compete with
each other, resulting in self congestion. Additionally, we’d have to examine all background
traffic types to understand their impact.
Ultimately, downloading a web page with minimal background traffic is a common use
case for cellular networks. Celluar networks usually use dedicated per-host queues, indicating
that hosts have little effect on each other’s traffic. Additionally, if a host uses more connec-
tions, that doesn’t necessarily increase its share of the overall capacity, which implies some
measure of isolation between hosts. Of course, the single host itself might be the source of the
background traffic, for example by browsing the web and installing a software update.
We choose not to emulate background traffic for the purposes of simplicity and repro-
ducibility. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to find use cases in the wild where background





Figure 3.16: Overview of network topology for downloading a web page.
We would like to model the topology displayed in Figure 3.16, where a client connects to
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multiple servers over the internet in order to download a web page. The internet backbone
is unlikely to suffer from congestion, although delays on the backbone will increase web page
load times and must be modelled correctly. Discounting the backbone leaves two other possible
locations for congestion: the server tail or the client tail networks. Since we expect servers to
be adequately provisioned, the bottleneck will more commonly occur in the client tail. A client
typically accesses the web from a home network using WiFi, which indicates the bottleneck
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Figure 3.17: Topology for the emulated web downloads.
Taking these factors into consideration, we arrive at the model network topology shown
in Figure 3.17 as a reasonable approximation of the topology above. To request and download
a particular web site, a single client connects to multiple servers corresponding to each unique
domain name the Profiler has recorded in the web site’s trace. The client will establish either
one or multiple connections to each domain, prompting us to model the correct number of
distinct servers with slightly different delays on their incoming links.
In a network of heterogeneous link speeds, the bottleneck determines a connection’s max-
imum data delivery rate. From TCP’s viewpoint, a complex path can be accordingly modelled
by a single bottleneck link fed by a link of larger capacity, regardless of how many intermediate
links exist on the path. Since the client tail network will likely suffer congestion, we model the
bottleneck in the switch as shown in the figure. We set the bandwidth on the bottleneck link
to be r, and the one way delay to d, and perform experiments where we vary their values to
investigate web downloads under different bandwidths and RTTs (where the RTT is approxi-
mately 4d). Each server link capacity is double the bottleneck, in order to keep the bottleneck
busy. To account for the variance in results due to transport protocol artefacts and an overly
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deterministic simulator environment, we jitter the RTT for each run. We add a random δ to the
server link delays, where δ is sampled from the range ±0.1d.
For the link-layer we use basic point-to-point connections. This is an over-simplification,
since link-layer artefacts may influence the behaviour of transport and web protocols running
in the layers above. Because we will ultimately examine MPTCP’s behaviour for the common
use case of downloading a web site on a mobile device, the WiFi and 3G/LTE link-layers are
more realistic choices to model. The extent to which our model resembles the real world de-
pends on how predictable the bottleneck bandwidth and the overall RTT are.
For the case of WiFi, the bandwidth between a device and the access point (AP) is unpre-
dictable and time varying, since the bit rate between the client and AP depends on the effective
signal to noise ratio (SNR), which in turn depends on path attenuation, interference from other
sources, and mobility. The delay is between client and AP is also unpredictable. In light of a
poor channel, a transmitted packet can be dropped at the link layer and retransmitted, causing
varying delays.
The WiFi link is usually not the bottleneck in typical deployments — the backhaul DSL link
is. Although WiFi bit rates may vary, the maximum bit rate of 802.11n is 600Mbps and 802.11ac
is around 1Gbps. DSL links on the other hand are optimistically on the order of 20–30Mbps,
with fibre to the cabinet typically around 40–80Mbps in the UK [120]. As for delays incurred
due to WiFi MAC retransmissions, these will remain on the order of a few milliseconds at
most.3 These short delays will likely be dwarfed by the overall RTT between the client and an
upstream server. In short, PCP’s simple link-layer will suffice as a model for WiFi in most cases
since WiFi is not the single limiting factor that dominates PLT. It is an open question whether
BBR interacts benevolently with the WiFi MAC; TCP New Reno generally coexists with WiFi
with no negative effects.
In contrast to WiFi, 3G links (and to a lesser extent LTE) will commonly form the bottleneck
of a web download. Cellular networks also exhibit time varying bit rates, which may fluctuate
due to variations in the wireless channel and mobility, and may be asymmetric. These net-
works typically use time division multiplexing to assign each user a fixed time slice in which
to transmit, and usually cycle through users in a round-robin fashion. Most cellular wireless
networks enqueue traffic for each user in its own separate queue. The resulting isolation be-
tween users implies that self interference has a more dominant effect on the transport than
cross traffic, a feature our model exhibits because it does not include background traffic.
Since the bandwidth may differ significantly (two orders of magnitude) in a short amount
of time for cellular networks, overbuffering is common to protect against bursts, causing extra
delays and bufferbloat. Winstein et al. show an example of how large swings in LTE capac-
ity cause the formation of large standing queues which dramatically increase the delay for
3For 802.11n, we arrive at this estimate by recalling that an ACK timeout is around a hundred microseconds, the
WiFi contention window has 9µs slots and a maximum size of 1024 slots, and the maximum number of packet delivery
attempts is 8.
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time sensitive flows [121]. Our model covers cases with these buffering delays (as long as
they don’t change rapidly) by configuring several experiments to run with high latency. Even
overbuffered base stations can experience high losses when a sufficiently provisioned connec-
tion suddenly jumps to a high transmission rate. As such, outages on cellular networks are
common, are often asymmetric, and will have a large impact on congestion control. Although
MPTCP should offer a measurable advantage over single path TCP by shifting traffic to WiFi in
cases of outage, we will not examine outages as part of this thesis, since they are out of scope.
Finally, device radios usually spend most of their time in the IDLE state in order to conserve
energy. The time it takes to promote a device from IDLE by powering up the radio is non-
trivial, especially for 3G which needs 2s to reach the dedicated channel state (DHC) and begin
transmitting data [56]. LTE promotion times are better: it takes a radio 400ms to transition to
the CONNECTED state. A device is demoted if there is no network activity for a certain period
of time (3G and LTE go through intermediate lower power states before returning to idle after
12-15s). Browsing habits of users show they pause between navigating between web pages. If
a user browses to a web site after a large period of inactivity, its PLT will experience a large one
off delay for 3G state promotion (and to a lesser extent LTE). When using multipath with two
interfaces, the second interface may not be instantaneously available. In fact, it may be more
beneficial to transmit an entire web page over WiFi if it will complete before the time it takes
to power up the 3G radio. We do not model state promotion and its impact on PLT, but leave
it for future work.
Despite its limitations, our simple topology captures enough real world features to allow
us to make useful conclusions about the web and transport protocols we mean to examine. It
assumes a bottleneck bandwidth which is stable and does not vary significantly within a short
period of time, and no outages. We do not know the border of applicability of our conclusions,
and it is unclear to what extent our results will continue to apply. But if we operate in a regime
reasonably close to our assumptions, our conclusions should remain valid. In the end, even
with the simplest link layer, the effects of using multipath for web downloads are not well
understood, and present a good avenue for us to explore. By simplifying the link-layer, we can
establish a baseline for the behaviour of transport and web protocols, allowing us to increase
the complexity and add more realistic link-layer features in the future.
3.7.7.2 TCP New Reno Parameters
Table 3.3 shows the TCP parameter settings we have configured in the emulator. Most notably,
we set the initial congestion window (icwnd) to 4 segments to allow TCP to ramp up more
quickly in slow-start. Although modern operating systems like Linux and Windows use an
icwnd of 10 segments, we have found this value to be too high since it causes a large amount
of drops when operating within lower bandwidth regimes. We observed better performance




Minimum RTO 200 ms The minimum value for the retrans-mission timeout.
Delayed ACK Time-
out 100 ms
How long to wait before returning an
ACK when delayed ACKs are enabled.
Delayed ACK Count 2 Number of packets received before anACK is returned [122].
Connection Timeout 1s if RTT < 200ms or2s if RTT ≥ 200ms
TCP retransmission timeout for open-
ing a connection (i.e. if SYNs are lost).
Connection retries 20
Number of connection attempts (SYN
retransmissions) before returning fail-
ure.
Data retries 20 Number of data retransmission at-tempts before returning failure.
Duplicate ACK
Threshold 3
Number of duplicate ACKs required to
trigger fast retransmit.
Initial Slow-Start
Threshold unsigned int max
Let the congestion window grow ex-








Maximum receive window, our simu-
lations should not be receive window
limited
icwnd 4 segments Initial congestion window size.
MSS 1448
Maximum segment size. Computed
by assuming an MTU of 1500 minus
IP, TCP and point-to-point header sizes
and excluding timestamp option size.
Limited transmit Enabled
Send a new data segment in response
to the first two duplicate ACKs for bet-
ter loss recovery [123].
Table 3.3: TCP New Reno parameters in the ns-3 emulator.
We do not place a cap on the receive buffer size so that our experiments are not receive
buffer limited. We want the window available to TCP to reflect the congestion on the network
rather than the memory resources available to the client. Most clients will usually have enough
buffering to fit small web objects anyway. To accommodate for receive buffer sizes larger than
216, we enable the Window Scale option [124].
We added an implementation of TCP’s PUSH flag to ns-3, to allow a client to send an ACK
immediately at the end of a web resource. Otherwise, in the scenarios where a download is
application limited, waiting for a delayed ACK time out to fire at the end of objects causes
extra delays.
To prevent spurious retransmits, we enable the timestamp option [124], which allows a
TCP sender to obtain more accurate estimates of the RTT. As an additional improvement to
RTO accuracy, we augmented ns-3 with the following modification. If a retransmission timeout
expires, it may have been scheduled in the past using what might have become a stale RTT
estimate, especially if the RTT has increased due to buffer growth at the bottleneck. If the most
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recent RTT estimate is larger than the one used to compute the expired RTO, we rearm the
retransmission timer, so that it fires after the remaining time elapses.
3.7.7.3 Buffer Configuration
The convention for buffer sizing when dealing with TCP flows is to allow for one bandwidth
delay product (BDP) worth of buffering on the bottleneck link [69]. Here, the bandwidth is
the bottleneck bandwidth and the delay is the RTT. BDP sized buffers work well because they
can hold a flight size of bytes if they arrive in a burst, and yet are small enough to minimise
bufferbloat. Additionally, if a TCP flow halves its window due to a loss, the buffer still main-
tains a BDP worth of packets in flight. These fill the pipe to keep link utilisation high while
TCP recovers, and keep the ACK clock going.
Which type of buffer should we use for the bottleneck? The simplest is a drop tail queue,
which, as its name implies, drops the last packets arriving at the queue if they may cause it
to overflow. Drop tail queues represent the most common buffers deployed in real networks.
But they can be biased against bursty traffic, and may exhibit global synchronisation with
respect to TCP flows. Competing flows may experience drops at the same time on a drop tail
queue. In response, they will halve their congestion window jointly, and display oscillating
TCP behaviour as a result [125, 126]. These phase effects may be mitigated in the real world
due to the randomness of arriving traffic, but in our deterministic simulation environment they
will be much more pronounced.
We use Random Early Detection (RED) queues to mitigate phase effects in the simula-
tor, and to inject a measure of randomness into the drops experienced by TCP across multiple
runs [127]. RED queues were designed to detect congestion with respect to an average queue
size, computed using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA). They allow for
traffic bursts, but keep the average queue size low. If the smoothed queue size is large for sev-
eral RTTs, RED queues drop packets as a signal to the transport protocol to trigger congestion
avoidance.
Figure 3.18: RED queue drop probability Pa as a function of the average queue size.
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To determine when a packet should be dropped, RED compares the average size with
a minimum and maximum size threshold, minth and maxth respectively. When the average
queue size is less than minth, no packets are dropped. On the other hand, if the average queue
size is between minth and maxth, then packets are dropped with a probability Pa which is
proportional to the queue size, and is less than a fixed maximum probability maxp. Finally, if
the average queue size exceeds maxth, the RED algorithm can adopt one of two schemes. It
can either drop all packets when its size exceeds maxth. Or, it can adopt a “gentle” approach,
and grow the drop probability linearly till its size reaches the queue maximum size maxq , after
which it drops all incoming packets. Figure 3.18 shows how the drop probability Pa changes
as the average RED queue size grows.
Our intention isn’t to use RED queues to signal incipient congestion or to keep buffer sizes
low. Rather, we want our queues to behave like drop tail queues with added randomness. To
achieve this goal, we set the maximum queue size to 1.5 BDP, and the RED parameters to the
values shown in Table 3.4. We set minth equivalent to 1 BDP to keep the link utilisation high,
after which the queue begins to experience drops. We pickmaxth to be midway betweenminth
and the maximum queue size. Finally, we set wa, the queue sample weight for EWMA, to one.
This setting allows us to use the instantaneous queue size as opposed to the average when
determining when to drop a packet, allowing the queue to behave like a drop tail queue.
Parameter Value Description
maxq 1.5× BDP Maximum queue size.
minth 0.66×maxq Minimum average queue size threshold.
maxth 0.8×maxq Maximum average queue size threshold.
maxp 10% Maximum loss probability.
wa 1
Weight given to the current queue sample when
computing the average queue size using EWMA.
Gentle True Set to true to increase dropping probability slowlywhen ave queue exceeds maxth.
Wait False Set to true to wait between dropped packets.
Table 3.4: RED queue parameters.
In real deployments, RED queues have proven difficult to configure correctly due to their
many parameters, especially if link rates are dynamic. Fair queuing mechanisms like FQ-
CoDel [128–130] have emerged as an alternative. Because they have a dedicated queue for
each flow whose 4-tuple hashes to the same value, the effects of cross traffic are minimised,
and are much smaller than self interference. FQ-CoDel queues aim to minimise the delay a
packet encounters, which may reduce queuing delays across the board independently of the
web and transport protocols involved. We use RED queues (really drop tail queues with ran-
domness) because they are easier to reason about, and remove an extra level of complexity
from a problem which already has too many dimensions.
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3.7.7.4 Random Numbers
In our experiments, there are three main sources of randomness: the RED queue drop proba-
bilities, the RTT jitter on each connection from switch to server, and the generation of server
processing delays from the empirical CDFs described in Section 3.4.1. One of the benefits of
using a simulator for measuring PLT is the reproducibility of the results. Using ns-3’s random
number generator [131], we picked a fixed seed for all our experiments, but varied the run
number for each replication of the same experiment. Fixing the seed allows the simulator to
produce the same long sequence of random numbers each time, and the run number chooses
disjoint partitions of this sequence. As a result, our experiments are deterministic, and experi-
ments with the same run number use the same substream of random numbers each time.
3.7.7.5 Loss Recovery
When we performed this study, the available ns-3 version used the loss recovery mechanism
defined by TCP New Reno [132], without selective ACKs (SACK) enabled [64]. Without the
SACK option enabled, TCP New Reno can only recover from one loss per RTT. In consequence,
if there are a burst of losses in a single window, TCP New Reno may take a relatively long time
to fully recover. We demonstrate this behaviour in Appendix B.
In contrast, the SACK option allows the sender to resolve ambiguities regarding which
sequence numbers have been lost much faster, facilitating loss recovery without resorting to
New Reno’s one retransmission per RTT. Real world TCP implementations use some variant
of SACK, for example in Linux and Windows. SACK would improve TCP’s performance by
decreasing the time spent in loss episodes, and would consequently reduce the large variance
in PLT when random bursts of losses occur across different runs in our experiments. Faster
loss recovery is kinder to protocols like HTTP/2, which only use one connection per domain
and thus suffer from head-of-line blocking until all lost packets are retransmitted.
Our simulations do not suffer from packet reordering or ACK loss. By virtue of our chosen
topology, all packets will arrive at their destination via the same path, and will therefore arrive
in order. As for ACK loss, the buffers on the client-to-server path will not drop ACKs because
there is no congestion on this path. On the other hand, ACK loss may possibly occur on the
return path from the server to the client, for ACKs in response to HTTP requests. Because
ACKs are small, and because requests are sparse in frequency, it is highly unlikely that these
ACKs will experience any drops. In fact, we did not observe any ACK drops in our collection
of experiments.
Because our simulator doesn’t reorder packets or drop ACKs, we implemented a
lightweight version of SACK in ns-3 which behaves similarly with respect to loss recovery.
As opposed to acknowledging received sequences, the receiver instead notifies the sender
when it determines a sequence has been lost using negative acknowledgements, or NACKs.
The details of this scheme can be found in Appendix B. In the absence of packet reordering
and ACK loss, we can use NACKs to reproduce SACK’s behaviour in our simulator, and allow
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flows to recover from losses much faster.
3.7.7.6 Congestion Window Validation
By virtue of the inherent dependencies between web resources, and the delays incurred for
computation, parsing and server processing, web traffic may experience several periods of
idleness during a download. When interspersed HTTP requests arrive at the server, it cannot
respond with a continuous stream of data but rather with bursts of traffic corresponding to
each individual response, which can often be smaller than a congestion window. As such, the
TCP flows are not network limited, where the congestion window limits the send rate. Instead,
they are application limited, i.e. the sender transmits less data than is allowed by the congestion
or receiver windows.
Flows punctuated with idle periods and application limited episodes pose a problem for
TCP, since they may cause the invalidation of a flow’s congestion window. During these peri-
ods, the window no longer reflects the current state of congestion in the network. If the flow
has been idle for a certain duration, then it hasn’t obtained any feedback about the network in
the form of returning ACKs. In the absence of feedback, the network could have become more
congested since the last transmission without the sender ever knowing. If the flow is applica-
tion limited, the congestion window may have increased even if the previous window had not
been fully utilised.
If a TCP flow has been idle or application limited for some time, it encounters problems
when it must send a new resource arriving from the application layer. With an invalid conges-
tion window that doesn’t accurately express the state of congestion in the network, TCP will
attempt to send a large window of packets only to encounter large losses, causing an increase
in page completion times.
To avoid unnecessary losses, and improve TCP performance for application limited web
traffic, we implemented congestion window validation in ns-3 as defined in [133]. The basic
idea behind congestion window validation is to decay the congestion window proportional
to the duration of the idle period. Additionally, it prevents the TCP sender from increasing
its congestion window when it is application limited. Implementation details for congestion
window validation can be found in Appendix C.
Enabling congestion window validation helps improve PLT when the bottleneck band-
width is low, and we expect losses on the path. As for higher bandwidths, congestion window
validation can limit performance, and prevent a link with a high capacity from sending its full
window when there are no losses. The benefit of congestion window validation for high loss
regimes is large enough in terms of PLT that we accept the penalty of under-utilisation for
higher bandwidths. Since halving the cwnd for each idle RTO worked well for lossy regimes,
but is too conservative when we have enough capacity, a better scheme is to use the updated
validation mechanisms defined in [134]. Linux implements congestion window validation ac-
cording to the original RFC [135,136]; other operating systems are even more aggressive, opting
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to reduce the window to icwnd after an idle period. As such, our congestion window valida-
tion algorithm reflects real deployments, and will sufficiently prevent losses in light of invalid
congestion windows, thereby improving PLT.
3.7.7.7 Prioritisation
Since resource prioritisation will require a server to re-order HTTP responses, prioritisation
only makes sense for servers with an out-of-order architecture using either HTTP/2 or QUIC.
After experiencing the correct server processing delays, if several responses are ready to trans-
mit, the server will deliver them to the client in order of decreasing priority. To achieve this
ordering, we replaced TCP’s regular socket transmit buffer with a priority queue, which or-
ders packets based on their resource’s priority. If TCP has already begun transmitting packets
from particular a resource, there are two distinct ways our emulator can deal with enqueuing a
higher priority resource at the transmit buffer in that instant. In the first case, the higher prior-
ity resource will not preempt the resource currently in progress, but will rather wait until the
resource completes before it gets its turn. As for the second case, the higher priority resource
will indeed preempt the remaining untransmitted bytes of the resource in progress, pushing
them further back in the queue.
We are not suggesting a change in TCP to support this feature, but prioritisation in the
socket layer (if we’re not using UDP like QUIC) achieves the best results and is easy to imple-
ment in the emulator. A real server, on the other hand, may instead choose to keep resources
in an application layer priority queue, and write resources to the socket in chunks. In fact, the
H2O server implements prioritisation in this fashion: it uses a scheduler to decide which HTTP
response should be sent to the client, per 16KB chunk [110].
We do not prioritise HTTP requests in the same way on the client side. We discovered that
doing so actually increases the PLT, because the client has no knowledge of the server delays.
It may delay requests of lower priority that would have been ready to transmit sooner on the
server side. Only the server can decide how to apply priorities based on which resources are
available to transmit, once they have been subject to their processing delays.
3.7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented PCP, a trace-driven framework for modelling and emulating web
page downloads. We defined the most common web page activities and their relationships,
in order to build dependency graphs that allow us to simulate popular web pages. Addition-
ally, we’ve stated our assumptions and design choices behind the browser, server and net-
work models we use for our simulations. The server model incorporates processing delays
to approximate server behaviour more accurately. Simiarly, the web page dependency graphs
incorporate JavaScript timers and events into the page load process.
We may have a potential bias towards home and login pages of popular domains (e.g.
facebook.com), as opposed to web pages users may navigate to within these domains. Although
we have profiled 300 web sites, and captured a good enough spread to cover many types of
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In the previous chapter, we presented PCP, an emulation framework which simulates the
download of web pages using real traces and measures their page load performance under a
varied set of network conditions and web protocols. It is a tool that will allow us to investigate
the benefit of using multiple paths for web downloads, and evaluate possible design solutions
to combat any limitations that may arise. But before we embark on an in depth analysis of web
downloads over multiple paths, we need to understand some interim questions with regards
to web downloads on a single path, thereby establishing a viable baseline. Additionally, we
have profiled a substantially large set of web sites, and we’d like to extract better insights into
their nature and structure.
At its core, the goal of reducing a web page’s load time translates to increasing the paral-
lelism of the page’s latency contributing components. Increasing parallelism, in turn, implies
minimising the amount of time the network is idle. For example, the page load time would
diminish if a browser can perform its parsing and script evaluation activities at the same time
as downloading the page’s critical resources. Similarly, on the server end it is better to par-
allelise the processing of incoming requests with the transmission of available responses over
the network. On the other hand, if the download of a JavaScript file blocks the parsing of the
remaining HTML, for example, the network will remain idle while the browser evaluates the
script, parses the rest of the page, and issues the next HTTP request. Hopefully, this particu-
lar scenario will be avoided with the use of the preloader, which requests the rest of the web
page’s objects while the main parser is blocked waiting for the JavaScript.
It is not enough to merely keep the network busy. When we only have one path to contend
with, maximising network utilisation is key:1 resources must be transmitted as quickly as pos-
sible using the network’s available capacity. If connections remain in slow-start, for example,
the network will remain underutilised, delaying the transmission of each resource and leav-
ing much room for improvement. In the end, the more we coalesce several small resources so
1The issue becomes more complicated when multiple paths with heterogeneous bandwidths and RTTs are used.
We discuss these in more detail in Chapter 6.
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that they appear like one large download (that correctly consumes all of the network’s offered
capacity), the smaller the PLT.
Often, the factors that facilitate parallelism interact unexpectedly and counter to their orig-
inal intention. For example, in the absence of pipelining, HTTP/1.1 achieves parallelisation at
the server by using multiple connections per domain and web page sharding. These mech-
anisms are workarounds for HTTP/1.1’s FIFO semantics, aimed at preventing the network
from falling idle for too long. Unfortunately, increasing the number of connections causes self-
congestion at lower bandwidths, thereby increasing packet drops and ultimately the PLT.
If we look to more recent web protocols, HTTP/2 keeps the network busy by multiplexing
several responses onto one connection and allowing the server to return these responses out of
order. In theory, this design should reduce PLT even further, but for cases where connections
suffer from high loss, it ends up increasing PLT due to HOL in the TCP stack (Section 4.4.3).
For both these cases, the blame lies squarely on the interplay between components in the
different layers of the stack. As a result, we must understand in greater detail the subtle in-
teractions between the application and transport layer, especially with regards to possible web
protocols, server architectures, number of connections per domain, bandwidth and RTT. In
particular, we want to use PCP to answer the following questions:
• For a particular web protocol, what number of connections per domain should we use in
order to minimise PLT?
• As the network speeds up, can we achieve a comparable decrease in PLT?
• How do different web protocols behave under a representative spectrum of bandwidths
and RTTs?
• What is the best way to apply resource prioritisation, and does it produce a tangible effect
on PLT?
• How do existing server architectures influence PLT?
Although the answers to these questions and the subsequent analysis presented in this
chapter are not entirely novel, we focus in particular on leveraging PCP to provide an in depth
and detailed investigation of the scenarios in question. It will allow us to the choose the most
beneficial set of parameters and protocols moving forward. Furthermore, a deep analysis will
uncover crucial lessons about single-path web page downloads, and build the necessary back-
ground for our main event: multipath web browsing.
4.2 Web Page Characterisation
The structure of a web page imposes constraints on its interaction with the transport protocol
and the underlying network. In later chapters, we will examine in particular the impact of this
interaction on page load performance if web pages are unsharded or transmitted over multiple
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paths. As a result, before we emulate the PLT of web pages under different network conditions
and web protocols, we must first understand some characteristics of typical web sites. We use
the traces collected from 300 top Alexa web sites to answer the following questions:
• How accurate are our assumptions about web page sizes, resource sizes and number of
objects per web page? Using our collection of web page traces, we can confirm that web
pages have tens to hundreds of small resources per page, which motivates the reduction
of the number of established connections in modern web protocols in order to minimise
the overhead of transferring a large number of small objects. MPTCP must also correctly
handle transmitting small web resources on heterogeneous paths which may delay the
completion of these resources.
• How spread out are web page resources? Are they concentrated mostly in one domain,
or are they distributed across multiple domains? The larger the number of domains, the
smaller we expect the benefit of using HTTP/2 or QUIC over their precursors. Web pages
may require the download of resources from several different domains for three reasons.
First, we expect some measure of content sharding to apply to the origin server, in order
to cope with the inefficiencies of HTTP/1.1. Second, web pages often choose to display
advertisements in iframes, downloaded from ad servers. Finally, web pages may con-
tain third party content as well, for example analytic JavaScript libraries, or social media
widgets. We will examine the amount of sharding web pages typically experience, and
the proportion of iframes and ads they download. In addition to reducing the benefit
of HTTP/2, establishing multiple connections to many servers may also affect adversely
affect MPTCP, since MPTCP suffers from the additional overhead of setting up two sub-
flows on each path for each corresponding connection.
• What are the typical delays experienced by web domains? If most of a domain’s content
is downloaded from caching servers owned by content delivery networks (CDNs) and
located next the the client, we expect shorter latencies when compared to content down-
loaded from a server located further away geographically. We can use the proportion of
CDN domains and empirical RTTs from our traces to inform our selection of RTTs to use
in our experiments.
• How important are timers and events to the page load process? Are we justified in mod-
elling them in our emulator? Previous work [10,95] considers their contribution to critical
path delays minimal and discounts their effect. We use the traces to examine their impact,
and also to confirm how much network downloads make up of the critical path.
4.2.1 Resource Counts and Sizes
Let us begin by investigating web site and resource sizes. Figure 4.1(a) shows the CDF of
resource sizes in bytes over all the web sites we have traced. The median resource size is about
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Figure 4.1: CDF of resource sizes across 300 top Alexa web sites.
6KB, and nearly 90% of the resources have a size less than 80 KB. There is an excess at 40-
44 bytes, which corresponds to images of size 1 × 1 pixels, frequently used by web sites as
ad tracking pixels, or as placeholders for sprites. The excess is clear in Figure 4.1(b) which
divides the resource sizes by MIME type. CSS files represent the largest resources, followed
by JavaScript files, images and finally text files. Other types of files, which includes resources
like fonts (e.g. .woff files), video, flash, JSON files and plugins fall in the middle. While text
files mostly correspond to HTML, they can also include XML and plain text files, and they are
typically smallest files in the web page.
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Figure 4.2: CDFs for resource count, page size and average resource size across web sites.
.
Approximately half of the web sites we’ve profiled contain 100 or less resources a client
must download, as seen in Figure 4.2(a), with 90% of the web sites containing 200 or less re-
sources. The remaining 10% of the web sites are large and contain hundreds of resources with
a maximum of 766 resources downloaded for the web site www.rakuten.co.jp, a Japanese shop-
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ping web site, with hundreds of product images. For each web site, the CDF of the mean
resource size is shown in Figure 4.2(c), which indicates that about 95% of sites have an average
resource size of 100KB or less. The resource count and average size CDFs suggest that web
pages are generally small, an observation confirmed by Figure 4.2(b) which shows that nearly
half of our profiled web pages have a total size of 3MB or less, and about 95% of them have a
size of 10MB or less. The remaining web sites are outliers, and can reach up to 30MB in size.
4.2.2 Resource Distribution Across Domains
What about the number of domains in a web page? Resources from web sites are distributed
across multiple domains, as shown in Figure 4.3(a). The figure reveals that web sites download
content from tens of domains, with a median of 20 domains per web site. These domains can
correspond to servers for the main page content, third party servers or ad servers. On the
opposite ends of the spectrum, a web site can have as little as one domain representing the
origin server, or, as is the case of uk.businessinsider.com, a total of 127 domains. A significant
proportion of these domains correspond to advertisements, others correspond to third party
web sites, and finally, uk.businessinsider.com shards its contents across multiple domains as well.
Given that a web site may download content from as many as a hundred domains, we’d
like to know the proportion of bytes downloaded from the largest domain. A web site which
allows a client to download most of the resources from one domain are beneficial to protocols
like HTTP/2 and QUIC, and allows them to maximise their win over previous HTTP iterations
by reducing self-interference and promoting prioritisation. Web sites which spread their re-
sources across a large number of domains, on the other hand, prevent HTTP/2 from attaining
a large improvement in PLT. Figure 4.3(b) shows the CDF of the fraction of resources from the
total which were downloaded from the largest sized domain across the profiled web sites.2
As we can see from the figures, resources are typically spread out across multiple web
sites, instead of originating mainly from the largest domain. For approximately half the web
pages examined, less than 5% of the total resources and downloaded bytes originated from
the largest domain. At most, 20% or less of a web site’s resources are downloaded from the
largest domain. Sharding web objects across multiple domains is the main culprit behind
this trend, and Figure 4.3(c) shows a CDF of the proportion of domains which correspond
to shards of the web site, and the proportion of external web domains. Shard domains form
a small proportion of the total number of domains in a web page,3 for example, only six do-
mains in uk.businessinsider.com are actual shards, whereas the rest correspond to ad and third
party domains. Nevertheless, Figure 4.3(d) demonstrates that although the are a few shards,
and although the largest domain in a web site may contains only a small fraction of the total
resources, the collection of a web page’s shards as a whole are responsible for delivering most
of the web resources.
We expect domain sharding to diminish as more web sites adopt HTTP/2 and implement
2We obtain a similar CDF if we instead use the total bytes downloaded from the largest domain.
3Chapter 5 describes our method for determining which domains are shards.
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Figure 4.3: CDFs of the number of domains per web site, the proportion of resources downloaded from
the largest domain, and the count and size of domain shards. The CDFs are computed across
300 web sites.
its best practices. Unfortunately, unsharding web pages does not remove the large number
of external domains shown Figure 4.3(c). To understand the extent of which we can coalesce
shards and get a win with HTTP/2, we examine the proliferation of iframes and advertise-
ments in web pages. We used a filter list of domains which is typically used by ad blockers in
browsers to mark web resources from ad servers accordingly [137]. We display the fraction of
resources for each web page which correspond to ads and those which do not in Figure 4.4(a).
Although 30% of the web sites we examined do not contain ad resources at all, ads can form
a notable proportion of the resources downloaded by a web page. In the extreme, half of the
resources in youtube.com are ads.
Another measure which approximates the number of ads and third party content present
in a web page is the number of iframes the page downloads, whose CDF is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4(b). The total number of iframes in a web page varies, but half of the web pages ex-
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Figure 4.4: CDFs for the proportion of resources which correspond to ads, and the number of iframes per
web page.
amined contain two iframes or less. The rest of the web pages can contain up to 35 iframes,
which are most likely used to display ads. The presence of iframes and ad domains in a web
site indicates that, when optimising a web site to operate with HTTP/2, web developers can
only collapse domain shards up to a point. The larger the number of iframes in the web site,
the larger the number of domains which persist even after coalescing all of the main domain’s
shards, which in theory would prevent PLTs from improving too much as shards are elimi-
nated.
4.2.3 Latency to Web Servers
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Figure 4.5: CDFs showing the proportion of domains corresponding to CDN edge servers, and the pro-
portion of bytes downloaded from those domains.
Although web pages download content from multiple different servers, web page design-
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ers usually attempt to minimise the latency of connecting to these servers by using CDNs to
place the requested resources on edge servers located in close geographic proximity to the
clients in question. In order to determine the proportion of resources downloaded from CDNs
vs. those that aren’t, we attempt to discern which domains are CDNs by checking their host
names or DNS CNAMEs and comparing them with known CDNs, e.g. akamai, cloudflare, cloud-
front and azure. Additionally we classify any domain which contains “cdn” in its name as a
CDN edge server as well. Figure 4.5(a) shows the CDF of the proportion of domains for each
web site which correspond to CDN edge servers and those that correspond to origin servers.
The figure indicates that a larger proportion of a web site’s domains map to origin servers. In
the median, only a third or less domains in a web site correspond to CDN edge servers.
Web sites use fewer CDN edge servers than origin servers, nevertheless Figure 4.5(b)
shows that most of the web page’s bytes are downloaded from these CDNs. In fact, CDNs
are responsible for delivering nearly 70% of a web page’s content in the median. As a conse-
quence, we expect most resources downloaded from a web page to experience low latencies
and RTTs on the order of several milliseconds. Of course, although content may be down-
loaded from a CDN, the content may have not been pushed yet to the edge server and cached
before the browser issues the request. Connection RTTs to CDN edge servers may still be high
as a result.
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Figure 4.6: CDF of RTTs measured using the Profiler in PCP, when connection to CDN edge servers or
origin servers.
To investigate domain RTTs further, we plot a CDF of the empirical RTTs for CDN and
origin domains measured using our packet traces, by computing the time difference between
the SYN and SYN/ACK when establishing a new connection to that domain. Generally, CDN
edge servers have smaller RTTs than regular domains, with 90% of the RTTs when connecting
to CDNs falling below about 50ms. Origin server domains, on the other hand, exhibit a larger
spread of RTTs, with about 20% of the observed RTTs falling above 100ms. We note that some
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connections to CDN domains may have resulted in a cache miss, and required the retrieval
of the resource from the origin server, since the connections have long RTTs of 100ms and
greater. From these graphs, we conclude that a reasonable selection of RTTs to emulate in our
experiments should range from 10ms to 500ms on the upper end.
4.2.4 Resource Dependencies
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Figure 4.7: Proportion of resource bytes and counts downloaded as a result of completing different de-
pendency graph activities.
Finally, to demonstrate which browser activities lead to the download of the most re-
sources, we plot the proportion of resources and their bytes downloaded from parsing, eval-
uating scripts, timer and event handlers, and recomputing CSS in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).
The CDFs show the parent type for all resources downloaded by a web page, including those
downloaded after the load event fires. As expected, the largest proportion of resources are
downloaded as a result of parsing HTML tags. Scripts and event handlers are next and are
responsible for a significant proportion of resource downloads, and lastly the remaining re-
sources are downloaded from timer handlers, and CSS style recalculations.
How do the various network activities we’ve encountered contribute to the total time
spent on the critical path? Figure 4.8 shows a CDF which plots the proportion of time spent per-
forming the different web activities on the critical path before the load event fires. The graph
is for illustrative purposes only, since the activity durations we’ve collected greatly depend on
several factors which can vary across different clients, for example the network conditions, the
browser type, the client CPU’s speed and finally its geographic location. The graph indicates
that downloading resources over the network consumes the largest amount of time on the crit-
ical path. Computations, whilst consuming a smaller proportion of time, are also critical, with
JavaScript evaluations occupying the largest time.
The graph corroborates results shown in Figures 7 and 8 of Wang et al.’s WProf work [10],
with two discrepancies. First, we note that HTML parsing consumes a minimal proportion of
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Figure 4.8: CDF of the proportion of time on the critical path spent performing the various network and
browser activities.
the time on the critical path in our results, in contrast to Wang et al.’s results which indicate
that HTML parsing is the most time consuming computation. While the original WProf placed
trace points around the start and end of token parsing in the browser, we found these to be
incorrectly overestimating the time spent in parsing. After fixing this problem in PCP’s Pro-
filer, we arrive at more accurate measurements of time spent in each parse chunk, which is on
the order of microseconds. Second, since we have included timer and event handlers in our
analysis, and we can see from the graph that their contribution to the page load time cannot be
discounted: event handlers are the second most important computation on the critical path.
We end this section with some additional insights. While the graphs we’ve presented
highlight general trends across web pages, they have also exposed another feature of web page
downloads: there is enough diversity across web pages to suggest that certain web protocols
which target web sites’ average behaviour may not work as well for some outliers. For exam-
ple, resource prioritisation in HTTP/2 may produce a win for most web pages, but fail to make
much difference for web pages with resources spread across a hundred domains. Similarly, we
must keep in mind that the popular Alexa 500 web sites are a biased sample, since they repre-
sent landing and home pages. The graphs we’ve presented would look different, for example,
if we had profiled Google docs or maps.
4.3 Methodology
After understanding the general properties of the web sites we’ve profiled, we describe in this
section the experiments we performed using our emulator. To establish a good understanding
of the baseline properties of web downloads, we measured the PLTs of our collection of web
sites under a wide range of network conditions. In particular, we focused on the effect of the
number of connections per domain, the web protocol, and the server architecture on the com-
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pletion time of these pages for a broad spectrum of bandwidths and RTTs. We also measured
the effect of different prioritisation schemes on the web protocols that support them.
Because the choice of web protocol informs the server design, these two design parameters
are coupled. We used PCP to emulate the following combination of web protocols and server
architectures:
• HTTP/1.0.
• HTTP/1.1, without pipelining.
• HTTP/1.1 Pipe, which corresponds to pipelined HTTP/1.1 communicating with servers
that support a parallel design.
• HTTP/1.1 Pipe Seq, a shorthand for pipelined HTTP/1.1 used with servers which sup-
port a serial design, and process requests sequentially.
• HTTP/2, with an out-of-order server design. In particular, we implemented the HTTP/2
frames which incorporate the stream identifiers and priorities. We did not implement
header compression, since we would like to quantify the effect of stream multiplexing
without the influence of other factors. Header compression offers only a modest benefit
when compared to gains produced by stream multiplexing in any case [51, 53]. Like-
wise, we did not implement HTTP/2 flow control, because we assume that the server is
unconstrained in memory for our simulations. We ran experiments with different types
of prioritisation for HTTP/2 streams: none, MIME-type and critical path. We applied
prioritisation to packets in the TCP socket buffer. But, because we approximate the best
possible prioritisation in the application layer, we assume that HTTP/2 has no control of
resource packets once it writes them to the socket. This fact implies that higher priority
resources are not allowed to preempt a resource of lower priority if any of its packets
have already been transmitted.
• QUIC-lite, which augments HTTP/2 with a QUIC feature, namely out-of-order delivery
of packets from the TCP stack to the upper layer. Although 0-RTT handshakes are the
most crucial source of PLT improvement in QUIC [21], we did not implement this feature.
We focus only on the components of QUIC which were designed to tackle HOL blocking
in the TCP stack. We implemented QUIC’s out-of-order delivery in our simulator by
allowing TCP to deliver segments to the application layer as soon as they arrive. To allow
correct in-order reassembly of resources/streams in the application layer, we annotated
each TCP segment with its corresponding Stream Frame Header, as described in [28] and
Figure 2.5. The application can therefore use the stream identifier, offset and size specified
in the header to multiplex different streams, and eliminate delays caused by head-of-line
blocking. The use of the Stream Header requires knowledge of web object boundaries at
the transport layer. For this reason, our implementation of QUIC-lite is just a mock-up,
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intended only to examine the effects of removing HOL blocking in the transport layer.
We ran experiments with QUIC-lite using the three aforementioned stream prioritisation
schemes, but this time with preemption enabled. Generally, resource preemption would
be easy to achieve with QUIC, since it relies on UDP for transport and keeps application
level transmission buffers.
Parameter Values
Rate 500Kbps, 1Mbps, 2.5Mbps, 5Mbps, 10Mbps, 25Mbps,
50Mbps, 100Mbps, 500Mbps, 1Gbps.
RTT 8ms, 40ms, 100ms, 200ms, 400ms.
Connections 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12.
Web Protocol/Server Design HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, HTTP/1.1 Pipelined, HTTP/1.1
Pipelined Sequential Server, HTTP/2, QUIC-lite.
HTTP/2 Prioritisation Scheme None, MIME-type, critical path.
Table 4.1: Simulated parameters and their values for the web baseline experiments.
The full set of parameters we simulated are shown in Table 4.1. For each combination of
parameters, we simulated 50 runs for downloading each web site. We chose a large number
of runs to account for the variability due to random packet drops, and to produce statistically
significant results.
We chose a wide spectrum of RTT and bandwidth values to cover typical web download
use cases. For example, an RTT of 8ms can correspond to responses that arrive from the ISP’s
cache. On the other hand, web resources downloaded from CDNs will generally experience
RTTs on the order of 40ms (see Figure 4.6). A CDN cache miss and corresponding download
from the origin server will result in larger RTTs of 100ms. Finally RTTs of 200 – 400ms corre-
spond to possible delays experienced by overbuffered 3G traffic.
As for bandwidth, on the lower end of the scale speeds of 500Kbps – 1Mbps correspond
to dial-up. DSL speeds will typically fall in the 2.5 – 25Mbps range, and fibre to the cabinet
speeds fall within 50 – 100 Mbps. 3G speeds are on the order of 2 – 10Mbps, with LTE peak
rates reaching up to 100Mbps (with around 50ms RTTs). At the higher ends of the scale, fibre
to the home can achieve speeds up to 1Gbps.
According to Akamai’s “State of the Internet” report from the first quarter of 2017, the
global average speed for IPv4 traffic reaching their networks (and not know to originate
from mobile networks) was 7.2Mbps [138]. The global average peak connection speeds were
44.6Mbps. As for traffic originating from mobile networks, average speeds ranged from
2.8Mbps – 26.8Mbps across countries. These bandwidth averages fall within the ranges we
have emulated.
Although some combinations of bandwidth and RTT can be unrealistic, we emulated the
full set of combinations for the purpose of performing a sensitivity analysis. We wish to explore
the full space of possible performance behaviours and test the boundaries for how far certain
design choices will produce an improvement in PLT.
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4.4 Experiments
We present, in the following sections, the results of our baseline experiments which aim to
provide a solid background of the state-of-the-art properties of web downloads for the single
path. We focus on each simulated web download parameter in order, and provide an in depth
discussion of its effect on PLT as we progress.
4.4.1 Connections
Browsers that primarily use HTTP/1.1 as their default web protocol initiate multiple connec-
tions to each remote server. Multiple connections parallelise the download of resources in
light of HTTP/1.1’s FIFO semantics, and diminish the effects of HOL blocking. For example,
Chrome creates six connections per domain, a choice its designers have determined works rea-
sonably well after some experimentation.
HTTP/2’s design supports pipelining in a more organic manner, and allows it to multi-
plex several requests and responses on the same connection. As such, the need for establishing
multiple connections to improve web download performance diminishes. But even for proto-
cols like HTTP/2 and QUIC, the ideal number of connections to create to each domain remains
unclear. Will HTTP/2 benefit from further parallelisation?
In this section, we will examine the effect of increasing the number of connections on the
PLT, and the ideal number of connections which produces the lowest PLTs for each protocol
as we vary the bandwidth and RTT. We do not include QUIC-lite in this analysis, because it is
ultimately an extension of HTTP/2, so any conclusions we can make with respect to HTTP/2
apply to QUIC-lite as well. Our examination will enable us to select a fixed number of con-
nections per domain to use for each protocol, so that moving forward we can fix one of this
study’s many parameters.
Figure 4.9 shows the best number of connections per domain for each protocol and (Band-
width, RTT) regime. Here, the “best” is the smallest number of connections for each regime that
produces the lowest median PLT (within a margin of 20ms) across the 300 web sites × 50 runs
we’ve emulated. Note that since we do not simulate background traffic, we expect the best
number of connections to differ if there is competing traffic. Increasing the number of connec-
tions would shrink the background flow’s share of the bottleneck, thereby reducing the web
download’s PLT.
4.4.1.1 FIFO Protocols
We observe a similar trend for HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 (shown in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b)
respectively): web sites downloaded at low bandwidths require fewer connections to achieve
the fastest PLTs, whereas the number of connections necessary for low PLTs increases as we
increase the bandwidth. In fact, although we emulated a maximum of 12 connections, we
expect using a larger number of connections for the higher bandwidths in our spectrum will
reduce the PLTs even further. Similarly, increasing the connections’ RTTs will also require a
larger number of connections to attain the smallest PLTs.
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(a) HTTP/1.0
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(d) HTTP/1.1 Pipelined Sequential
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Figure 4.9: The best number of connections with respect to median PLT for each web protocol, given the
bandwidth and RTT. Each line on the graph corresponds to the labelled RTT.
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(a) RTT = 8ms
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(b) RTT = 40ms
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(c) RTT = 100ms
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(e) RTT = 400ms
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Figure 4.10: The median packet drop rate for HTTP/1.1 under various bandwidth/RTT regimes, and an
increasing number of connections shown as different lines in each graph.
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To explain these trends, we reference Figure 4.10, which presents the median packet drop
rate for HTTP/1.1, and how this drop rate changes as we vary the bandwidth, RTT and num-
ber of connections per domain. Because we size our bottleneck queue proportional to the BDP,
the figure confirms that the loss rate increases as the BDP decreases, i.e. HTTP/1.1 experi-
ences a higher proportion of packet losses at lower bandwidths and RTTs. Additionally, the
graphs present a more crucial observation: increasing the number of connections in the high
loss regimes will increase the packet drop rate.
Choosing Figure 4.10(c) as an example, we can see that for bandwidths lower than 10Mbps,
increasing the number of connections per domain increases the proportion of packet losses on
those connections. As the number of connections increases, there is a corresponding increase
in the self interference at the bottleneck link where these connections compete with each other
for bandwidth, and cause more packet drops. As for bandwidths higher than 10Mbps, there
is sufficient bandwidth and buffering to prevent any drops from occurring, as seen from the
figure. Here, increasing the number of connections has no effect on the packet drops.
With this information in mind, we can return to our original discussion. In theory, and
barring all other transport protocol artefacts, the larger the number of connections we use for
HTTP/1.0 or HTTP/1.1, the larger the parallelisation and subsequently the lower the PLT. In
reality, this strategy only applies to higher bandwidths and RTTs, in regimes where there are
fewer drops. For low bandwidths, it is best to use fewer connections to reduce self interference
and decrease the amount of packet drops TCP must recover from, which would increase a web
page’s completion time.
4.4.1.2 Pipelined Protocols
Moving on to pipelined protocols, we examine pipelined HTTP/1.1 running with a parallel
server, and HTTP/2 (without resource prioritisation). Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(e) demonstrate
that using one connection per domain generally produces the lowest PLTs. A little bit of noise
exists where using more then one connection appears to perform better, but here the improve-
ment is on the order of 1-2%, and can be considered negligible. In essence, using more than
one connection for HTTP/2 (and pipelined HTTP/1.1) defeats the purpose of multiplexing sev-
eral streams onto one connection. By pipelining the HTTP requests and responses, the client
no longer has to queue requests to ensure FIFO order. As a result, connection establishment
overheads become more prohibitive. The cost of TCP’s 3-way handshake for every newly es-
tablished connection and slowly growing the congestion window during slow-start delay the
web page completions, in contrast to using a single connection which has already expanded its
congestion window to match the available bandwidth.
4.4.1.3 Serial Server
Finally, for pipelined HTTP/1.1 using sequential processing at the server, we observe in Fig-
ure 4.9(d) a combination of the trends exhibited by HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. For low band-
widths, the server serialisation is small compared to the time required to transmit the resources
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over the network, such that resource serialisation at the server is not the dominant factor in-
fluencing PLT. Instead, the packet drop rate, which increases as the number of connections
increase for low BDP regimes, is key and drives us towards favouring a smaller number of
connections in order to reduce PLT.
As the bandwidth increases and the number of drops decrease, it becomes more beneficial
to use multiple connections in order to increase parallelism in the face of the server serialisation
required to maintain HTTP/1.1’s FIFO semantics. But for cases where both the bandwidth and
RTT are high, the trend we observe resembles that of HTTP/2. For high bandwidth and RTT
regimes, the network delay becomes the limiting factor. Although the server serialisation delay
is quite substantial, setting up new connections and going through slow-start takes even longer,
especially when the alternative is to send packets on an already established connection, which
has ramped up its congestion window. Combining the three components together, we arrive at
the trends seen in the Figure 4.9(d): the best number of connections increases with bandwidth,
only to decrease once again when the bandwidth is large enough.
4.4.1.4 Choosing a Fixed Connection Count
We’ve shown that the ideal number of connections per domain varies with bandwidth and
RTT. Realistically, a browser makes the decision with regards to the number of connections
at the outset, independent of the network conditions. For the later sections of our analysis of
baseline web protocols, we choose to fix the number of connections per domain for each of
the protocols we examine, much like a browser. We choose six connections per domain for
the protocols HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/1.1 Pipe Seq. Establishing six connections per
domain is a robust choice that works well for a reasonable range of bandwidths, in addition to
representing the number that Chrome uses. For pipelined HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, we use one
connection per domain since it is the best number of connections overall.
In light of our choices for the number of connections per domain for each protocol, we
next measure how suboptimal these choices are and if they represent a good compromise.
Figure 4.11 shows the percentage PLT increase if we use the labelled number of connections per
domain as opposed to the best number of connections. For HTTP/2 and pipelined HTTP/1.1
(Figures 4.11(e) and 4.11(d) respectively) the increase in PLT is negligible as we expect.
For HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 (Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b)), choosing six connections has
very little effect on the PLT at low bandwidths, but causes a decrease in performance at higher
bandwidths where using a larger number of connections would have been a better choice.
Although HTTP/1.0 may benefit from using, for example, eight connections instead, the de-
crease in PLT at higher bandwidths exists in tradeoff with the increase in PLT in the lower
bandwidths. We argue that an increase in PLT for lower bandwidths is actually worse, since
the absolute increase is in the order of several seconds. In consequence, the higher bandwidths
can suffer some reduced benefit as a tradeoff for preventing an increase in PLT for the lower
bandwidths.
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(a) HTTP/1.0, six connections.
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(b) HTTP/1.1, six connections.
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(c) HTTP/1.1 Pipelined, one connection.
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(d) HTTP/1.1 Pipelined Sequential, six connections.
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(e) HTTP/2, one connection.
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Figure 4.11: The percentage increase in PLT if we use the chosen number of connections instead of the
best. Each line on the graph corresponds to the labelled RTT.
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The percentage increase in PLT for pipelined HTTP/1.1 with a serial server (Figure 4.11(d)
remains small for most (Bandwidth, RTT) regimes with a maximum around 4% in the worst
case corresponding to the highest RTT. These are acceptable percentages, which implies that
using six connections for this regime does not cause too large of a PLT increase at high RTTs. To
conclude, as we continue our analysis we can be confident that our selections for the number
of connections per domain are reasonable for the different protocols we wish to examine.



























































Figure 4.12: Surface plot for the median PLT as a function of the bandwidth and RTT for web pages
downloaded using HTTP/1.1 with six connections and TCP New Reno.
So far, we’ve seen how the number of connections per domain affects the PLT of web pages
downloaded using different protocols. In this section, we will answer questions about the
effect of the bandwidth and RTT on page completion times. In particular, we’d like to answer
the following questions: does the PLT continue to decrease as we increase the bandwidth?
Similarly, how large an effect does the RTT have on the PLT across different bandwidths?
To answer these questions, we focus in particular on downloading web pages using
HTTP/1.1 with six connections. We plot the median page completion time across the 300 web
sites × 50 runs for each (Bandwidth, RTT) combination in Figure 4.12 to understand how the
PLT behaves as a function of RTT and bandwidth. We label particular points on the graph (a-e)
which we will examine in more detail in Section 4.4.3. Note that if we apply the same analysis
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Figure 4.13: Surface plot for the median PLT as a function of the inverse bandwidth and RTT for web
pages downloaded using HTTP/1.1 with six connections and TCP New Reno.
The figure confirms that both the RTT and bandwidth components of a web download in-
fluence the PLT. Furthermore, it presents several key relationships between these components
that we will explain in more detail. First, it comes as no surprise that the median PLT is propor-
tional to the RTT, such that increasing the RTT will result in a corresponding increase in PLT.
Although the RTT is as important as the bandwidth most of the time, when the bandwidth is
small and is therefore the dominant component affecting PLT, the relative effect of RTT is small.
In contrast, when the bandwidth is large enough such that it is no longer the limiting factor,
e.g. at 1Gbps, we see the RTT play a more crucial role in the magnitude of the PLT.
Second, the bandwidth appears to be inversely proportional to the median PLT. When the
bandwidth is small, e.g. 500Kbps, the PLT is quite large, between 50 – 60 seconds. A small
increase in bandwidth produces a large drop in PLT as we see from the graph. On the other
hand, when the bandwidth is quite large, e.g. larger than 10Mbps, web downloads are no
longer bandwidth limited. In fact, they will probably remain in slow-start and fall short of
consuming all of the link’s available capacity. Here, increasing the bandwidth has little effect
on the PLT, and we say the web download has become latency bound. To confirm the inverse
relationship between bandwidth and PLT, we produce a similar surface plot, but this time with
1/bandwidth on the y-axis, in Figure 4.13. The plot shows that the median PLT’s relationship
with RTT and 1/bandwidth is fairly close to a linear function of both parameters, except that
the RTT’s contribution differs across low and high bandwidths, as we’ve highlighted previ-
ously.
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Lastly, we observe that despite increasing the bandwidth and decreasing the RTT to levels
where the network becomes “infinitely” fast (e.g. at 1Gbps and 8ms), we cannot shrink the
PLT to a value lower than a constant completion time. Even as network delays disappear,
the constant PLT corresponds to the sum of the processing delays at the client (the browser’s
parsing, script execution and CSS style recalculation activities) and at the server, which cannot
be eliminated by speeding up the network.
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Figure 4.14: Contour plot for the median PLT for HTTP/1.1 with six connections, with respect to band-
width and RTT.
We conclude this section with perhaps a more intuitive method for presenting our data.
We plot a contour graph in Figure 4.14 by slicing the surface plot across the lines of equiva-
lent median PLT. The contour plot confirms our earlier observations. Recall that the steepest
descent gradient of a surface plot is in fact perpendicular to the lines of the corresponding
contour plot. As such, the plot shows two regions of operation. If we are in a low bandwidth
regime (i.e. the leftmost regions of the graph), the web download is bandwidth limited and
we must increase the bandwidth in order to decrease the PLT. Decreasing the RTT has very
little effect in this case. Conversely, if we are operating in a high bandwidth regime, increas-
ing the bandwidth has negligible effect on the PLT, as evinced by the horizontal contour lines
in the rightmost region of the graph. Instead, the web download is latency bound, and we
must move perpendicular to the horizontal contour lines, thereby reducing the RTT in order to
obtain a sizeable reduction in PLT.
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4.4.3 Web Protocols
Ultimately, before we can examine methods for improving page load times using multiple
paths, a solid understanding of how existing web protocols behave for the single path case is
essential, with focus on the interaction between the application and transport layers. In this
section, we use PCP to compare the completion times of web pages downloaded using each
of the six protocols (or more accurately the combination of web protocol and server designs)
described in Section 4.3. The web protocols are in increasing order of PLT performance, ranging
from the now defunct HTTP/1.0, pipelined and unpipelined forms of HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2, and
finally QUIC-lite.
4.4.3.1 HTTP/2 Performance
To set the stage, let’s start with a closer look at how HTTP/2 (without any resource prioriti-
sation) performs in comparison with HTTP/1.1 with six connections, and from there spring-
board into a full discussion concerning the performance of our six chosen protocols. Since
HTTP/2 is the standardised replacement for HTTP/1.1, comparing their performance has been
a hot topic in recent years, and several past works have examined HTTP/2’s behaviour in de-
tail [10, 51–53, 56]. We aim to confirm these results and provide detailed insight into their
causes.
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(b) Difference between mean PLTs in seconds.
Figure 4.15: Heatmaps comparing the mean PLT of HTTP/2 with one connection with HTTP/1.1 with six






We begin by presenting the mean PLT improvement HTTP/2 achieves over HTTP/1.1.
Figure 4.15(a) shows the percentage reduction in PLT HTTP/2 attains, by computing the ratio




. The ratio conveys the average reduction
in the overall time spent on page loads across all web sites. On the other hand, Figure 4.15(b)
shows the absolute difference of the mean PLT in seconds, i.e.
∑
PLThttp1.1−PLThttp2
300 . The fig-
ures confirm the observations from previous work, which we have presented in Chapter 2. In
particular, HTTP/2 reduces page load times on average. In the top left hand corner of the heat
map, where the bandwidth is low, HTTP/2 reduces the PLT because it reduces self-competition
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among multiple connections. The percentage improvement is small because we are compar-
ing relatively large completion times at these low bandwidths. Similarly, the figures confirm
that when the connection doesn’t suffer any loss, HTTP/2 provides a larger win as the RTTs
increase, due to the reduction of slow-start costs when HTTP/2 uses one connection instead of
several. We can see this trend moving left to right in the bottom half of the heatmap.
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Figure 4.16: Heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or better mean PLT using HTTP/2
with one connection vs. HTTP/1.1 with six connections. Neither protocol applies resource
prioritisation.
HTTP/2 can improve performance, but it does not always do so. Figure 4.16 gives a broad
overview of how HTTP/2 without prioritisation performs compared to HTTP/1.1 for the 300
domains in our corpus. There is one box for each combination of bandwidth and RTT. For each
combination, the corresponding box shows the percentage of web sites for which HTTP/2 ei-
ther improves the mean PLT across the web site’s 50 runs or makes no difference.4 For example,
in Figure 4.16, when the bottleneck bandwidth was 1Gbps and the RTT was 8ms, 90% of the
300 web sites we emulated showed the same or better average performance with HTTP/2 than
with HTTP/1.1 using six connections per domain.
Although we’ve shown in Figure 4.15(a) that on average the percentage improvement in-
creases as the RTT increases, more web pages perform better with HTTP/2 when the RTT is
low; the heat map shows a definitive decrease in performance as we move from left to right.
Without resource prioritisation, objects placed on a single connections by HTTP/2 will expe-
rience transport layer serialisation delays that become more pronounced as the RTT increases.
But the figure also shows a diagonal band in the top right corner where HTTP/2 performs less
reliably. For example, with a 2.5Mbps link to the client and 200ms RTT, only 56.9% of runs
perform better with HTTP/2. While this is not a showstopper for HTTP/2 deployment, it does
4If the results are within 20ms of each other, we do not regard this as a significant difference.
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raise some questions.
(a) HTTP/1.1, six connections.
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(b) HTTP/2, one connection.
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Figure 4.17: Heatmap of mean packet drop rate at different bandwidths and RTTs for HTTP/1.1 and
HTTP/2.
Packet losses hurt HTTP/2 . To best explain the cause of the diagonal band, let us examine
the mean packet drop rate for each combination of bandwidth and RTT, when downloading
the web pages using both HTTP/1.1 with six connections and HTTP/2 with one connection
(shown in Figures 4.17(a) and 4.17(b) in turn). Three distinct regions with different loss profiles
exist in these figures, and they produce the trends we see in Figure 4.16.
The first region corresponds to the top left hand corner of the heatmaps. Given our dis-
cussion about connection count in Section 4.4.1, it is unsurprising that in these areas of low
bandwidth and RTT, HTTP/1.1 with six connections sustains a large packet drop rate when
compared to HTTP/2 with 1 connection. In these regions, HTTP/2 achieves a lower PLT than
HTTP/1.1 for a large proportion of the web sites examined. The second region lies in the bot-
tom right corner of the heatmap, and encompasses high bandwidths and RTTs. In this region
where the BDP is large, both HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 suffer no losses at all, and once again
HTTP/2 outperforms HTTP/1.1 (modulo the effects of high RTT).
The final and perhaps most interesting region corresponds to the diagonal swathe where
the loss rates for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 become comparable. In fact, although it may seem
counterintuitive, HTTP/2 suffers a higher packet loss rate than HTTP/1.1 for some of these
(Bandwidth, RTT) combinations. For example, the mean packet loss rate is 2.5% for web sites
downloaded using HTTP/2 at 5Mbps and 200ms, in contrast to a 1.2% mean loss rate for
HTTP/1.1. Figure 4.18, which displays the time/sequence plots for downloading bestbuy.com
at 2.5Mbps and 200ms using HTTP/2 and HTTP/1.1 demonstrates the reason for this dis-
crepancy. The chosen BDP is high enough to tolerate a burst of small resources over multiple
connections when they coincide, but since the burst duration is short, these connections are
safe from drops (Figure 4.18(b)). Instead, drops occur during slow-start when the resources
are sent back to back on one connection using HTTP/2, which causes the congestion window
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Figure 4.18: Time/sequence plots for downloading bestbuy.com at 2.5Mbps and 200ms.
to ramp up and grow beyond the buffer of the bottleneck link (Figure 4.18(a)). Although the
higher loss rate might explain HTTP/2’s dip in performance to some extent, it does not capture
the entire picture.
When the loss rates of both protocols are nearly equivalent, the head of line blocking
HTTP/2 experiences due to TCP serialisation becomes the principal cause for its comparatively
lower performance. By placing all of its hopes onto one connection, when HTTP/2 ultimately
suffers from losses, other resources will be stalled while the connection retransmits the lost
packets. More importantly, when the connection halves its window and applies additive in-
crease, it will remain encumbered by slow window growth even when the original congestion
disappears.
Conversely, the web download can hedge its bets when the browser initiates multiple
connections per domain for the typical HTTP/1.1 deployment. If any of the connections suffers
from losses, only a subset of the resources will be delayed. Instead, the other connections will
pick up the slack, and may continue to grow their windows. Fundamentally, using HTTP/1.1
is not the real requisite for improving performance for these scenarios. Rather, increasing the
number of connections is key.
Our experiments imply that in the presence of other TCP traffic competing for the bottle-
neck link, HTTP/1.1 beats HTTP/2 more frequently than Figure 4.16 indicates, as many TCP
connections are more aggressive than one when competing with other TCP traffic. In the ex-
treme, this can lead to a tragedy of the commons, and HTTP/2’s behaviour is generally prefer-
able, leading to lower loss rates. In many cases, anyway, the last mile link is the bottleneck,
and is otherwise uncongested.
A closer look. We present a more concrete example to solidify our understanding of HTTP/2’s
shortcomings. Figures 4.19(a) and 4.20 show time/sequence plots for downloading buzzhand.




Figure 4.19: Time/sequence plot for buzzhand.com downloaded using HTTP/2 with 1 connection at a
bandwidth of 2.5Mbps and RTT of 200ms, using the labelled TCP congestion control.
hibits the worse performance. For this web site, around 56 of the resources originate from the
same domain, s2.buzzhand.net, and HTTP/2 creates one corresponding connection to down-
load them all. Figure 4.19 shows that when this connection experiences packet loss due to
self-competition with connections to other domains, it continues to grow its window rather
slowly using additive increase, even after the other competing connections complete and there
is more capacity available. The resulting page completion time is 9.36s.
The time/sequence plot for HTTP/1.1 shows a different picture. Because HTTP/1.1 uses
up to six connections to s2.buzzhand.net, it is difficult to untangle these from the single overall
plot. Instead, we isolate four of the connections in their own in figures 4.20(b)-4.20(e). On
closer examination, we note that although connections 3 and 4 suffer from loss (and a timeout
in the case of connection 4), connections 1 and 2 do not, and continue to grow their windows
exponentially in slow start.5 The link utilisation is higher than its HTTP/2 counterpart, and as
a result, HTTP/1.1 achieves a faster completion time of 8.51s.
5Note that both connections are application limited, which accounts for the pause in the graph for connection 1.
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(a) All connections.
(b) Connection 1.

































































































Figure 4.20: Time/sequence plot for buzzhand.com downloaded using HTTP/1.1 with six connections at
a bandwidth of 2.5Mbps and RTT of 200ms.
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Because TCP New Reno’s linear growth function after a loss seems to be an integral cause
of sub-par PLT performance, we expect better results when using faster growth functions like
TCP CUBIC. We show a time/sequence plot of downloading buzzhand.com using HTTP/2 but
with TCP CUBIC instead in Figure 4.19(b). Because CUBIC increases the window after a loss
according to a cubic function with an inflection point centred on the window size before the
loss, the congestion window ramps up to pre-loss values much faster, and the completion time
improves to become 8.10s. But even TCP CUBIC cannot provide much help when losses occur
very early in slow-start and the congestion window is very small. For these cases, it has been
shown that TCP CUBIC’s window growth remains small [139]. By minimising loss in the first
place, BBR may be a better option for transport, especially since it can probe for the correct
bottleneck bandwidth and increase link utilisation.
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Figure 4.21: Heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or better mean PLT using QUIC-
lite with 1 connection and no prioritisation compared with HTTP/1.1 with six connections.
Does QUIC-lite improve performance? Losses may cause extra delays due to HOL blocking
in the TCP socket buffers. We expect better PLT performance if we use QUIC-lite, which al-
lows for out-of-order delivery of packets to the application layer. A dropped packet therefore
does not delay the arrival of packets higher in the sequence space and the completion of the
corresponding resources. If we plot another heatmap with HTTP/1.1 as the baseline, but this
time compare it with QUIC-lite without prioritisation to isolate the effects of only using out-of-
order packet delivery, we obtain the results shown in Figure 4.21. Out-of-order delivery offers
only minor reductions in PLT when compared with regular in-order TCP shown in Figure 4.16.
Our results thereby confirm the minor improvements described in [21]. The largest reductions
occur for (Bandwidth, RTT) regimes which experience high loss, e.g. for bandwidths lower than
10Mbps, or RTTs of 8ms. Naturally, for regimes which experience no packet loss at all, HTTP/2
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and QUIC-lite are equivalent.
4.4.3.2 Protocol Comparison
After evaluating the performance of HTTP/2 and QUIC-lite, which represent the best web
protocols from among the six we’ve examined, we now ask: how do the other protocols com-
pare? We answer this question by choosing five representative (Bandwidth, RTT) regimes, cor-
responding to the points labelled (a–e) in Figure 4.12. We depict the PLTs for these regimes
using two styles of representation. We first provide a general feel for the absolute values of
the PLTs and how they change across protocols. To do so, we plot the CDFs for the full 300
× 50 PLT values we obtained across our sample web sites and runs for each given protocol
in Figure 4.22. Second, we show the difference between PLTs across the protocols. For each
(Bandwidth, RTT) combination, we compute the mean PLT across 50 runs for each web site
downloaded using HTTP/1.1 with six connections. Using these means as a baseline, we then
compute the difference in mean PLT between the baseline and the different web protocols we
emulated. Figure 4.22 shows CDFs of this difference for the six regimes. Anything to the right
of the vertical line at 0s has a larger completion time than HTTP/1.1.
Even before any close scrutiny, the figures immediately indicate that the PLT progres-
sively improves as we change the web protocols in the following order: HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1,
HTTP/1.1 Pipe Seq, HTTP/1.1 Pipe, HTTP/2 and QUIC-lite. For low bandwidths, the rela-
tive difference between protocols is minor because the overall PLT is quite large, as we can see
in Figures 4.22(a) and 4.22(b). But as we increase the bandwidth, the discrepancy between
protocols becomes more definitive, and the CDF curves peel away from each other.
Even before we embarked on our analysis, the fact that HTTP/1.0 is suboptimal had been
self-evident. The graphs prove this point quite markedly; we only include HTTP/1.0 here
for completion. HTTP/1.0 is especially bad at high bandwidths, where it increases the PLT
over HTTP/1.1 by several seconds (Figures 4.22(d), 4.22(e), 4.23(d), and 4.23(e)). When there is
enough bandwidth, HTTP/1.0 fails to take advantage of the available capacity because it does
not amortise connection start costs and is always stuck at the beginning of slow-start, with a
small congestion window. What is surprising though, it that for low bandwidths, for example
2.5Mbps in Figure 4.23(b), 30% of the web sites experience better PLTs under HTTP/1.0 than
HTTP/1.1. HTTP/1.0 can do better than HTTP/1.1 in cases where there is not enough capacity
and its flows are always in slow-start. In consequence, HTTP/1.0 doesn’t experience the losses
which occur in HTTP/1.1 as it ramps up its congestion window.
Next, we examine what happens to the PLT if we apply pipelining to HTTP/1.1 without
making any modifications to the classic server architecture, such that pipelined requests are
handled serially. In the figures, this option is labelled “HTTP/1.1 Pipe Seq”. With a sequen-
tial server, we’ve seen in previous sections that we need a larger number of connections to
achieve reasonably small PLTs. Even with the use of six connections per domain to increase
parallelisation, this scheme suffers from HOL blocking at the server, and the graphs show that
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(a) Bandwidth = 1Mbps, RTT = 8ms
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QUIC-lite, 1 Connection
(b) Bandwidth = 2.5Mbps, RTT = 200ms
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(c) Bandwidth = 25Mbps, RTT = 40ms
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(d) Bandwidth = 100Mbps, RTT = 100ms
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(e) Bandwidth = 1Gbps, RTT = 400ms
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Figure 4.22: CDFs of the PLTs for 300 web sites across 50 runs under the different web protocols. The
curves for QUIC-lite and HTTP/2 are overlaid.
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(a) Bandwidth = 1Mbps, RTT = 8ms
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Figure 4.23: CDFs of the difference between the mean PLTs of 300 web sites under the different web
protocols compared with HTTP/1.1 with six connections. The curves for HTTP/1.1 Pipe,
HTTP/2 and QUIC-lite are overlaid.
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for 40-50% of the web sites we emulated under different RTTs and bandwidths, HTTP/1.1 Pipe
Seq produces higher PLTs than simply using unpipelined HTTP/1.1. We will investigate the
serialisation delays more closely in Section 4.4.5, but suffice it to say that pipelining is disabled
for HTTP/1.1 because it generally does not help, as is apparent from the graphs.
It is only when we use a parallel server with pipelined HTTP/1.1 that we finally begin
to witness an improvement in PLT, regardless of how practical this option is. The “HTTP/1.1
Pipe” graphs in Figure 4.23 are shown by the dotted light blue lines. These lie quite close to
the HTTP/2 curves, which indicates that we can attain most of the pipelining benefit without
having to implement an out-of-order server, as we will see in Section 4.4.5. HTTP/1.1 Pipe
and HTTP/2 behave in a similar manner, adhering to the trends we’ve explained earlier in
this section. Pipelining and using one connection improves the PLT for cases where either the
losses are higher in HTTP/1.1 due to multiple connections self-interfering (i.e. Figure 4.23(a)),
or for the cases which do not experience losses at all (Figure 4.23(d) and 4.23(e)). In cases
where the loss rate is comparable, and using multiple connections may be beneficial to increase
utilisation, HTTP/2 and HTTP/1.1 Pipe perform less ideally, as is the case for Figures 4.23(b)
and 4.23(c).
QUIC-lite, i.e. out-of-order packet delivery, only makes a difference when the BDP is low
enough to incur a large packet loss rate, as is the case for Figure 4.23(a). For the rest of the
graphs, packet losses are minimal or non-existent, which explains why the QUIC-lite curve lies
directly on top of the HTTP/2 curve.
4.4.4 Prioritisation Schemes
(a) Critical path.
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Figure 4.24: Percentage improvement in mean PLT for HTTP/2 with the specified prioritisation over
HTTP/2 with no prioritisation.
Due to serialisation in the transport layer, when HTTP/2 multiplexes several resource
streams onto one connection, critical resources may be delayed behind resources of lower pri-
ority, as we’ve seen in the previous section. To prevent cases where images or fonts defer the
arrival of critical CSS files for example, HTTP/2 allows the browser to assign priorities to each
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stream to indicate its importance. In this section, we will examine two different prioritisation
strategies, the simple MIME-type strategy and the more precise critical path strategy, which
we’ve described in Section 3.5.3.
Resource prioritisation, regardless of the strategy chosen, generally produces an improve-
ment in PLT. Figures 4.24(a) and 4.24(b), which show the percentage improvement in mean
PLT over unprioritized HTTP/2 if we apply either MIME-type or critical path prioritisation
respectively, indicate a minor performance increase across the board. Additionally, the fig-
ures reveal several key properties. First, very little difference exists on average between using
MIME-type prioritisation vs. critical path. Real browsers, as we’ve seen in Section 3.5.3, choose
a strategy which combines features of MIME-type and critical path prioritisation. In essence,
we are bounding the possible improvements by examining an ideal (but infeasible) omniscient
strategy, and a much simpler but implementable MIME-type strategy. The figures show that
the range is rather narrow, yet the behaviour of a real browser will fall between the two strate-
gies. MIME-type prioritisation works reasonably well because it assigns higher priorities to
resource types highly likely to be blocking resources when using critical path analysis, i.e. CSS
and JavaScript files.
Second, the regions where prioritisation seems to help the most are those in which HTTP/2
performs relatively poorly, in other words the diagonal across the heatmap from Figure 4.16,
and in high RTT regimes. When connections suffer from high RTT, the benefit of moving critical
resources earlier becomes more evident. Similarly, for cases where packet drops cause HOL
blocking while waiting for TCP retransmissions, it is usually beneficial to transmit the more
important resources first.
After using the heatmaps to provide us with an average picture across 300 web sites, let us
now focus on several distinct regions of operation to understand the variability in PLT across
web sites as we change the prioritisation scheme. Figure 4.25 displays the difference in mean
PLT between HTTP/2 with the chosen prioritisation scheme and a baseline HTTP/1.1 with six
connections. The figures reinforce our earlier conclusions: both priority schemes perform bet-
ter in general than no prioritisation at all, with critical path performing only slightly better than
MIME-type. In areas where there are no losses and the bandwidth is fast enough, prioritising
resources makes very little difference to overall PLT, as we can see for 100Mbps and 100ms
in Figure 4.25(d). For lower bandwidths where losses are rampant, prioritisation provides a
larger advantage. The effect is larger when the RTT is large, for example compare the cases of
downloading web sites at 1Mbps but with an RTT of 8ms vs. 400ms, as shown in Figures 4.25(a)
and 4.25(b). Because it takes longer to recover from the losses, critical resources may remain
stalled for a longer duration.
With the previous overview of in mind, we now consider a more specific example to
demonstrate how resource prioritisation affects the page load completion of a particular web
site. Our chosen example is steamcommunity.com, whose dependency graph is shown in Fig-
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(a) Bandwidth = 1Mbps, RTT = 8ms
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Figure 4.25: CDFs of the differences of HTTP/2 with 1 connection and different priorities, and HTTP/1.1
six connections. CP is a shorthand for critical path prioritisation.
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ure 4.26. The graph reveals several synchronous JavaScript resources downloaded in the mid-
dle of the page, all of which must complete before the page can download a final dependent
HTML resource. The JavaScript resources and the following lower priority image resources
(not marked) reside on the same domain. Resource 25, marked in the graph, is the first block-
ing JavaScript of the page. Because we model the preloader, we expect it to begin pre-parsing
the rest of the page as soon as the browser requests Resource 25.
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Figure 4.26: Dependency graph for steamcommunity.com.
To understand where the time loading steamcommunity.com is spent, in Figure 4.27 we
plot the components which contribute to page load latency for each downloaded resource on
a timeline. These components include TCP’s 3-way handshake, request queuing at the client,
half an RTT for transmitting the request to the server, the server processing delay, the response
wait time in the server’s TCP socket buffer, half an RTT for the client to receive the first byte of
the response, and finally the time it takes to transmit the rest of the response over the network.
We do not explicitly plot times spent parsing or evaluating JavaScript, but these delays appear
as idle times in the graph. We mark the time the page’s load event fires with a red line.
We begin with HTTP/1.1 using six connections. We emulated downloading the web page
at a bandwidth 2.5Mbps and RTT of 200ms, a regime in which HTTP/2 performs particularly
poorly. Due to the fact that each subsequent HTTP request must wait for the previous response
to arrive, the timeline in Figure 4.27(a) shows that a large proportion of the time is spent in re-
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(a) HTTP/1.1, six connections. (b) HTTP/2, one connection, no prioritisation.
(c) HTTP/2, one connection, MIME-type pri-
oritisation.
(d) HTTP/2, one connection, critical path pri-
oritisation.
Figure 4.27: Timelines for downloading steamcommunity.com under different priority schemes, down-
loaded at 2.5Mbps and an RTT of 200ms.
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quest queuing, as marked by the grey rectangles. Since the preloader kicks in when the browser
requests Resource 25, all the subsequent resources are preloaded in order, which is why we
don’t see a step behaviour in the timeline graph as a result of blocking JavaScripts. Nev-
ertheless, because HTTP/1.1 uses multiple connections per domain, the blocking JavaScript
resources and other lower priority objects are downloaded in parallel, which allows the final
dependent HTML resource to be downloaded even while previous resources complete. The
page completes after 10.23s.
In contrast, when using HTTP/2 with one connection, the critical JavaScript resources are
downloaded from the same domain and multiplexed with other less critical objects on the same
connection (Figure 4.27(b)). Resource 17, the last of the blocking JavaScripts, is downloaded
much later in the game, since it is delayed by lower priority images on the same connection.
As such, the HTML resource, which requires Resource 17 to complete first, is downloaded late
and pushes the completion time out to 10.56s.
Clearly, this scenario could benefit from applying some measure of prioritisation. Fig-
ure 4.27(c) shows the results of using the MIME-type strategy, which reduces the completion
time to 9.33s. Applying the MIME-type rules, the browser assigns JavaScript objects a higher
priority than images, prompting their timely download, which triggers the earlier download
of the dependent HTML resource.
We include the critical path prioritisation case for completion. The completion time fairs
slightly better under critical path prioritisation (Figure 4.27(d)), but the cause of this improve-
ment is actually more subtle. MIME-type prioritisation considered all the JavaScript resources
of equal priority, but critical path prioritisation recognises that earlier JavaScripts should have
a higher priority since they block the subsequent ones from executing. But this advantage is
overridden by the browser’s preloader requesting all the blocking JavaScripts in close succes-
sion. The real reason for the improvement lies in the placement of random drops during the
download of critical resources. Because under critical path prioritisation Resource 25 expe-
riences less drops, the subsequent resources requested on the same connection experience a
smaller delay, and the page completes faster. We later present an example where critical path
prioritisation legitimately outperforms a MIME-type scheme based only on the merit of its
prioritisation scheme in Section 5.3.4.
Is resource preemption when using prioritisation helpful at all? We answer this question
using Figure 4.28, which shows the percentage improvement in mean PLT over unprioritized
HTTP/2 if we use QUIC-lite with either MIME-type or critical path prioritisation respectively,
with resource preemption enabled. The heatmaps show the same trends as those in Figure 4.24,
with the larger improvements lying across the diagonal. At lower bandwidths, out-of-order
packet semantics and resource preemption combine to produce an overall improvement in
PLT. But for regions where there is little packet loss, out-of-order delivery has no effect on PLT.
Instead, it is prioritisation with preemption that produces a larger win in PLT, especially when
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(a) Critical path.
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Figure 4.28: Percentage improvement of QUIC-lite with the specified prioritisation over HTTP/2 with no
prioritisation.
compared to the scenarios with no preemption we’ve seen earlier.
We end this section with some closing remarks about the overall benefit of prioritisation.
At first glance, it may appear peculiar that prioritisation does not truly generate much of a
win in PLT. To perform prioritisation optimally, a single server must receive all the resource
requests, and must correspondingly have all the responses ready at the same time after the
processing delays. Only with all the responses available at once can the server produce a
global ordering of resources and hence exact the largest improvement in PLT. Of course, these
conditions do not represent the reality of web downloads. Interspersed requests arrive at the
server which applies variable processing delays. At best, only a subset of resources are ready
to be sent in the server’s socket buffer. This implies that prioritisation works better if the
processing delays are small, especially for critical resources. To make matters worse, web site
content is not concentrated on one server, but spread out due to content sharding, ads and
third party content.
Furthermore, upon close examination of our profiled web pages’ dependency graphs, we
conclude that most large web sites are optimised for “above-the-fold” speed and therefore
apply resource prioritisation implicitly. They are fairly well structured and refer to critical
resources early in the HTML, placing (for example) CSS files and synchronous JavaScripts at
the top of the page. Finally, using the preloader greatly masks a lot of the benefit of using
prioritisation. At heart, we cannot make large improvements with prioritisation outside of
server push [51]. Nevertheless, we must point out that even a small 3% reduction in PLT at
best has been large enough to justify a large amount of design work and a switch to a whole
new protocol suite.
4.4.5 Server Design
Since we cannot really decouple the server design from the protocol used, we have already
witnessed how the server design influences the completion time of pipelined HTTP/1.1 and
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HTTP/2 in Section 4.4.3. In this section, we focus on a particular web site and use it to explain
in more detail the impact of server design on PLT.
Figure 4.29 shows the timeline for downloading steamcommunity.com using the three dif-
ferent server architectures, serial, parallel, and out-of-order . Unlike the previous section, here
we download the web site using only one connection per domain for all the variants, to allow
the differences between the server designs to become more prominent. We apply critical path
prioritisation to all designs so that we can remove prioritisation as the cause of difference be-
tween them. Recall that we apply prioritisation to packets within the transmit socket buffer,
and can therefore easily prioritise resources for all HTTP variants. The bandwidth used for the
download is 25Mbps and the RTT is 40ms.
If browsers turn on pipelining in HTTP/1.1 by default, without a complete server redesign
we would arrive at the timeline shown in Figure 4.29(a). The typical multi-threaded server
must process each incoming request in FIFO order, therefore it will enqueue incoming requests
until the time is right to process them. This serialisation delay appears clearly as the yellow
lines in the figure. When the serialisation delay (in yellow) is in excess of the actual time
spent enqueued in the TCP stack waiting for the previous resources to be transmitted over the
network (in orange), the PLT experiences an unnecessary delay as clearly marked in the figure.
A tangible improvement in PLT can be achieved if the servers switch to a parallel design
instead, processing multiple requests at once. We can see from Figure 4.29(b) that, although this
design reduces the PLT, the server still must enqueue the responses after it processes them so
that it can return them to the client in FIFO order, as shown by the light purple lines. HTTP/1.1
pipelining with parallel processing at the server seems like reasonable halfway-point solu-
tion for improving HTTP/1.1 without having to replace the protocol entirely. Unfortunately,
this server design is impractical, because it requires provisioning extra memory at the server.
Additionally, if a failed response terminates a TCP connection, the browser must reissue all
unanswered requests, possibly duplicating the associated processing at the server, which is
wasteful.
Finally, using HTTP/2 with an out-of-order server eliminates the need to return resources
in FIFO order, and therefore any response queuing at the server. Figure 4.29(c) shows that by
processing requests in parallel, and returning the responses out of order, the light purple disap-
pears from the graph, and the PLT improves slightly further. In summation, the most efficient
method for achieving request/response pipelining without incurring extra HOL delays is to
use HTTP/2 with an out-of-order server design. Doing so eradicates any excess queuing at the
server due to request or response queuing. The only remaining serialisation resides in the TCP
stack.
4.4.6 Conclusions
Several network parameters, transport layer artefacts, and protocol design features interact to-
gether to influence a web page’s PLT, as we’ve shown in this chapter. To reduce page load
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(a) HTTP/1.1 Pipelined Sequential.
(b) HTTP/1.1, Pipelined.
(c) HTTP/2.
Figure 4.29: Timelines for downloading steamcommunity.com under different server architectures, down-
loaded at a bandwidth of 25Mbps, RTT of 40ms, and 1 connection per domain.
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latencies, our analysis has demonstrated that we must adopt web protocols and server de-
signs that increase parallelism, prevent HOL blocking in any layer of the web download, and
maximise network utilisation. As a result, protocols like HTTP/2 and QUIC with out-of-order
server processing and resource prioritisation emerge as the best candidates for fast web brows-
ing.
But despite their success in reducing PLTs, we’ve shown that under certain network con-
ditions and loss rates, HTTP/2 and QUIC’s performance can be suboptimal. Even mechanisms
like resource prioritisation, which were aimed to improve PLTs in light of serialisation in the
TCP socket layer, fall short of generating a large gain in performance. Prioritisation can, at best,
only occur among a small subset of resources due to the web page structure, server processing
delays, and server sharding.
Unsharding web pages may help, as we will see in the upcoming chapter, especially since
we’ve shown that at the time we collected our traces, most web site architectures were still
geared towards supporting HTTP/1.1, and therefore sharded their content across multiple
servers. Nevertheless, we’ve also shown that ads and third party content form a tangible pro-
portion of a web site’s content; for these domains, unsharding will have no effect.
To combat pathologies that arise due to packet loss, a possible solution is to use a different
transport protocol which allows faster recovery from loss, for example TCP CUBIC, or trans-
port protocols that reduce packet losses in the first place, like BBR. In the end, perhaps the most




Although HTTP/2 was conceived with the specific intent of remedying HTTP/1.1’s shortcom-
ings, we’ve demonstrated in the previous chapter cases where it in fact increases PLT, for exam-
ple when packet losses are high. But even for the scenarios where HTTP/2 was designed to
perform better, particularly where the bandwidth and RTT are high and the connection has a
high BDP, HTTP/2 still does not achieve the highest possible win with the web site traces we’ve
collected, mainly due to a mechanism which still exists in the web today as a workaround for
HTTP/1.1’s suboptimal design.
To explain, let us recap some of HTTP/1.1’s properties. HTTP/1.1 supports simple
pipelining of requests, but web browsers disable this feature by default. Pipelining with
HTTP/1.1’s FIFO semantics may result in a slow response blocking all others and reducing
performance. Instead, browsers open several concurrent connections to the same web do-
main, for example Chrome allows up to six parallel in-flight requests. Today’s web pages,
however, consist of on the order of a hundred objects, so six connections is often insufficient:
requests for critical objects will remain queued in the browser, waiting for a free connection.
As a workaround, web content publishers embraced domain sharding: instead of serving con-
tent from one origin, they spread the page’s resources across multiple subdomains, bypassing
the browser’s six connection limit, and increasing parallelism. Sharding also permits parallel
processing of simultaneous requests on the server, reducing server processing latency.
In contrast, an HTTP/2 browser opens one TCP connection to each server, and pipelines
requests so they reach the server with minimal delay. An HTTP/2 server can process these
requests in parallel and return responses in any order, or even multiplex them using intra-
connection framing. Moreover, HTTP/2 allows the browser to choose a prioritisation of its
requests to the server, which the server follows when ordering its responses. TCP’s 3-way
handshake and slow-start incur latency; HTTP/2 amortises this cost over the multiple ob-
jects transferred on the same connection. Fewer connections between the browser and a single
server reduce contention for bandwidth at the last-mile bottleneck, lowering loss rates and, in
turn, reducing latency for retransmitting lost packets.
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HTTP/2’s designers generally view domain sharding as an obstacle to HTTP/2 minimis-
ing PLT. If objects are spread over multiple sharded domains, HTTP/2 can neither maximally
amortise connection startup costs across objects nor make fullest use of its prioritisation mech-
anisms (which communicate inter-object priorities only for those objects served by the same
server). Standard advice is now for web designers to unshard their domains [16, 23]. In fact,
web browsers already coalesce some sharded domains automatically: if two domain names
resolve to the same IP address and are named as alternatives in a TLS certificate, the browser
will use one TCP connection to communicate with both.
How good is this advice to unshard? We observe that even with HTTP/2 it is not difficult
to deliberately create web pages that load faster when sharded than unsharded. For example,
a series of blocking JavaScripts referenced at the end of the HTML file might be able to execute
in parallel with other object downloads when sharded, masking the latency, but be serialised
after the downloads when unsharded.
We wish to understand the benefits and costs of unsharding today’s complex web sites.
We demonstrate that the conventional wisdom is mostly correct: on average, unsharding defi-
nitely delivers a PLT improvement. However, the story is more complex than that. The benefits
or otherwise of unsharding depend on subtle interactions between the web site’s resource de-
pendencies, the browser’s use of HTTP/2 prioritisation, and both the bandwidth and latency
of the network connection. Our study of 300 of the Alexa top-500 web sites reveals under
which circumstances unsharding these websites delivers a performance improvement using
HTTP/2 and under which it hurts performance. We observe that almost no web site benefits
from unsharding under all network conditions, and a few almost always perform worse. We
investigate the root causes, and identify both a deficiency in the current TCP congestion control
standard [132] that web-like traffic happens to exercise, and web page dependency structures
best avoided to minimise PLT when unsharding.
5.2 Methodology
We wish to compare sharded and unsharded versions of the same web page. Each page con-
sists of resources downloaded from dozens of domains. To see how effective unsharding might
be, we consolidate all URLs associated with a site’s primary domain that were originally un-
der the same second level domain. Thus media.gizmodo.com and gizmodo.com are both con-
solidated to gizmodo.com, but links to akamai.com are not consolidated. A few special cases
also need considering, such as sites ending in .co.uk, where we consolidate the third-level do-
main. Although two URLs may belong to the same corporation, we do not coalesce them
if they refer to two different primary domains, for example partner.googleadservices.com and
www.googletagservices.com. Domains corresponding to advertisements or third-parties are not
consolidated.
This form of unsharding is not intended to be predictive of the actual performance wins to
be obtained, as web sites may have other reasons to distribute content across multiple servers.
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For example, media.gizmodo.com and gizmodo.com may correspond to a different server infras-
tructures that may be difficult to combine without a major redesign. We cannot determine
whether a page shards domains for performance reasons or not, but we assume it does so all
the same, since it is impossible to make such a distinction without in depth knowledge of the
server infrastructure. The results we present are only predictive of the possible performance
gains, if no other concerns applied.
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Figure 5.1: Histogram depicting the number of shards coalesced for the 300 web sites.
How much sharding do we actually see? Figure 5.1 is a histogram of the number of shards
we coalesced for each of the 300 web sites in our corpus. These correspond to the shards
of the web page’s main domain plus any coalesced shards belonging to subdomains. The
figure shows that 17 sites had no sharding whatsoever; we will exclude these sites from our
unsharding experiments. A further 46 sites had two or three domain names associated with
their servers. These are unlikely to be sharding for performance reasons, but more likely to be
using multiple subdomains for operational reasons. We include these in our experiments, but
the effect of coalescing for these is unlikely to be large. Around half the sites appear to shard
for performance reasons, as they spread traffic across ten or more subdomains. Two sites have
60 shards, one has 55, one has 50, and 37 sites have between 20 and 42 shards.
Using PCP with the standard topology and setup, we emulated the download of the 283
Alexa web sites from our traces using HTTP/1.1 with six connections per domain and us-
ing HTTP/2 using a single connection per domain and MIME-type prioritisation. Although
a dependency-based policy based on critical path analysis may have served us better, it out-
performs any real browser policy because it knows the future. In contrast, MIME-type priori-
tisation is easy to implement, and comes very close in performance to the dependency-based
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policy, as we have shown in Section 4.4.4.
After completing the experiments using the sharded domains, we then unsharded the
domains, and repeated the HTTP/2 experiments. Once again, we used one connection per
domain, and MIME-type prioritisation for the unsharded experiments. For each protocol we
downloaded each web page under all the combinations of RTT and bandwidth values shown
in Figure 5.2(a), and recorded the time it took before the load and the DOMContentLoaded events
fired, indicating the page had loaded.
5.3 Results
We present an analysis of the possible performance gains of unsharding in this section. First,
we discuss broad conclusions about unsharding and under which network configurations it
produces the best performance wins. We then investigate what goes wrong when unsharding
hurts HTTP/2 performance, identifying lessons for web page design through closer examina-
tion of particular case studies.
5.3.1 Overview
(a) Sharded.
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Figure 5.2: Heatmap showing the percentage of web sites with equal or faster mean PLT, as measured by
the load event metric, using HTTP/2 (with MIME-type prioritisation) vs. HTTP/1.1 with 6
connections per domain, for web sites with sharded or unsharded domains.
Unsharding web pages boosts HTTP/2’s performance with respect to baseline HTTP/1.1.
We show this improvement for the 283 web sites we’ve examined in Figure 5.2, which exhibits
two heatmaps that use HTTP/1.1 with 6 connections as the baseline. In Figure 5.2(a), we re-
produce a figure similar to Figure 4.16 from Section 4.4.3.1, but this time applying MIME-type
prioritisation to HTTP/2. Once again, for each (Bandwidth, RTT) we show the percentage of
web pages which have less or equal mean PLT using HTTP/2 (with MIME-type prioritisation)
when compared to HTTP/1.1. In contrast, Figure 5.2(b) shows the percentage of web pages
which perform equal or better under unsharded HTTP/2 with MIME-type prioritisation when
compared to HTTP/1.1.
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Figure 5.3: Percentage reduction in mean PLT as a result of unsharding domains under HTTP/2 with
MIME-type prioritisation, when compared with the sharded domain case.
The root causes that give rise to the trends on both heatmaps, most notably the diagonal
where HTTP/2 underperforms, have been described in Section 4.4.3.1; we do not repeat them
here. One thing to note though is that MIME-type prioritisation generates a minor increase
in the percentage of web pages which perform better than HTTP/1.1, as seen in Figure 5.2(a).
Instead, we draw the reader’s attention to the differences between the two heatmaps. By coa-
lescing web page domains, the percentage of web pages which perform better under HTTP/2
increases for most combinations of bandwidth and RTT. Even the diagonal with the worst com-
parative performance improves with unsharding. For example, when the bottleneck band-
width was 25Mbps and the RTT 400ms, 87.9% of unsharded web pages running HTTP/2 com-
pleted faster then HTTP/1.1 on average, in contrast to 79.8% of web pages under HTTP/2 with
sharded domains.
The improvement generally gets larger as we move from left to right in the heatmap,
thereby increasing the RTT. Similarly, the improvement is large in the lower right corner for
high bandwidths and RTTs. To quantify the reduction in PLT, we compute PLTshard−PLTunshardPLTshard ,
the percentage reduction in mean PLT computed for each (Bandwidth, RTT) regime over 283
web sites, with 50 runs each, as shown in Figure 5.3. The figure confirms our earlier observa-
tions. Most notably, the lower right region shows the largest improvement in PLT as a result of
unsharding web domains. Unsharding domains coalesces most of the downloaded resources
onto a small number of connections. When the bandwidth and RTT are large, allowing for a
large BDP and little packet loss, these connections can better grow their congestion windows in
slow-start to fill the pipe, thereby utilising the available capacity more efficiently, and sending
resources faster on the network.
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Mode Sharded vs. Unsharded
Rate RTT Pltshard(s) Pltunshard(s) x¯ (s) p-value σ % Imp.
500Kbps
8ms 54.120 53.727 0.394 0.436 0.923 0.7
40ms 54.477 54.067 0.411 0.419 1.249 0.8
100ms 55.492 55.266 0.226 0.658 1.043 0.4
200ms 57.136 56.945 0.191 0.712 1.743 0.3
400ms 59.621 59.218 0.403 0.435 2.949 0.7
1Mbps
8ms 27.217 26.991 0.225 0.370 0.776 0.8
40ms 27.725 27.542 0.182 0.473 0.742 0.7
100ms 28.894 28.760 0.135 0.602 1.031 0.5
200ms 30.228 29.960 0.268 0.301 1.653 0.9
400ms 34.564 34.111 0.453 0.095 3.744 1.3
2500Kbps
8ms 11.272 11.165 0.107 0.286 0.454 0.9
40ms 11.934 11.819 0.115 0.262 0.566 1.0
100ms 12.963 12.803 0.161 0.126 0.973 1.2
200ms 15.380 15.145 0.235 0.039 2.205 1.5
400ms 20.623 19.926 0.696 0.000 4.568 3.4
5Mbps
8ms 6.261 6.167 0.095 0.069 0.457 1.5
40ms 6.785 6.683 0.102 0.056 0.541 1.5
100ms 8.279 8.115 0.164 0.006 1.137 2.0
200ms 10.950 10.642 0.308 0.000 2.372 2.8
400ms 16.052 15.490 0.562 0.000 4.078 3.5
10Mbps
8ms 3.950 3.884 0.066 0.035 0.341 1.7
40ms 4.533 4.451 0.082 0.014 0.475 1.8
100ms 6.144 5.980 0.164 0.000 1.162 2.7
200ms 8.686 8.445 0.241 0.000 2.108 2.8
400ms 13.726 13.191 0.536 0.000 2.751 3.9
25Mbps
8ms 2.746 2.716 0.030 0.200 0.190 1.1
40ms 3.431 3.346 0.085 0.001 0.418 2.5
100ms 4.886 4.814 0.072 0.027 0.904 1.5
200ms 7.466 7.204 0.262 0.000 1.169 3.5
400ms 12.978 12.313 0.665 0.000 1.787 5.1
50Mbps
8ms 2.476 2.468 0.008 0.720 0.122 0.3
40ms 3.133 3.068 0.065 0.008 0.300 2.1
100ms 4.576 4.411 0.165 0.000 0.421 3.6
200ms 7.313 6.981 0.332 0.000 0.867 4.5
400ms 12.844 12.169 0.675 0.000 1.525 5.3
100Mbps
8ms 2.382 2.376 0.006 0.776 0.098 0.3
40ms 3.019 2.956 0.063 0.009 0.224 2.1
100ms 4.514 4.338 0.176 0.000 0.358 3.9
200ms 7.256 6.927 0.329 0.000 0.864 4.5
400ms 12.792 12.100 0.692 0.000 1.412 5.4
500Mbps
8ms 2.332 2.320 0.012 0.589 0.060 0.5
40ms 2.987 2.913 0.074 0.002 0.157 2.5
100ms 4.497 4.320 0.176 0.000 0.357 3.9
200ms 7.236 6.894 0.341 0.000 0.673 4.7
400ms 12.784 12.087 0.698 0.000 1.244 5.5
1Gbps
8ms 2.329 2.316 0.012 0.581 0.052 0.5
40ms 2.985 2.911 0.074 0.002 0.156 2.5
100ms 4.495 4.320 0.175 0.000 0.353 3.9
200ms 7.235 6.890 0.345 0.000 0.653 4.8
400ms 12.783 12.083 0.700 0.000 1.237 5.5
Table 5.1: Mean PLT values for sharded and unsharded HTTP/2. x¯ is the mean over all values of corre-
sponding (PLTshard − PLTunshard) in seconds, σ is the sample standard deviation for x¯. The




×100%. The p-value represents the probability
that the mean PLTs of sharded and unsharded HTTP/2 are not significantly different, and is
the result of computing one-way ANOVA across the two groups.
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Table 5.1 expands on the information displayed in Figure 5.3, and gives the absolute values
of the mean PLTs for sharded and unsharded HTTP/2. Our metric of interest is actually x¯,
the difference between these two values. Using one way ANOVA to compare sharded and
unsharded HTTP/2, we determined the p-values shown in the table. Each p-value indicates the
likelihood of the null hypothesis, i.e. that the means of both groups are the same for the given
bandwidth and RTT. As we can see, unsharding only produces a minor win on average over
the sharded case. If we choose a significance level of 5%, unsharded HTTP/2 only achieves
a statistically significant reduction in PLT when compared to the baseline if the BDP is large,
for example for bandwidths larger than 5Mbps, or for RTTs larger than 8ms. For cases of
low BDP, the connections do not need to slow-start to a large window, therefore there is no
benefit in amortising connection startup costs by unsharding and coalescing traffic onto a single
connection.
5.3.2 Unsharded vs. Sharded HTTP/2
Unfortunately, comparing unsharded HTTP/2 against HTTP/1.1 as a baseline fails to convey
the entire picture regarding the effects of unsharding. Instead, a useful measure would be to
compare unsharded HTTP/2 against the sharded case. But, observing only the mean improve-
ment in PLT between sharded and unsharded HTTP/2 as we have done earlier masks crucial
variations across web sites.
Figure 5.4 gives a similar overview to that in Figure 5.2, but instead of comparing
HTTP/2 with HTTP/1.1, it compares the original sharded domains to unsharded versions of
the same domains using HTTP/2 for both. Figure 5.4(a) shows results measured using the
load event to determine completion, whereas Figure 5.4(b) shows results measured using the
DOMContentLoaded event. Broadly, the results are similar for both metrics, and indicate that
unsharded domains generally perform better. But, for some combinations of bandwidth and
RTT, unsharding hurts performance almost as often as it helps, especially when measured by
load event. For example, only 59.2% of runs measured by load event improve or stay the same
when using 2.5Mbps and 200ms RTT, which are not atypical figures for an ADSL link in an area
where the telephone exchange is a long way away. Therefore, although unsharding generally
increases the benefits of HTTP/2 relative to HTTP/1.1, for some web sites unsharding may in
fact reverse or reduce the improvement achieved by sharded HTTP/2.
The dark blue diagonal band in Figure 5.4(a) is interesting: both above and below this
band unsharded domains perform better more frequently. Of particular concern is the fact that
some of the network conditions within this band correspond to common settings for modern
home networks. Several effects combine to hurt unsharded domains in this band. Figure 5.5
shows a heatmap comparing packet drop rates by network parameters. Each box indicates the
percentage of web sites with those parameters where the mean packet loss rate was higher for
HTTP/2 with unsharded domains. Three distinct regions are visible:
• In the bottom right, the zero values indicate that no loss was observed, as the delay-
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(a) Load Event
90.4 86.9 74.1 61.3 62.4
91.1 81.2 66.0 64.5 61.7
84.8 74.8 69.9 59.2 66.3
79.1 72.0 64.5 64.2 67.7
81.2 70.2 69.1 71.6 76.6
80.5 78.0 77.7 80.1 81.6
80.1 83.3 83.3 81.9 81.6
84.0 88.3 85.8 81.9 81.6
92.9 90.8 85.5 83.3 82.6
94.0 90.8 85.8 83.0 82.6



























85.8 83.3 80.9 73.8 73.4
86.9 83.0 77.0 80.1 69.9
89.4 79.4 76.6 71.3 63.8
86.2 84.4 72.3 65.6 66.3
87.9 80.1 70.6 72.7 67.7
84.0 78.0 80.1 78.0 69.9
79.4 84.8 84.4 78.0 70.2
83.3 88.7 83.7 78.7 71.3
95.0 90.8 84.0 78.7 69.9
94.7 90.8 84.4 78.4 69.9


























Figure 5.4: Heatmap showing the percentage of web sites with equal or faster mean PLT, as measured
by the load or DOMContentLoaded events, using HTTP/2 with unsharded domains vs. sharded
HTTP/2.
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12.1 14.9 16.7 23.8 41.5
14.2 16.7 27.7 49.3 54.6
12.4 27.0 45.7 51.1 43.6
13.1 43.6 49.3 41.1 16.7
29.4 46.1 31.6 14.2 2.5
45.0 39.4 10.3 1.4 0.0
48.2 15.6 0.7 0.0 0.0
8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Figure 5.5: Heatmap showing the percentage of web sites where the packet drop rate was higher with
unsharded HTTP/2 than the sharded case.
bandwidth product of the network was large enough that connections finished in slow-
start. In this region unsharded domains do well, as they have more data per connection,
so slow-start faster.
• In the middle band, over 40% of runs exhibit a higher loss rate on unsharded domains.
This may seem counter-intuitive, as unsharded domains have fewer connections com-
peting with each other, but in fact this is not the dominant factor. In this region, un-
sharded connections commonly slow-start to a large enough window to exhibit packet
loss, whereas sharded domains more often finish a connection while still in slow-start
without congesting the link. We will investigate how this interaction between HTTP/2
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and TCP plays out in more detail in Section 5.3.4.1.
• In the top left corner, the delay-bandwidth product of the network is much smaller, and
in these runs even the connections with sharded domains finish slow-start and cause con-
gestion. These connections then compete with each other, whereas unsharded domains
use fewer connections, and so exhibit lower loss rates.
When measuring DOMContentLoaded, as in Figure 5.4(b), the effect of packet loss is less
strong, as fewer connections have finished slow-start so early in the page download process.
The diagonal exists, but it is less pronounced. Instead the dominant effect is that the perfor-
mance win achieved with unsharding decreases as the network RTT grows.
It is no coincidence that our analysis seems to hark back to a similar analysis in Sec-
tion 4.4.3.1, where we compared the performance of HTTP/2 with HTTP/1.1. In a sense,
sharding tricks the browser into creating more connections to increase parallelism, and un-
sharding condenses these connections back down to a smaller number. As a result, all our
previous conclusions with respect to reducing the number of connections when moving from
HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/2 apply. Under network conditions where the loss rate is comparably
high for unsharded HTTP/2, it makes sense to shard and distribute the loss over multiple con-
nections, in order to make better use of the available capacity instead of waiting for a single
connection to recover and slowly grow its window again. Moreover, increasing the RTT on the
sole connection to an unsharded domain will delay critical resources serialised on this slow
connection, a trend clearly visible for the DOMContentLoaded case.
5.3.3 PLT Differences
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Figure 5.6: CDF of the difference between the mean unsharded completion times and sharded completion
times for some typical bandwidth and RTT values.
The previous heatmaps tell us whether unsharding reduces PLT, but not the magnitude of
this reduction. Figure 5.6 shows several curves, each corresponding to one of the boxes from
Figure 5.4(a). Each curve shows a CDF across web sites. We take the mean load time of the 50
runs for each web site with these network parameters, and calculate the difference between the
mean for the sharded and the unsharded domains. For example, a difference of -2.0 seconds
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indicates the unsharded web site, on average, finished two seconds faster than the sharded
domain.
With high bandwidth and low RTT, unsharded HTTP/2 is nearly equivalent to the sharded
case. The difference is so small as to be negligible, as is the case for a bandwidth of 1Gbps and
an RTT of 8ms. The 10Mbps, 40ms curve is similar to a fairly typical modern home network,
but is right in the region where unsharded HTTP/2 often has a higher packet loss rate. About
20% of sites perform worse when unsharded, but the impact is usually relatively small. The
difference is much larger with lower bandwidth and higher RTT, and this is unsurprising as in
most other regions the network is often not the bottleneck. These correspond to bandwidths
and RTT regimes along the diagonal of the comparison heatmap, where the loss rate is also
higher for the unsharded case, e.g. for bandwidth of 1Mbps and RTT of 400ms. Naturally, the
tails on either end of the CDFs increase as we increase the RTT. In the end, most web sites
benefit from unsharding, but some suffer from more than several seconds of additional delay.
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Figure 5.7: CDF across the 283 web sites showing, when we unshard each site, how many out of the 50
(Bandwidth, RTT) combinations give better (or equal) performance.
Do some web pages perform consistently poorly when unsharded, irrespective of net-
work conditions? Figure 5.7 shows a CDF across web sites of the number of network scenarios
(Bandwidth, RTT) where the web site performs better (or at least no worse) when we unshard
it. 50% of web sites perform equally or better when unsharded in at least 40 of the 50 network
scenarios. Clearly unsharding is of benefit to most web sites most of the time. This applies,
whether we measure by DOMContentLoaded or by load event. However, almost no web site per-
forms better unsharded in all network conditions, and 10% of web sites perform worse when












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.8: Dependency graph for expedia.co.uk.
vestigation to see what they are doing wrong and how their page structure could be improved.
In the next section we examine some of these in depth.
5.3.4 Case Studies
A detailed view of how each web site behaves when its domains are unsharded is more nu-
anced than the high level picture seems to indicate. Whether or not a web site will benefit
from unsharding depends greatly on the its dependency graph structure. It is the interplay
between a web site’s dependency relationships and the transport protocol itself that primarily
contributes to the web site’s completion time, and we will show examples how this relationship
changes when a web site coalesces all its traffic onto one connection.
First, consider a web site from the lower left corner of Figure 5.7. When unsharded,
expedia.co.uk performs worse across 46 of the 50 network parameter combinations we tested: it
takes longer to complete when compared to the sharded case almost independently of network
conditions. To understand this counter-intuitive result, we will show results from a run with a
bandwidth of 1Mbps and RTT of 200ms; the effects are more obvious here, though they persist
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(a) Sharded, MIME-type prioritisation
(b) Unsharded, MIME-type prioritisation
(c) Unsharded, dependency-based prioritisation
Figure 5.9: Timeline plot of expedia.co.uk downloaded at 1Mbps and 200ms RTT using HTTP/2
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under other conditions.
In Figure 5.9(a), we explore where the time loading expedia.co.uk is spent using a timeline
plot depicting the components that contribute to page load latency for each downloaded re-
source. We can now compare the sharded and unsharded timelines for expedia.co.uk as shown
in Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b). On close examination, we discover that the unsharded version
of Expedia suffers because it downloads a critical JavaScript file, Resource 17, later than its
sharded counterpart. A quick glance at Expedia’s dependency graph, shown in Figure 5.8
shows that Resource 17 is referenced later in the page, and when evaluated triggers the down-
load of several other resources which are necessary for its completion.
Although critical path analysis of the Expedia dependency graph places Resource 17
higher in the priority chain than several of the preceding JavaScript resources, MIME-type
prioritisation gives all the JavaScript resources equal weights. Resource 17 is therefore seri-
alised onto the single unsharded connection way too late in the game, which causes a period
of idleness while the browser evaluates it. Its children, in turn, are not parallelised with other
network downloads. The sharded Expedia, on the other hand, masks this prioritisation error
because it moves some of the preceding resources that delay the critical resource onto other
parallel connections.
A major conclusion to glean from this example is that the correct prioritisation is crucial
for the minimisation of completion time in HTTP/2 in the wake of unsharding. It may be
wise to restructure web sites to guard against scenarios like this, where one possible solution is
to pull the critical resources earlier in the HTML page. But sometimes it may be hard for web
developers to determine which JavaScript files are more important that others without running
some form of critical path analysis.
Now that we’ve identified incorrect prioritisation as the culprit for Expedia’s poor perfor-
mance when unsharded, what happens if we use a more accurate prioritisation scheme? Fig-
ure 5.9(c) shows the result of rerunning the same experiment with a critical-path dependency-
based prioritisation scheme, as determined by an omniscient observer.
Dependency-based prioritisation pulls Resource 17 earlier, allowing its dependent re-
sources to be downloaded in parallel with another connection, improving load time by nearly
two seconds. However the unsharded Expedia is still about a second slower than the sharded
version. The reason is not obvious from the Expedia timeline plots, and we must delve into
TCP time/sequence plots to understand what is happening. Rather that do this for Expedia,
where the effect is subtle, we will instead look at a web site where the symptoms are more ob-
vious. The root cause turns out to be due to a pathological interaction between TCP and web
traffic.
5.3.4.1 HTTP and TCP interaction
Consider the case of quora.com, which we downloaded at a bandwidth of 50Mbps and RTT
of 40ms, a combination where unsharding outperformed sharding in 80% of the web sites ex-
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(a) Sharded
(b) Unsharded
(c) Unsharded, with TCP fix
Figure 5.10: Timeline plot of quora.com downloaded over a 50Mbps link with 40ms RTT using HTTP/2.
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Figure 5.11: Time/sequence plot for unsharded quora.com downloaded on a 50Mbps link with 40ms RTT.
amined. Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b) show the timeline plots of the sharded and unsharded
downloads of quora.com respectively. From the plots, it is clear that when unsharded, Resource
8 takes a disproportionately long time to complete downloading over the network. The root of
this discrepancy can be best explained by looking at the time/sequence plot of the download,
shown in Figure 5.11. We observe that after experiencing some packet loss, Resource 8 is sent
on a connection that takes a very long time to recover in TCP’s additive-increase regime. Al-
though an alternative TCP congestion control scheme like CUBIC [62] could reduce this effect
somewhat, we would like to understand why TCP is in this situation in the first place.
We discovered from Quora’s dependency graph (not shown) that Resource 8 is a CSS file
downloaded programmatically by executing some JavaScript. As such, there is a period of time
where the connection is idle as it waits on more data from the application which is evaluating
the script. At that precise moment, the TCP connection experiences some loss and goes into
Fast Retransmit while it is application limited.
This unfortunate series of events would not be too worrisome by itself, but it triggers
detrimental side effects as a consequence of how TCP sets ssthresh at the point of entry into
Fast Retransmit, and how it sets cwnd when it exits.
TCP NewReno [132] and, by extension, modern SACK TCPs are conservative and try to
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avoid setting cwnd and ssthresh to large values when they are application limited. In this
regime a TCP flow does not have a fresh measure of the number of bytes it can safely send
without causing loss. Therefore on entering Fast Retransmit, rather than setting ssthresh to
cwnd/2, it sets it to be FlightSize/2, where FlightSize is the number of bytes which have been
sent and not yet acknowledged at the point the loss was detected. For bulk transfers this is
sensible, but data on HTTP connections is often very bursty, as objects are frequently small,
so TCP is frequently application-limited, especially as it finishes sending a resource. In the
Quora example, only the last six packets of the previous resource are in flight when the loss
is detected. TCP enters Fast Recovery, but FlightSize is six packets, and therefore ssthresh
is set to three packets. On exiting Fast Recovery, cwnd is set to be min(ssthresh, FlightSize
+ SegmentSize), as specified in the RFC [132]. As a result, our time sequence plot shows that
TCP sets cwnd to one packet on exiting Fast Recovery, since the FlightSize is effectively zero
at this point. TCP enters slow-start (cwnd is less than ssthresh), and almost immediately exits
due to the small value of ssthresh. Subsequently, the TCP flow is doomed to suffer through
a very long period of additive increase starting from a small window; this fails to reach link
capacity in a timely manner.
To some extent, the preloader can reduce the likelihood that an HTTP/2 TCP flows is
application limited just as it exits slow-start; the preloader masks the severity of this problem
in many of our runs. For the particular scenario we’ve chosen, Resource 8 cannot be preloaded
since it is requested as a result of evaluating a JavaScript file.
Ns-3 faithfully implements the NewReno RFC, as does FreeBSD, which is often used for
web servers. Linux is less conservative when setting ssthresh and cwnd in Fast Recovery. We
re-ran our unsharded Quora experiment, this time setting ssthresh to cwnd/2 on entering Fast
Recovery, and setting cwnd to ssthresh on exit. Figure 5.10(c) shows the result, and demon-
strates that this change eliminates the pathology that had caused Resource 8 to download too
slowly. This approach may, however, have other downsides, and may increase the likelihood
of packet loss when exiting Fast Recovery. Sharded domains may also see this pathology, but
often their connections see no loss because they don’t slow-start to a large enough window.
When they do suffer, other connections can often use the bandwidth while the affected connec-
tion slowly recovers, reducing the severity.
5.3.4.2 Interactions between Preloader, Prioritisation, and Unsharding
Finally, we would like to decouple prioritisation and preloading from the HTTP/2 download
process, and examine how these two components affect the relative performance of sharded
vs. unsharded versions of a particular web site. We examine gizmodo.co.uk, whose depen-
dency graph is shown in Figure 5.12 because of its interesting structure, where it attempts
to download several blocking JavaScript objects (denoted by (1) in the graph) at a relatively
late stage during the parsing of its HTML. These JavaScript files block the firing of the page’s
DOMContentLoaded event, which consumes several milliseconds of processing time and requests
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Event and child Resources
Figure 5.12: Dependency graph generated for gizmodo.co.uk.
Figures 5.13(a) shows the timeline plot for downloading Gizmodo at 10Mbps, 40ms RTT
for a sharded web site running without the preloader. We can clearly see the step behaviour of
the blocking JavaScript resources that need to be downloaded in order. Despite the absence of
the preloader, the sharded Gizmodo manages to parallelise blocking resource downloads with
other downloads and processing delays. It therefore allows the DOMContentLoaded event to fire
early, requesting the resources marked by (2) without having to idle the network for any period
of time.
Figure 5.13(b) shows the same experiment for an unsharded Gizmodo, with no priori-
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(a) Sharded, No Preload
(b) Unsharded, No Priority, No Preload
(c) Unsharded, Priority, No Preload
(d) Unsharded, Priority and Preload
Figure 5.13: Timeline plots for gizmodo.co.uk downloaded on a 10Mbps link with 40ms RTT
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tisation and no preloader. In this case, the blocking JavaScript resources share a connection
with lower priority objects, and we see the step behaviour once again. Because the downloads
happen sequentially, the DOMContentLoaded event is pushed to a later time, and the network ex-
periences a period of idleness whilst the event is evaluated and before its dependent resources
are requested, which increases the page load time even further.
Prioritisation slightly improves page completion time, as seen in Figure 5.13(c), but only
up to a point. Recall that prioritisation happens at the server with respect to resources it has
already received requests for. Since the server cannot know about the next blocking JavaScript
resources before receiving requests for them, there is little it can do. JavaScript resources still
exhibit step behaviour, and there is still an idle period before the resources triggered by the
DOMContentLoaded event are requested; this hurts page completion time.
Finally, when we add the preloader in Figure 5.13(d), the step behaviour disappears. Re-
quests for all the blocking JavaScripts are sent at once by the preloader, allowing the server
to make more informed priority decisions. As a result, DOMContentLoaded fires early, prevent-
ing the period of idleness we experienced without the preloader. Comparing this final graph
with Figure 5.13(a), we see that the unsharded version beats the sharded version after enabling
the preloader. Unfortunately, if we also enable the preloader with the sharded site (graph not
shown), any benefit disappears. In summary, when we unshard domains for web sites with
similar structures to Gizmodo, we need both prioritisation and preloading to be active in order
to get the performance gains of HTTP/2 or, in some cases, just to not perform worse. Really the
web page structure itself is to blame here, and simple restructuring of the page would likely
give better performance.
5.4 Conclusions and Discussion
For most websites, we found that unsharding web domains, a method recommended for im-
proving web sites under HTTP/2, does indeed improve performance most of the time. Nev-
ertheless, even after aggressive unsharding, the PLT reduction on average is not very large.
Unsharding seems to help most where the BDP is high, and the network can support a large
number of bytes in flight before experiencing any loss, conditions which make placing more
bytes onto a single connection largely beneficial. Even after unsharding, third party web sites
and ads still prevent HTTP/2 from achieving an even larger win by coalescing connections
together.
Although unsharding delivers reasonable performance gains, it does not consistently do
so. The network conditions where unsharding works least often also happen to be common
network conditions for modern home networks. Under these conditions, unsharding predom-
inantly suffers from the same pitfalls as those which arise from reducing the number of connec-
tions per domain. The slow recovery of a lone connection experiencing loss greatly delays the
delivery of the web page’s critical resources and increases the PLT. If web page designers plan
to unshard their domains, they must keep several key factors in mind in order to maximise the
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benefit they can achieve.
First, a strong requirement for fast unsharded HTTP/2 is a transport protocol that probes
more aggressively for available bandwidth, and recovers swiftly from packet loss. TCP CUBIC,
which is already employed as the default transport in most operating systems, seems like a
good contender. But even CUBIC can encounter conditions where the congestion window
growth is deterred. BBR, with its lower packet loss rate and probing mechanism is an attractive
alternative. Out-of-order packet delivery, in the style of QUIC, would help here too.
Second, a good object prioritisation scheme is vital to improving HTTP/2 with unsharded
domains. We have shown how web page structures can interact with HTTP/2 to give worse
performance when unsharded. To some extent, HTTP/2 priorities can mitigate these problems.
Although MIME-type prioritisation seems to get us most of the way, a browser is better served
using a form of dependency-based prioritisation scheme. Even then, origin servers are not
omniscient, and cannot always see what resources will be required next. Web site designers
would do well to profile their sites using the techniques shown in this section, to understand
where performance can be lost.
Lastly, to our surprise we found a pathological interaction between part of the RFC cov-
ering TCP Fast Recovery and HTTP/2 traffic. Linux, by virtue of not fully implementing the
RFC, is not susceptible, but FreeBSD is. How best to update this RFC to avoid this and other
unwanted side effects should be the topic of future work.
To close, we identify some caveats to our analysis. Without an in depth knowledge of a
web site’s server infrastructure, there is no sound way for deducing which sharded domains
may be coalesced in practice. We have been aggressive in combining all domains with the same
top-level domain name, thereby possibly overstating the gains of unsharding. However, we
are less interested in the absolute magnitudes of the possible improvements, but would rather
uncover the general trends and cases where unsharding may underperform. With a more con-





From previous chapters, we’ve seen that PLT is expected to decrease as the bandwidth available
to the browser increases—higher bandwidth allows a web page’s objects to be transmitted
to the client faster. This relationship is especially pronounced for traditionally bandwidth-
constrained mobile devices such as smartphones. For example in 2011 the introduction of
4G/LTE brought an order of magnitude increase in bandwidth, and a dramatic improvement
in PLT compared to the previous slower 3G.
On mobile devices, users often have two network interfaces available, such as WiFi and
LTE, but only one of them gets used at a time when accessing the web. Therefore, we could
potentially further increase the bandwidth available to a browser by downloading a web page
via both interfaces simultaneously, opening up a new avenue for reducing PLT. Multipath TCP
(MPTCP) is a state of the art transport protocol that allows the browser to do just that by
pooling bandwidth across multiple paths [32, 33, 73].
In theory we should be able to simply enable MPTCP and reap the benefits of added band-
width and therefore reduced PLT. Surprisingly, though, this is not always the case. Using two
paths sums their capacities, but risks incurring the greater of their latencies. Therefore, in many
cases, using multiple paths actually increases PLT, despite the increase in total available band-
width. For example, in Figure 6.1 we set up a typical mobile scenario: there are two paths with
equal bandwidth, but one of them experiences five times the RTT of the other. We simulated
the loading of 300 from the top 500 Alexa web pages with both regular single-path TCP and
MPTCP. We observe that in the case of MPTCP 70% of the web pages loaded slower than in the
single-path case.
In this particular scenario, the culprit is the mismatch between the delays of the two paths.
MPTCP sends web resources on both paths, but some resources are more critical than their
counterparts. In the cases where MPTCP underperforms, it picks the higher-delay path for
some of the packets that carry these critical resources.
This example is just one of the many ways the interaction between bandwidth and delay
can unexpectedly influence PLT in a multipath environment. To make things even more com-
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Figure 6.1: CDF of the difference between PLTs of 300 web pages relative to single-path TCP, 50Mbps
bandwidth, 100ms RTT on 1st subflow, 500ms on 2nd one.
plicated, web sites are increasingly adopting HTTP/2 as their de facto protocol [24, 25, 140],
and more recently, Google has enabled QUIC in its Chrome browser [21, 27, 28].
How do those new web-oriented transport protocols affect PLT in multipath settings? Are
problems like the one shown in Figure 6.1 fundamental, or can we adapt MPTCP to work better
with web transfers? These are the questions we answer in this chapter.
First, we present an evaluation of modern web protocols over multipath transport. In par-
ticular, we investigate the most common case, where a mobile device has two interfaces and
downloads web pages over two distinct paths. We provide a thorough analysis of how proto-
cols like HTTP/2 and QUIC-lite (HTTP/2 with out-of-order delivery, see Section 4.3) behave
over multipath for 300 top Alexa web sites and a range of bandwidth and RTT values. We eval-
uate these scenarios for several two-path topologies where we vary the bandwidth and RTT on
the first or second path.
We find that using MPTCP for web traffic can increase PLT due to three basic reasons,
which we explore in greater detail in Section 6.3:
• Scheduling packets that carry critical resources on the high latency path. The scenario
depicted by Figure 6.1 falls into this category.
• Striping packets from one web resource across multiple paths. MPTCP’s in-order se-
mantics can impose extra delay when a resource is striped across two subflows and one
experiences high RTT or loss.
• Growing the congestion window too slowly due to MPTCP’s linked increases algorithm
(LIA). LIA limits subflow congestion window growth in pursuit of fairness. However,
with small competing flows, sometimes this leaves a path underutilised.
After we’ve isolated the cases where MPTCP fails to produce an improvement in PLT, we
present several mechanisms to address MPTCP’s shortcomings when used for web traffic on
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two paths. Most importantly, we design and evaluate a new web-aware MPTCP scheduler. We
show that it strictly improves PLT compared to the default MPTCP RTT scheduler, and does no
worse than single path TCP operating over the best path. Rather than adaptively switching on
MPTCP depending on the scenario, we show that with certain mechanisms in place, switching
MPTCP on by default can become an attractive option for reducing web PLT most of the time,
whilst doing no harm in the worst case.
Such a web-aware MPTCP scheduler either needs changes to the socket layer, or requires
a userspace MPTCP implementation. QUIC is already a userspace stack, and we show that
QUIC’s properties render it particularly advantageous if modified for use as a multipath trans-
port and combined with our scheduler. In particular, QUIC’s out-of-order packet delivery
feature was designed to reduce PLT for single path web downloads; we show that it is even
more powerful when applied to a multipath setup.
6.2 Methodology
To understand the impact of multipath transport on web performance, we used PCP to mea-
sure the page load times of varied styles of web sites under a wide range of network conditions.
For these measurements, we chose the web protocol, number of connections per domain, ob-
ject prioritisation scheme, and server design that had generally produced the best PLTs for the
single-path case, as seen in Chapter 4. These choices also reflect the current state of the art, and
the direction we expect the web to move in.
We accordingly evaluated single-path and multipath web downloads using HTTP/2 and
QUIC-lite running with the typical one connection per domain. Armed with our dependency
graphs for the 300 Alexa web sites, we emulated the download of each site using HTTP/2 with
critical-path prioritisation and communicating with a server that processes incoming requests
out-of-order (Section 3.7.6).
We used an omniscient dependency-based policy that uses the critical path in the depen-
dency graph to assign priorities. This dependency-based policy knows the future, so should
outperform any real browser dependency policy. We have shown in Section 4.4.4 that a sim-
pler prioritisation scheme like MIME-type will still perform reasonably well. We choose to run
our experiments with the best prioritisation scheme to demonstrate the possible gains, keeping
in mind that a less optimal scheme will perform very similarly. In the following sections, we
describe the details of the experimental setup PCP used for multipath web downloads.
6.2.1 Topology
We modelled a multipath web download using the topology shown in Figure 6.2, which is an
extension of the basic topology we have described in Section 3.7.7.1. The figure depicts a client
with two network interfaces, typically WiFi and 3G/LTE, over which it can download a web
page using two independent paths. Since the paths are independent, each path has its own
individual bottleneck, which will typically occur at the last hop before the client.
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Figure 6.2: Multipath web topology.
The bottleneck bandwidths are r1 and r2 respectively, and the one way delays are d1 and
d2 on the two paths between the client and the switch. Note that the model sets server link
capacity to twice the sum of the bottleneck capacities of both paths in order to keep them busy,
and prevent a bottleneck from forming at the servers. As before, we sized each bottleneck
queue to have slightly more than one bandwidth delay product of buffering for that particular
path, to allow TCP to fully utilise the link without building excessive queues.
To account for the variance in results due to transport protocol artefacts and an overly
deterministic simulator environment, we jittered the RTT for each run (by adding a random δ
on the server link delays sampled from the range ±0.1d), and used RED queues to add ran-
domness to the packets dropped at the bottlenecks, as described in Section 3.7.7.3. Using this
topology, we explored different network conditions by varying the available bandwidth for
each of the two paths (r1 and r2) and their RTTs (by varying d1 and d2).
Once again, we used basic point-to-point connections for the link-layer, instead of mod-
elling precise WiFi and 3G/LTE stacks. As discussed in Section 3.7.7.1, this simplification still
manages to capture important aspects of mobile web. The model is reasonable for our target
use cases, which assume a fixed bottleneck bandwidth that does not vary in time, and pre-
dictable RTT. Long queuing delays in the case of 3G are captured by increasing the RTT on one
of the paths. We also assume no outages will occur on either path.
6.2.2 MPTCP in ns-3
At the transport layer, we used MPTCP over the two independent paths, or single-path TCP
over one of the paths for comparison. We extended ns-3 to incorporate our implementation of
MPTCP based on work from [141, 142]. We implemented an MPTCP socket such that it main-
tains the typical socket semantics in accordance with the specifications in RFCs [33, 73, 143],
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and is transparent to both the application and IP layers, appearing as a regular TCP socket.
As such, an MPTCP connection level “meta socket” forms a new layer underneath the appli-
cation, which is responsible for creating and managing TCP subflows, as shown in Figure 6.3.












Figure 6.3: MPTCP protocol stack.
• Connection Initiation and Path Management An MPTCP connection begins the same
way as regular TCP, with a 3-way handshake. To negotiate MPTCP and establish the first
subflow, the client and server append an MP CAPABLE option to handshake packets, which
also encapsulates authentication parameters. In terms of path management, the client is
aware of its multiple interfaces and will establish a new MPTCP subflow on the second
interface address using a new 3-way handshake carrying the MP JOIN option. Section 6.3.4
discusses connection initiation in more detail.
• Data Transmission MPTCP adds connection-level 64-bit sequence numbers to allow the
correct reassembly of segments arriving on multiple subflows when their RTTs are dif-
ferent. These are dubbed Data Sequence Numbers, or DSNs, which elicit corresponding
Data ACKs. Data ACKs are part of the flow control mechanism, and indicate the ad-
vancement of the receive window at the connection level. MPTCP maintains a mapping
between DSNs and the corresponding Subflow Sequence Numbers (SSNs). Whenever
data packets are transmitted, MPTCP appends the “Data Sequence Signal” (DSS) option
to them. The DSS option contains the packet’s DSN in order to correctly map the SSN into
the data sequence space. DSS options also carry Data ACKs. MPTCP therefore decouples
congestion control, which happens at the subflow level, from flow control, which occurs
at the connection level.
• Buffer Management Given the dichotomy of sequence spaces between the meta socket
and its TCP subflows, we simplified the design by maintaining separate receive and
transmit socket buffers at both the connection and subflow levels. Obviously, this design
does not match real MPTCP kernel implementations which are memory constrained, but
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it works well in the simulator without affecting behaviour. As per the MPTCP specifica-
tion, we implemented a connection level receive buffer in the meta socket which is shared
among the subflows, and is the receive window advertised in the TCP headers. Subflows
always pass incoming packets up to meta socket, even if they are out of order, and deal
with lost packets relative to their subflow level receive buffer. As for transmit buffers, the
meta socket buffers any incoming packets from the application layer. Whenever a sub-
flow notifies the meta socket of available space in its congestion window, the meta socket
decides, using the packet scheduler, whether to enqueue a packet to the subflow’s trans-
mit buffer so that it can be sent immediately. By enqueueing packets only when a subflow
has the option to send them, no proactive buffering occurs at the subflow level transmit
buffers. These buffers are used only to deal with lost packets and retransmissions.
• Loss Recovery We implemented negative acknowledgements (NACKs) for each subflow
independently in accordance with Section 3.7.7.5. A subflow is responsible for recovering
its own lost packets, and retransmission must always happen on this subflow to maintain
its integrity. But MPTCP additionally enables mechanisms which allow for connection
level retransmissions, where segments from one subflow can also be retransmitted on the
other in the event of a timeout, for example, or to perform opportunistic retransmission
and penalisation (RP, as described in Section 2.3.2). By default, we did not implement this
behaviour in our baseline MPTCP. First, there is no standardised algorithm for perform-
ing connection level retransmissions in the event of packet loss. Second, our experiments
are not receive buffer limited, which removes the need to use RP. We later describe a
mechanism for performing connection level retransmissions as an optimisation on top of
baseline MPTCP and examine its benefits.
• Congestion Control We implemented the Linked Increase congestion control on each
subflow, as described in Section 6.2.3.
• Packet Scheduling Whenever a new packet arrives at the meta socket from the applica-
tion layer, or when a subflow receives an ACK that frees up some space in its congestion
window for a new packet, the meta socket must make a choice: which of its available
subflows will it use to send the next packet? We would like to examine several schedul-
ing algorithms to accomplish this packet assignment. Therefore the meta socket uses
plugable packet schedulers to determine which subflow should send first. By default,
MPTCP uses an RTT scheduler which picks the subflow with the lowest RTT to transmit
on first.
• Congestion Window Validation We implemented congestion window validation for
each MPTCP subflow (see Section 3.7.7.6). Since MPTCP flows are more application
limited than their single-path counterparts due to the splitting of resources across two
paths, there is a higher chance of loss caused by stale un-updated congestion windows
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when a connection resumes after some idle time. Therefore, congestion window valida-
tion plays a more crucial role for MPTCP. Congestion window validation has two com-
ponents: checking for idle time and determining whether a flow is application limited
(Algorithms 11 and 12 in Appendix C). For MPTCP, special care must be taken when per-
forming the second action. For regular TCP, we perform the application limited check
after transmitting each data packet. But for MPTCP, although a subflow may appear to
have untransmitted segments immediately after transmitting a packet, it may become
application limited later, when a second subflow transmits all the remaining data in the
connection level socket buffer. The subflow cannot tell whether the remaining bytes in
the transmit buffer will be scheduled on the other subflow in the future. Therefore, the
meta socket itself should check if either of its subflows are application limited every time
it schedules a packet on a particular subflow. The check for idle time, on the other hand,
should still occur for each subflow separately.
6.2.3 MPTCP Congestion Control
To motivate the design choices behind multipath TCP’s congestion control, recall that TCP
uses window-based congestion control composed of additive increase and multiplicative de-
crease [144]. To probe a connection for its capacity, TCP uses additive increase to grow its con-
gestion window at a rate of one segment per RTT. On the other hand, when TCP experiences a
loss, it halves its congestion window using multiplicative decrease. In other words:
• For each ACK received, TCP increases its window by 1/w.
• For each loss, TCP decreases its window by w/2.
At start of a connection, or after experiencing a timeout, TCP grows its congestion window
exponentially using slow-start. More recent variants of TCP such as CUBIC try to recover
faster from losses, and ramp up quicker when network is underloaded [62].
With TCP’s basic operation in mind, MPTCP’s congestion control algorithm was designed
to accomplish following goals [32, 73]:
Be fair to TCP flows on bottleneck link. MPTCP should not consume more capacity than a
single TCP flow on the bottleneck link. Therefore, during additive increase, the growth factor
for each subflow should be weighted by a tunable factor a so as to take some fixed fraction of
the bandwidth that regular TCP would take. MPTCP adjusts the aggressiveness of a to account
for the RTT differences between paths.
Choose efficient paths. MPTCP moves traffic from congested paths to less congested paths.
To accomplish this feat, it couples the subflows’ congestion windows. In other words, during
additive increase each ACK grows a subflow’s window by awtotal , a proportion of the total
window across all subflows.
Adapt when congestion changes . For MPTCP to adapt to change, it must continue to probe
all available paths for bandwidth. Therefore, MPTCP keeps a moderate amount of traffic on
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each path, but places more traffic on the less congested path. To achieve this goal, instead of
setting a subflow’s congestion window to be half of the total window during multiplicative
decrease, MPTCP simply halves the subflow’s congestion window instead.
Don’t oscillate. MPTCP shouldn’t shift traffic from one path to another if it encounters small,
transient congestion changes.
Combining all these goals together, we arrive at MPTCP’s Linked Increase Algorithm
(LIA), which performs the following:
• For each ACK received on subflow r, increase the window wr by min(a/wtotal, 1/wr).
• For each loss on subflow r, decrease wr by wr/2.








MPTCP performs slow-start on each subflow independently, growing the congestion window
of each subflow by one segment for each ACK received.
6.3 Performance of MPTCP for Web
We show in this section the results of emulating 300 web site downloads with MPTCP and
single-path TCP as a baseline. We picked seven different bandwidth levels between 500Kbps
and 1Gbps and four different delay values between 8ms and 200ms that are representative of
the range of network conditions experienced by web traffic today. For each of our 300 websites
we performed 50 runs for each (Website, Bandwidth, RTT) combination to ensure the results are
statistically significant, requiring 300×4×7×50 = 420, 000 emulated page downloads for each
of single-path TCP and MPTCP. For each download we recorded PLT as the time it took before
the load event fired, indicating the page had loaded.
6.3.1 Equivalent Paths
The first scenario that we examine is when both subflows have the same RTT and the same
bottleneck bandwidth. Figure 6.4 displays a heatmap of the (Bandwidth, RTT) values we used.




— i.e. the percentage reduction in
mean PLT across all downloads when using multipath instead of single path. For both cases,
the pages were downloaded using HTTP/2 with one connection, critical path prioritisation,
and running over MPTCP. The values in all cells are positive, indicating that when the two
subflows experience similar network conditions, using multiple paths is beneficial in all cases.
For low bandwidths under 10Mbps, the heatmap confirms our expectations: adding an
extra path halves the PLT. The web pages for these relatively low rates are bandwidth lim-
ited, therefore adding extra capacity will make each resource download faster. As the rates
increase, the improvement decreases, as web pages switch from being bandwidth limited to
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Figure 6.4: Equivalent paths: heatmap of the mean percentage reduction in PLT for HTTP/2 running over
MPTCP compared to HTTP/2 running over single path TCP.
being latency bound. When the bandwidth is no longer the bottleneck, we can only get minor
improvements as we increase the rate. Therefore, pooling bandwidth over multiple paths may
not derive as large a win as one might hope for higher rates.
For bandwidths where web downloads are latency bound (e.g. 500Mbps), it is surprising
that multipath still achieves a win at all. There is no big difference in PLT for a single path dou-
bling its rate from 500Mbps to 1Gbps, since in both cases TCP flows spend most of their time
in slow-start due to a very low loss rate. But for multipath, we have two 500Mbps subflows
operating in parallel. Having two paths sometimes allows the same resource to be transmitted
in one fewer RTT in slow-start, depending on how the object size aliases against the congestion
window size. Even though, in the worst case, the the second subflow may have begun slow-
start two RTTs behind the first (see Section 6.3.4), a large object can be transmitted in fewer
RTTs if is it striped across both paths. For each connection to a unique domain, we may save
one additional RTT by using multiple paths, a fact which explains why we still get an improve-
ment. As we move from left to right in the lower half of the figure, the improvement increases
as path RTTs increase.
If multipath is enabled for web downloads, adding an extra path of equivalent band-
width and RTT represents the best case scenario in terms of possible PLT reductions. From the
heatmap, we can conclude that enabling multipath is in fact a worthy venture, despite some
added complexity required to support it. First, for bandwidths between 1Mbps and 50Mbps,
which fall in the range of typical DSL and 3G/LTE deployments, multipath achieves a sizeable
reduction in PLT over single path. If we consider the global average speeds from Akamai’s
State of the Internet [138], the average speed of 7.2Mbps for non-mobile traffic is close to our
10Mbps data point. As we can see, using MPTCP with equivalent paths may lead to an appri-
oximately 20% reduction in PLT at the global average speeds. But even for higher bandwidths,
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where MPTCP can only achieve up to 6% average improvement over the single path case, the
reduction in PLT is still large enough to justify enabling multipath, since similar improvements
have prompted a switch in protocol suites in the past.
(a) RTT = 8ms.
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Figure 6.5: For equivalent path MPTCP, CDFs of the sample standard deviation of the PLTs of each web
site over 50 runs for the different bandwidths, and RTTs.
To get a sense of the variance within the 50 runs for each combination of (Website, Band-
width, RTT), Figure 6.5 plots the CDFs of the sample standard deviation for 300 web sites across
50 runs. Higher bandwidths show little variance of PLT across runs, since flows spend most
of their time in slow-start. Lower bandwidths, like 500Kbps and 1Mbps, experience random
packet loss, and, depending on where the loss occurs, some runs will have shorter PLTs than
others due to faster recovery time, eliciting results with higher standard deviations. The higher
the RTT, the longer it takes to recover, thus increasing the standard deviation.
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6.3.2 RTT Mismatch
While we generally expect HTTP/2 to perform well over MPTCP if the RTTs and the band-
widths of the two paths are comparable, we’ve seen from the beginning of this chapter that
a large mismatch in RTTs may in fact increase PLTs with respect to single path TCP on the
lower-RTT path. To further examine this effect, we repeated the last experiment, but this time
we set the second path’s delay to be 5× that of the first path. Whereas Figure 6.4 showed mean
improvement, perhaps a more useful summary metric for the RTT mismatch experiment is
the fraction of sites that download faster. Figure 6.6 shows the percentage of websites (out of
the Alexa 300) which either reduce their PLT in the multipath case with respect to TCP on the
“best” path, or maintain it for each (Bandwidth, RTT) combination. We allow for a margin of
20ms when comparing whether single and multipath PLTs are equal to account for variation
from random packet drops across runs.1
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Figure 6.6: 5× RTT on second path: heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or better
PLT using MPTCP vs single-path TCP.
Once again, adding a second path helps decrease PLT in low-bandwidth cases, where web
sites are bandwidth limited (e.g. less than 10Mbps). When we move away from the bandwidth
limited region, we find that adding a second high delay path is actually detrimental. We can see
that for more that half of web sites in this regime, we are actually better off disabling MPTCP
and picking the single path with the lower RTT. Further, there is a trend of decreasing benefit
as we move from left to right and the RTT increases.
To understand why using a higher delay path hurts PLT we focus on a single web site
(pages.github.com) and in Figure 6.7(b) we plot the components which contribute to page load
latency for each downloaded resource on a timeline plot, with multipath subflows for each
resource grouped together in a shaded band. If we compare the timelines of pages.github.com
when it is transmitted using single-path TCP (Figure 6.7(a)) vs. MPTCP, we find that the web
120ms is well within the PLT standard deviations across the 50 runs, and is smaller than human reaction time.
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(a) Single Path.
(b) Multipath with 5× RTT on second path.
Figure 6.7: Timeline plot of pages.github.com downloaded over a 50Mbps link with 100ms RTT using
HTTP/2.
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page’s PLT increases under MPTCP. Unsurprisingly, MPTCP’s default RTT scheduler places
very few resources on the second, slower path, especially since the RTT of second path is half a
second. In addition, the 3-way handshake to set up the second subflow on the slower path often
takes longer than the time it takes to send the full resource on the first subflow. Nevertheless,
some resources are large enough to make it onto the second path. In fact, packets from the
critical Resource 43 are scheduled on the high delay path, increasing the completion time.
We observe the same problem in all cases where we have large RTT mismatch and single-
path TCP outperforms MPTCP—page load times are likely to increase if the MPTCP scheduler
places packets from a critical resource on the slower path. To a lesser extent, web traffic trans-
mitted over subflows with a mismatch in RTTs will suffer from extra delays due to reordering.
Segments from the faster path will have to wait in the client’s receive buffer until segments from
the slower path show up. As such, MPTCP will delay the delivery of completed resources to
the application layer because of TCP’s in-order semantics.
6.3.3 Bandwidth Mismatch
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bandwidth on second path: heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or
better PLT using MPTCP vs single-path TCP.
After demonstrating how delay mismatch hurts multipath PLTs, we now turn to a scenario
where the two paths have the same delays, but different bandwidths. We repeat our experi-
ment, but this time we reduce the bandwidth of the second path to be 15 that of the first path.
The results are shown on Figure 6.8 where the vertical axis shows the bandwidth of the higher
bandwidth path. We compare against single-path TCP with the higher bandwidth value.
The lower right region of the heatmap shows cases where both subflows have enough
capacity for the web page downloads to be latency bound. These cases are similar to the high-
bandwidth ones from Figure 6.4—most TCP transfers complete in slow start and adding a
second path does not change that, as the second path has high enough bandwidth.
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6.3.3.1 Artefacts of Linked Increase
In the upper region the bandwidth is low enough to experience losses. With MPTCP those
losses are a lot more likely to occur on the second path, which has a fifth of the first path’s
bandwidth. The losses trigger MPTCP’s LIA congestion control, described in Section 6.2.3.
Both subflows slow-start independently but, after a packet loss, LIA considers the total con-
gestion window on both subflows in the congestion avoidance phase. For each subflow, LIA
reduces the AIMD additive increase constant proportionate to that subflow’s fraction of the
total congestion window. There are two potential problems here. As web pages are down-
loaded from multiple servers, self-competition often occurs. A new connection may start af-
ter a previous one has already filled the link, so the new connection suffers a loss and exits
slow-start early. When this happens on the low-bandwidth path, which is more common, LIA
will often already have achieved a large window on the high-bandwidth path; LIA then in-
creases cwnd very slowly on the low bandwidth path, effectively adding almost no additional
bandwidth—MPTCP doesn’t hurt here, but it fails to add capacity. When the loss happens
on the high-bandwidth path, the low-bandwidth path still has sufficient window to reduce
the AIMD additive increase constant significantly, slowing the window increase. In this case
MPTCP’s LIA can actively hurt.
Let us consider a concrete example: Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) show timeline plots for
groupon.com downloaded with and without LIA enabled at a (Bandwidth, RTT) where we note
a drop in MPTCP performance with respect to single path TCP. We observe that with LIA
enabled, the critical Resource 23 takes longer to download than in the case where LIA is dis-
abled and regular AIMD is used instead. We examine the time sequence plots for groupon.com
downloaded using LIA in Figure 6.10 to investigate further. Resource 23 is split across the two
subflows in both Figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(b). If we compare the gradient of Resource 23 on the
first path with earlier subflows on this path, we can see that the window growth is quite slow
and doesn’t achieve the capacity of the link fast enough. To understand why, we zoom into the
beginning of the subflow which transmits Resource 23 in Figure 6.10(c). The subflow loses all
of the segments in its initial window, and immediately times out. The congestion window of
this higher bandwidth subflow is therefore set to one segment, and it never gets a chance to
ramp up with slow-start before entering the additive increase phase.
Suppose the subflow congestion windows are w1 and w2. Without any other subflows
sharing the link, at equilibrium we expect w1 = 5w2 if the second path has 15 the bandwidth.
Therefore the subflows on paths 1 and 2 should respectively increase their windows by 56a
and 16a each RTT. But, since the subflow on path 1 has reduced its congestion window to one
segment, it will have to increase its window by a/(1 + w2) each RTT. Note that the larger the
value of subflow 2’s congestion window w2, the smaller the increase in subflow 1’s congestion
window.
Due to early self-congestion on the first path, LIA has effectively shifted traffic from the
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(a) With LIA. (b) Without LIA.
Figure 6.9: Timeline plots for groupon.com downloaded using MPTCP with a bandwidth of 10Mbps and
RTT of 40ms, with 1
5
bandwidth on the second path.
high bandwidth path to the low bandwidth path, which will experience more loss in the long
run. Even though this congestion disappears from the high bandwidth path as resources com-
plete, we’ve shown that LIA fails to grow its window fast enough to recover the available
capacity.
6.3.3.2 Tail Loss
LIA alone does not explain why MPTCP performs worse than single path TCP for the top of
the leftmost column in Figure 6.8, where the RTT is 8ms. As we’ve seen, web transfers are often
application-limited, consisting of multiple resources with only a handful of packets each. In
the case of a packet loss at the end of a resource, when there are not enough packets in flight
to trigger fast retransmit, TCP will suffer a retransmit time out. This is a well known problem
with TCP, known as tail loss [145].
What is tail loss? An example of tail loss can bee seen in Figure 6.11. The figure shows a time
sequence plot for amazon.co.uk downloaded using MPTCP with B1 = 10Mbps, B2 = 2Mbps
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(a) Path 1. (b) Path 2.
(c) Zoomed Path 1.
Figure 6.10: Timeline plots for groupon.com downloaded using MPTCP with a bandwidth of 10Mbps and
RTT of 40ms, with 1
5
the bandwidth on the second path.
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(a) Path 1. (b) Path 2.
(c) Subflow 1 zoomed.
(d) Subflow 2 zoomed.
Figure 6.11: Time sequence plot of amazon.co.uk downloaded using MPTCP with a bandwidth of 10Mbps
on the first path, 2Mbps on the second, and 8ms RTT on both paths.
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and RTT1 = RTT2 = 8ms. During the download, subflows on both paths (Figures 6.11(a)
and 6.11(b)) experience tail loss. If we zoom in, we can see two separate examples of this
phenomenon in action. Figure 6.11(c) shows tail loss on a subflow on path 1. This subflow is
application limited, since it transmits a first resource within its initial congestion window, and
a second resource after some period of idleness. As we can see from the figure, the last three
packets of the second resource (consisting of seven packets in total) are lost. Without more
packets in flight after the gap in the sequence space, the receiver cannot send any duplicate
ACKs, and has no way of triggering Fast Retransmit. The subflow is therefore forced to time
out before attempting to retransmit the missing packets. Unfortunately, since the RTT of the
flows is 8ms, the time out duration is clamped at the minimum RTO, which is 200ms in our
experiments. Although a smaller minimum RTO would be a better choice for the case where
the RTT is 8ms, modern operating systems do not typically adapt the minimum RTO according
to the observed RTT. Instead, they pick a fixed value, which we model using our experiments.
Figure 6.11(d) shows another instance of tail loss occurring on the second path. In this
scenario, the subflow is not application limited, but rather congestion window limited. Because
the bandwidth of the path is relatively low, the congestion window in this case is only three
packets. Therefore, when a loss occurs as shown in the figure, there aren’t enough packets in
flight to trigger Fast Retransmit. Once again, the subflow is forced to wait 200ms before timing
out in order to retransmit the missing packet.
Why does tail loss hurt MPTCP? To answer this question, we must first understand the rela-
tionship between tail loss and a path’s bandwidth and RTT. To that end, for web sites down-
loaded using single path TCP, we plot the median tail loss rate vs. bandwidth at different RTT
values in Figure 6.13(a). We include the bandwidth values for the high and low bandwidth
paths used in the MPTCP experiments. The tail loss rate of a web site is the number of times
we determine a tail loss has occurred using the mechanisms described Section 6.4.5, divided
by the total number of downloaded resources for that site.
In general, the figure shows that the tail loss rate is higher for lower values of RTT, since
these paths have a higher number of instances where flows are application limited. Conversely,
as the bandwidth increases, the packet loss rate decreases, and therefore tail loss goes down to
zero for high bandwidths.
We observe an interesting trend for the case where the RTT is 8ms. As the bandwidth
increases from 200Kbps to 2Mbps, we transition from a region where the web downloads are
bandwidth limited to a region where there is enough bandwidth that web transfers are some-
what application limited: web objects aren’t packed back-to-back on a connection, meaning
there are a large number of small discrete objects, each susceptible to tail loss. At the same
time, the bandwidth is still low enough that packet losses are common (see Figure 6.12 for me-
dian loss rates). Note that the low RTT exacerbates loss because we give each link a buffer size
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Figure 6.12: Median packet loss rate for single path TCP vs. bandwidth for different RTTs.
proportional to the delay-bandwidth product in an effort to avoid buffer bloat.2 With these
two forces at play, the tail loss rate increases as we increase bandwidth and transition into an
application limited region, but as we increase the bandwidth past 2Mbps, losses decrease as
well, and therefore the tail loss rate goes down once again.
The key to explaining the poor performance of MPTCP in Figure 6.8’s top left region is
recognising the disparity in tail loss rates between the two MPTCP paths involved. Consider,
for example, an MPTCP web download with path bandwidths 10Mbps and 2Mbps respec-
tively, and an RTT of 8ms. If MPTCP decides to send some packets on the slower path, the
packets will experience five times the tail loss rate of the faster path according Figure 6.13(a).
Similarly, the 50Mbps path has zero tail loss, so moving any traffic onto the other path will
subject it to a significant amount of tail loss. Even though most of the packets will arrive on the
high bandwidth path, TCP cannot release them to the browser until the timeout has expired for
the lost packets on the other path, and they have been received successfully after a retransmis-
sion. In the case where the RTT is 8ms, because our experiments use minimum RTO of 200ms,
the sender must wait a comparatively long time before recovering from loss, thus increasing
the PLT.
Tail loss is worse for MPTCP: striping a web page’s small objects across two paths means
there are twice as many tails. Figure 6.13(b) shows the tail loss rate across both paths of an
MPTCP web download. Comparing equivalent bandwidths and RTTs to the corresponding
single path graph shows that the tail loss rate increases when we have two paths.
6.3.4 “Worst” Path First
So far, we’ve examined cases where MPTCP initiates the first subflow on the best path. In
this section, we will examine the effect of initiating an MPTCP connection on the “worst” path
from among those available. Figure 6.14 outlines what happens at the beginning of a new
2Overbuffering the paths would help here, but goes against current best practice.
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(a) Single path TCP.
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(b) MPTCP with 1
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bandwidth on second path. The x-axis indicates the lower bandwidth.
Figure 6.13: Median tail loss rate vs. bandwidth for different RTTs.
MPTCP connection with two available paths. We can see that MPTCP performs a separate
3-way handshake to set up the two subflows on each of the paths. The first handshake, in
addition to performing its traditional TCP role, transmits the MP CAPABLE option necessary to
check whether MPTCP is supported by both sides, and convey the authentication primitives
required for identifying the MPTCP connection [33].
To begin using the second subflow on an additional interface, the client and server must
exchange another 3-way handshake with the MP JOIN option appended (used to identify the
connection to be joined by the new subflow). MPTCP RFC 6824 [33] states that new subflows
must not be established until DSS option has been successfully received across the path. The
ACK sent by the client to the server in the initial handshake carries the client and server’s keys
which are required for authenticating the connection, and setting up MPTCP. Since that ACK
itself is not acknowledged in return, the client has no way of knowing whether the server has
in fact accepted the MPTCP connection, and not fallen back to regular TCP. The DSS option,
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Figure 6.14: Initiating an MPTCP connection and establishing two subflows.
which carries the connection level sequence number and ACK number for a transmitted packet,
acts as an implicit signal that the server is ready for MPTCP. Therefore the DSS option must be
conveyed back to the client before it can establish a new subflow. With this restriction in mind,
we can see from the figure that the client must transmit the HTTP request first and receive a
corresponding ACK with the DSS option before it can establish the second subflow.
Essentially, it takes a total of 2RTT1 +1.5RTT2 from the beginning of the connection to the
point where the second subflow can start transmitting data. If the requested resource is small
enough to fit in one window, and if its server processing time is shorter than the time it takes
to set up the second subflow (equivalent to 0.5RTT1 + 1.5RTT2), then the server will transmit
the entire resource on the first subflow — the second subflow will not be used at all.
With the overheads of starting a new MPTCP connection in mind, we examine the im-
portance of picking the “better” path for establishing the first subflow by repeating the delay
and bandwidth mismatch experiments from 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, this time initiating all new MPTCP
connections on the slower path.
Figure 6.15(a) looks at the case where one path has 15 of the bandwidth of the other path,
and MPTCP sets up the first subflow on the lower-bandwidth path. Comparing this with
Figure 6.8, where MPTCP picks the higher-bandwidth path first, we observe a similar trend in
PLTs. The patterns in both heatmaps are the same—MPTCP does a good enough job of shifting
traffic onto the second, better, subflow after starting on the lower-bandwidth path. Starting
on the lower-bandwidth path does slightly worse in the upper right portion, because MPTCP
must wait for two 3-way handshakes to complete before setting up the second subflow, which
consequently begins slow-start much later in the game.
Figure 6.15(b) examines the case where one path has 5× the delay of the other path, and
MPTCP sets up the first subflow on the higher-RTT path. Compare these results with the ones
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bandwidth on first path.
87.6 87.3 81.6 61.2
67.2 42.8 49.5 50.2
34.1 57.2 64.9 81.3
56.5 73.9 84.9 92.6
90.3 95.7 97.0 96.7
95.0 96.7 97.0 96.3
96.3 96.7 97.0 96.7

















(b) 5× RTT on first path.
100.0 98.0 94.6 85.6
99.3 95.3 86.3 59.9
82.9 24.1 6.0 3.0
14.0 1.7 0.0 0.0
4.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0






















Figure 6.15: Percentage of web sites with equal or better PLT using MPTCP vs single-path TCP when
MPTCP uses the “worst” path first.
in Figure 6.6, where MPTCP picks the lower-RTT path first. Since a lot of connections will only
transmit a few packets, choosing the best interface on which to perform the first handshake is
essential. Getting this wrong causes MPTCP to experience a severe increase in PLTs across the
board.


















only on slower path 
(a) Timeline diagram for intuit.com, where the
second path has 10Mbps and 40ms RTT, and
the first path has 5× the RTT.
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(b) Dependency graph generated for intuit.
com, iframes are indicated in red.
Figure 6.16: Downloading intuit.com using MPTCP which initiates connections on the “worse” path first.
Why is this choice so important? Choosing the interface for the higher RTT path first will
result in a significant overhead due to the initial 3-way handshake consuming a disproportion-
ately large chunk of the total download time. A good example of this behaviour is intuit.com,
which contains multiple iframes (see Figure 6.16(b)). For each iframe, MPTCP needs to open
a new connection, each of which only transmits a handful of small web objects. Figure 6.16(a)
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shows how MPTCP loads intuit.com when MPTCP uses the high delay path first. Small objects,
which fit in one window, never get to use the better path. Additionally, the sever processing
times are smaller than 0.5RTT1 + 1.5RTT2, indicating that the second subflow still hadn’t been
established at the point when the server was ready to transmit the object. As a result the total
PLT of MPTCP is 7.08s seconds, significantly larger than the 4.15s single-path TCP PLT (not
shown here).
6.3.5 Combination Paths
(a) p1 = (B,R), p2 = ( 15B, 5R)
91.3 90.3 73.6 65.6
72.9 51.5 45.5 43.8
62.5 44.1 34.8 35.8
70.9 41.5 32.8 36.8
80.9 38.1 33.1 36.1
81.9 38.5 32.8 36.5
81.6 38.1 32.1 37.1



















(b) p1 = ( 15B, 5R), p2 = (B,R)
84.6 72.6 49.2 20.1
50.2 8.0 4.3 3.0
5.0 1.3 0.0 0.0
3.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0





















Figure 6.17: Percentage of web sites with equal or better PLT using MPTCP vs. single-path TCP on the
“best” path (p = (B,R)).
So far, we have only examined the behaviour of MPTCP in scenarios where we have fixed
one metric (RTT or bandwidth), and varied the other across the paths. We extend our exami-
nation to paths which differ in both RTT and bandwidth in this section. Let us denote the base
bandwidth asB and base RTT asR, so that we can concisely specify the (Bandwidth, RTT) tuple
for each path pr. The path index denotes its order with respect to MPTCP connection initiation:
MPTCP therefore initiates new connections on p1 and establishes subsequent subflows on p2.
We begin with the case where one of the paths has both 5× the RTT and 15 the bandwidth
of the second path, i.e. that path has ( 15B, 5R). When MPTCP initiates connections on the
second, better path, we obtain the heatmap shown in Figure 6.17(a). Immediately, we can see
that this heatmap is in a sense a merge of the two heatmaps in Figures 6.6 and 6.8 in terms
of the observed trends. The lower right corner once again shows that for bandwidths where
web downloads are latency bound, scheduling critical resources on the slower path increases
PLTs for multipath with respect to single path TCP. In the regions where the web downloads
are bandwidth limited, we see the effects of tail losses and LIA as described in Section 6.3.3.
On the other hand, if MPTCP initiates connections on the worse path, we obtain the
heatmap shown in Figure 6.17(b). As we’ve seen before, the cost of initiating MPTCP on a
bad path is prohibitive, and the performance of MPTCP is especially poor since we are now
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(a) p1 = (B, 5R), p2 = ( 15B,R).
90.0 78.6 89.6 98.0
74.2 98.0 66.6 30.4
92.6 28.1 6.7 3.3
59.2 7.4 3.0 0.0
5.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0






















(b) p1 = ( 15B,R), p2 = (B, 5R)
88.3 77.9 90.3 98.3
74.9 99.3 97.7 88.0
91.0 87.6 59.5 47.2
90.6 64.5 50.2 39.8
75.9 43.1 33.8 37.5
74.9 39.5 34.1 36.5
84.6 38.5 33.4 36.5



















Figure 6.18: Percentage of web sites with equal or better PLT using MPTCP vs. single-path TCP on the
“best” path. Above the red line, (B, 5R) is the best path. Below the read line, ( 1
5
B,R) is best.
comparing it to single path TCP on the path which has both higher throughput and lower la-
tency.
Next, we examine the case where one path has 5× the RTT and the other has 15 the band-
width, i.e. the path tuples are ( 15B,R) and (B, 5R). Recall that our goals is to compare MPTCP’s
performance with TCP on the best path. For this combination of paths, it is unclear which of
them is in fact “better” and therefore to be used for baseline TCP in our heatmaps. Upon
investigation, we discovered that for bandwidth and RTT combinations where a TCP flow is
bandwidth limited, single path (B, 5R) has the lowest mean PLT across web sites, and is there-
fore the best path. Conversely, for regions where a TCP flow is typically application limited,
path ( 15B,R) is the best path in terms of PLT. Therefore, if we compare the multipath case for a
particular (Bandwidth, RTT) combo with the single path case on the path with the lowest mean
PLT, our heatmaps will have two regions. We use a red line on the heatmap to split distinguish
between them. Above the red line, the mean PLT across all web sites (with 50 runs per web site)
was lower for the path (B, 5R). As a result, each square above the red line compares MPTCP
with single path TCP running on a path with (B, 5R) as the baseline. Below the red line, the
path ( 15B,R) has lower mean PLT and is used as the TCP baseline instead.
Figure 6.18(a) shows a heatmap for the case where MPTCP initiates connections on the
path with (B, 5R). Although MPTCP performs well above the red line (where (B, 5R) is the
best path), the region below the line is another example where choosing a high RTT path for
initiating the MPTCP connections greatly penalises PLT.
On the other hand, if MPTCP initiates connections on path ( 15B,R), Figure 6.18(b) shows
that we get a better outcome for MPTCP. Above the red line, we get the effects that match the
upper left diagonal of Figure 6.15(a). Although the first path has 15 the bandwidth, MPTCP
still manages to shift traffic onto the second better path. Conversely, below the red line we
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observe a trend that matches the lower right diagonal of Figure 6.6. Although the second path
has a higher bandwidth, the fact that it also suffers from high RTT will negatively impact PLT.
Latency bound flows will experience higher PLTs if their resources are scheduled on a high
delay path; the extra bandwidth has little to no effect since the flows are already application
limited.
6.4 Improving MPTCP
The previous section highlighted regimes where MPTCP increases web page load times com-
pared to single path TCP, and presented limitations in the existing protocol responsible for the
increase. In this section, we introduce mechanisms which mitigate MPTCP’s shortcomings by
addressing each limitation in order.
We present solutions which are unconstrained by the isolation between the transport and
application layers. Our goal is to test the boundaries of possible solutions and to design a
better multipath web protocol regardless of the socket API. In principle, both the server and the
client retain all the information necessary to achieve this goal, irrespective of which layer this
information resides in. In Section 6.6.4, we explain how we might implement the cross-layer
interaction between TCP and the application in order to convey this required information.
6.4.1 Stream Scheduler
We first address the most serious MPTCP shortcoming with respect to web page completion
times. As we’ve seen in Section 6.3.2, page completion times suffer if MPTCP’s default RTT
scheduler places packets from critical objects on high delay paths. We have developed an
HTTP-aware Stream Scheduler that uses knowledge of web resources and their priorities to
make smarter decisions to choose between available subflows. We focus our discussion on the
case of two subflows, corresponding to the common scenario of having a WiFi and 3G/LTE
interface. We believe our approach should generalise to more than two paths. However, web
browsing over more than two paths is unlikely in real world deployments. As a result, we do
not explore these cases in our work.
The intuition behind the Stream Scheduler is quite simple: schedule each packet from a
web resource (or “stream” in the HTTP/2 sense) with the goal of minimising the resource’s
overall completion time. By minimising the completion time of each critical resource, we ex-
pect overall page load time to decrease. The question now becomes: how do we minimise a
resource’s completion time given the choice of two subflows?
When transmitting segments towards the beginning of a resource, adding extra bandwidth
by sending segments on a second path is advantageous and will minimise the resource’s com-
pletion time. At this point, sending a segment on the higher delay path does not generally in-
crease completion time because we are still at the beginning of the resource. On the other hand,
when transmitting towards the end of a resource, sending the last segments on the higher de-
lay path would increase the resource’s completion time. The key is to ensure that we never
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transmit a resource’s segment on a particular subflow if we expect it to arrive after the time re-
quired to transmit all of the resource’s remaining bytes on the other subflow. Doing so would
only increase PLT, and we are better off sending all the resource’s outstanding segments on the
other subflow instead.
Algorithm 6 Simple Stream Scheduler
1: function GETSUBFLOW(subflows)
2: availableSubflows← Subflows with space in cwnd
3: bytes←SIZE(resource in TxBuffer)
4: α← ESTIMATECOMPLETION(bytes, subflows)
5: viableSubflows← [subflow s in availableSubflows if RTTs
2
≤ α]
6: if not ISEMPTY(viableSubflows) then
7: subflowToSend← viable subflow with highest RTT
8: return subflowToSend
9: return NULL.
Applying the principles above, we arrive at Algorithm 6, which describes the Stream
Scheduler’s basic operation. An MPTCP scheduler calls GETSUBFLOW whenever space opens
in any subflow’s congestion window, and whenever new data is queued for transmission. It
returns the subflow on which to send the next packet in the transmit buffer, or NULL if it is
better to not send and wait for the other subflow’s cwnd to open.
The scheduler first determines which subflows have available space in their congestion
window to transmit a new segment (line 2). It then determines the remaining unsent bytes
of the resource at the front of the TxBuffer on line 3. Given the number of bytes to send, the
scheduler estimates their completion time if sent using each subflow (irrespective of whether
the subflow has space available at this instant), and sets α to the shortest of these times (line 4).
α is the minimum completion time, i.e. the resource arrival time if we send the remaining
bytes of the resource only on the best subflow. We discuss how to estimate completion times
in Section 6.4.1.2. A subflow is viable only if it can deliver a single packet before α. It takes
roughly RTTs2 for a packet to reach the client using subflow s (assuming the serialisation delay
of a single segment is negligible), so RTTs2 ≤ α tests whether a subflow is viable (line 5).
Sometimes more than one subflow is viable. A typical example occurs when the flows
have been idle for some time because the connection is application limited. In this case, both
subflows have several packets worth of free space in their respective congestion windows, and
both will end up transmitting several packets in succession when a new resource arrives from
the application layer. Intuitively, it matters little how we stripe packets across two viable sub-
flows. However, TCP usually cannot tell precisely which packets are queued for transmission
below TCP, so there is always some uncertainty as to whether a transmission has happened or
not. When TCP releases a packet, α will reduce, as the remaining bytes to send from the re-
source have reduced. If it first packs packets onto the lower RTT path, the higher RTT path may
become un-viable prematurely, because TCP just “sent” a burst of packets, but they haven’t ac-
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tually been transmitted yet. To avoid this, we first send packets on the higher RTT path, as
it will become un-viable first as α reduces. This mechanism better spreads traffic across both
paths when it is advantageous to do so.
(a) Viable Subflows = {1, 2}
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Figure 6.19: Choosing viable subflows
With the basics out of the way, let us consider a more concrete example that will demon-
strate the Stream Scheduler in action. Suppose a server would like to transmit two resources
which it has enqueued in its socket buffer, as shown in Figure 6.19(a). The top part shows the
send buffer which contains two resources. The next segment to transmit is at the beginning of
Resource 1. The lower part of the figure shows how long it would take to transmit all of Re-
source 1 on either of the available subflows. The server’s scheduler must choose between the
two subflows, each with different RTTs and bandwidths, to send the first segment of Resource
1 on.
The Stream Scheduler estimates how long it will take to transmit Resource 1 in its entirety
on both of the subflows, and computes α, the minimum of these two values. From the figure,
we see that α is equivalent to the time it takes to send the entire resource on Subflow 1. Since
RTT1
2 ≤ α and RTT22 ≤ α, both subflows are viable, and we transmit the segment on Subflow 2
as it has the higher RTT.
Later on in the transmission, the scheduler attempts to transmit a segment of higher se-
quence number from the same resource. Since the resource has less data to send, we obtain the
scenario shown in Figure 6.19(b). Now, if we attempted to send the segment on Subflow 2, it
would take longer to arrive than if we just sent all of Resource 1’s remaining bytes on Subflow
1. Therefore, Subflow 1 is the only viable subflow.
6.4.1.1 Lookahead
Suppose in Figure 6.19(b) that Subflow 1 cannot send the current segment due to lack of space
in its congestion window, and Subflow 2 is the only available subflow. Seemingly, the sched-
uler must choose between two unattractive options: defer sending anything and risk wasting
capacity, or send the segment on Subflow 2 anyway and suffer extra delays in completion time.
A third and better option exists: since Subflow 2 has the capacity to send right away, it can
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send a resource found later in the transmit socket buffer. Typically this will be a lower priority
resource. Even though it may not be viable to send the first resource on Subflow 2, it may be
viable to send the second resource, as its α includes the time to send both the first and second
resources on Subflow 1.
To illustrate, consider the example in Figure 6.19(c). Subflow 2 cannot send Resource 1
segments since they will arrive too late. But, if we apply the same logic for determining viable
subflows described earlier, we find that Subflow 2 can deliver a Resource 2 segment before
Subflow 1 can deliver both the remaining Resource 1 bytes and Resource 2 in its entirety.
Note that α in this scenario is the minimum of the time it would take to transmit Resources
1 and 2 on Subflow 1, and to transmit only Resource 2 on Subflow 2. But, if we keep in mind
that RTT22 will always be smaller than the time it takes to fully transmit Resource 2 on Subflow
2, we only need to check whether the time it takes to send Resource 1 and 2 on Subflow 1 is less
than RTT22 . As a result, we can simplify the algorithm and compute α as the minimum time it
takes to transmit the remaining bytes of both Resources 1 and 2.
The loop in Algorithm 7 accomplishes the lookahead—the scheduler continues to look
later in the transmit queue till it finds a resource to send on the slower path without incurring
delays in the completion time. This algorithm returns a pair containing both the resource to
send and the subflow on which to send it.
Algorithm 7 Stream Scheduler with Lookahead
1: function GETSUBFLOW(subflows)
2: availableSubflows← Subflows with space in cwnd
3: bytes← 0
4: for resource in TxBuffer do
5: bytes← bytes+ SIZE(resource)
6: α← ESTIMATECOMPLETION(bytes, subflows)
7: viableSubflows← [subflow s in availableSubflows if RTTs
2
≤ α]
8: if not ISEMPTY(viableSubflows) then
9: subflowToSend← viable subflow with highest RTT
10: return (resource, subflowToSend)
11: return NULL.
In order to send a segment from Resource 2, which originally has a higher sequence num-
ber, we rearrange the transmit buffer to bring the segment forward such that its sequence num-
ber is now in order. Without rearranging the transmit buffer, extra complexity is required to
keep track of which segments were already sent, and may incorrectly signal to the receiver that
a loss has occurred. Rearranging the buffer simplifies the design of the system, but necessitates
using a QUIC-like out-of-order delivery of segments to the application layer, in order to fully
benefit from lookahead.
6.4.1.2 Completion Estimator
The Stream Scheduler needs to estimate the completion time of a resource (or a group of re-
sources) on each of the available subflows in order to compute α. As shown in Figure 6.19(a),
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this completion time is the sum of the propagation delay of the path and the transmission time
of the bytes we wish to transmit. We can estimate these values from a subflow’s RTT and con-
gestion window metrics as measured by TCP, taking into account whether TCP is in slow-start
or congestion avoidance.
A resource’s one way propagation delay is typically RTT2 for that subflow. As for the
remaining bytes’ transmission time, if a subflow is in congestion avoidance, then we can com-
pute it using the estimated bandwidth B = WRTT . Here, the window W = min(cwnd, rwnd),
and is equivalent to the amount of bytes a sender can transmit. Since most web objects are
small, and our experiment sets rwnd to a large value, we are not receive window limited in
our experiments anyway. One point to keep in mind is that cwnd is artificially inflated during
New Reno’s Fast Retransmit phase, therefore we set W to ssThresh during Fast Retransmit,
since ssThresh stores the cwnd value at the point a loss is detected, and window inflation
commences.
On the other hand, if the subflow is in slow-start, then it will grow its window by one
segment for each ACK received. Since we use delayed ACKs in our experiments, after an RTT
then next cwndi+1 is:
cwndi+1 =cwndn + cwndi/2 = 1.5 cwndi
The congestion window will therefore grow exponentially until it becomes equivalent to
ssThresh bytes3 after nt RTTs. Therefore, nt can be derived as follows:






The amount of data a sender transmits during slow-start can be captured with a geometric
sum:
size = cwnd+ λ · cwnd+ λ2 · cwnd+ · · ·+ λ(n−1) · cwnd
= cwnd · λ
n − 1
λ− 1
= 2 · cwnd(1.5n − 1) when λ = 1.5




2 · cwnd + 1
)
(6.3)
From equations 6.2 and 6.3, the total data transmitted Dss from the beginning of slow-start
3If we are at the very beginning of a connection, and there is no measure of ssThresh, then we cap ssThresh it at
106 ×RTT .
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until cwnd equals ssThresh is:
Dss = 3 · ssThresh− 2 · cwnd
Combining these together, we can compute the completion time αs of transmitting size bytes




2 + n ·RTT if cwnd < ssThresh and size ≤ Dss
RTT




B if cwnd ≥ ssThresh
We find the minimum αs over the subflows using function ESTIMATECOMPLETION. The min-
imum completion time α determines which subflows are viable for the transmission of the
next segment. Algorithm 8 shows how to compute the completion time αs for each subflow
programmatically in light of the above expressions.
Algorithm 8 Estimate Completion
1: function ESTIMATESUBFLOWCOMPLETION(size, subflow)
2: RTT ← GETRTT(subflow)
3: w ← GETWINDOW(subflow)
4: totalT ime← RTT/2
5: remainingBytes← size
6: while remainingBytes > 0 do
7: if w < ssThresh then
8: if remainingBytes >= w then
9: totalT ime← totalT ime+RTT
10: else
11: B ← w/RTT
12: totalT ime← totalT ime+ remainingBytes/B
13: remainingBytes← remainingBytes− w
14: w ← w + w/2
15: else
16: B ← w/RTT
17: totalT ime← totalT ime+ remainingBytes/B
18: remainingBytes = 0
19: return totalT ime
Naturally, the completion estimator is bound to make mistakes. At the point where it
computes the completion time of a resource, it cannot predict whether the resource will expe-
rience loss, or whether the connection itself will time out. Additionally, the estimator cannot
guess whether the RTT of the connection will grow beyond the current sampled value as more
packets are placed on the network. Given two subflows, losses are more likely on the worse
subflow than the better one, so failures take us closer to vanilla MPTCP striping behaviour
than to vanilla TCP single-path behaviour.
To understand how well the completion estimator performs, let us look at a particular ex-
ample, namely downloading amazon.co.uk using single-path TCP. For every packet we transmit
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for a particular resource, we record the estimator’s prediction of the time it will take to transmit
the remaining bytes of that resource to the client. Given we know the actual completion time of
the resource, we plot the real remaining durations versus the estimated ones as the scatter plot
shown in Figure 6.20(a). Packets from the same resource have the same color, and they have
different symbols based on the TCP congestion state. If we zoom in (Figure6.20(b)), we see that
most points lie on the y = x line, which indicates that the real and estimated completion times
are nearly equivalent for most resources.
If a point lies below the black line, the estimator has overestimated how long a resource
will take to transmit on the path, and a resource will in reality arrive at the client sooner than
predicted. We do not worry much about these points, because at worst, they do not increase
PLTs but rather represent missed opportunities for using a second subflow. Conversely, if a
point lies above the y = x line, the estimator has underestimated the completion time. Under-
estimation is problematic, since it may prompt the scheduler to place a resource on a subflow
where it completes much later than predicted, therefore increasing PLT. Most of these outliers
are bounded within 2× of the black line. The factor of 2 is pertinent because TCP halves its
window when a loss is detected, meaning the estimated bandwidth we use in our computa-
tion of α is off by a factor of two. On the other hand, because the amount of buffering used in
our experiments is equivalent to a BDP, we expect the RTT to at most double due to queuing.
The resources marked by 1 and 2 in the figure are examples where the estimator does
particularly poorly (values outside of the bounds) due to early losses in slow-start. The x’s
above the black line represent packets from Resource 1 and 2 that are in slow-start. As for
the squares and circles below the line, they represent packets from the same resources that
are undergoing fast recovery or additive increase. Resource 1 actually times out due to loss,
after which it grows its window using Additive Increase. The x’s above the red line represent
underestimating the completion time during slow-start: the estimator believes that the flow
will continue growing its window exponentially and transmit the bytes sooner, rather than
abruptly switching to additive increase due to a loss. The squares marked by 1 are packets
from the same resource undergoing Additive Increase from a small starting window. Because
the window is so small, we tend to underestimate the speed of the subflow (recall we use
B = wRTT as the bandwidth value). But, for this case the estimate is within 2×, since we halved
the window. Resource 2 exhibits similar behaviour, although it does not experience a timeout.
Resource 3, on the other hand, represents a case where the estimator predicts completion
time rather well, except for several packets around a loss event where the RTT grows beyond
our estimate. Finally, Resource 4 is a case where we have errors in estimation because of a large
burst of losses in slow-start, which are recovered using NACKs.
Packet loss, as demonstrated, causes serious problems for the estimator. But, even though
the completion estimator does not take into account loss probability, we’ve discovered in our
experiments that it provides a good enough estimate for αs to help significantly. If more ac-
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curacy is needed, previous work on modelling TCP latency [146] provides a similar model for
estimating completion time, which also incorporates loss probability.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.20: Real vs. Estimated resource completion time for amazon.co.uk downloaded using single-path
TCP on a connection with bandwidth of 10Mbps and RTT of 40ms.
6.4.1.3 Retransmissions
The previous section has shown that packet losses reduce the accuracy of the completion es-
timator, and therefore diminish the efficiency of the Stream Scheduler. As a solution, we ex-
perimented with retransmitting lost bytes from a particular sublfow on the other subflow in
order to improve resource completion times. Whenever we receive a NACK with a particular
sequence number, we attempt to retransmit the missing segment on the other subflow. The lost
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segments are in essence replicated on both subflows in accordance with MPTCP’s semantics.
Schedulers that retransmit segments on the other path have in the past been explored
in the context of mitigating the effects of the receive window closing [76, 85]. But in our case,
preliminary results indicated that retransmitting a second subflow’s segments indiscriminately
delays the current subflow’s delivery of its own resource segments, increasing completion time.
Therefore, we only schedule retransmissions on a second subflow if that subflow is idle and
has completed sending its data. We apply the same check for viability to retransmits on an
alternate subflow, so that we never perform these retransmissions if we expect them to increase
a resource’s completion time.
6.4.2 Preemption
In our experiments in Section 6.3, we used HTTP/2 with prioritisation based on an omniscient
critical path analysis of a web site’s dependency graph. We found that to get the best wins, we
needed to apply resource prioritisation to the MPTCP socket buffer. We opted not to preempt
resources in the socket buffer if a resource with a higher priority was subsequently added. In
other words, we allowed the resource at the front of the queue to be transmitted fully even if a
higher priority resource was later added.
As an optimisation to multipath web, we enable preemption in the transmit socket buffer.
If a critical resource is added to the buffer, it will push the untransmitted bytes of a lower
priority object further back in the buffer, even if we had begun transmitting the beginning of
the resource.
Enabling preemption is an optimisation which benefits all regimes, single or multipath.
Nevertheless, recall that under the Stream Scheduler, the subflow with higher RTT looks ahead
to find a lower priority segment if it cannot send the current one. Therefore, a correct ordering
of resource bytes in the transmit buffer is crucial for its correct operation, rendering preemption
particularly important in the context of the Stream Scheduler.
6.4.3 Out of Order Delivery
TCP’s in-order delivery causes head-of-line blocking for web traffic if there are losses on the
connection. A completed resource may be forced to wait for the gap in TCP’s receive buffer
to fill before it can be delivered to the application layer. With MPTCP, if two paths have mis-
matched RTT’s, gaps will also exist in the receive buffer due to segments being delayed on the
slower path. Additionally, recall that the Stream Scheduler allows the higher delay subflow to
send a segment from a lower priority resource, and rearranges the transmit buffer so that the
segment has a lower sequence number. As a result, the scheduler ends up mixing segments
of the same resource, where some are sent earlier on the slower subflow due to lookahead,
and the rest are sent on both subflows some time later. Lower priority resource segments on
the slower subflow may consequently block other resources transmitted in the interim, further
exacerbating the HOL blocking.
Although an increase in head-of-line blocking is an argument against rearranging the
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transmit buffer, we opt to keep this simpler design, adopting instead a different policy with
respect to gaps in the sequence space. We find that QUIC is ideally suited to tackle these HOL
blocking delays due to a crucial design feature: it delivers out-of-order segments from different
streams to the application immediately. To use QUIC’s out-of-order feature, we implemented
QUIC-lite for MPTCP (as described in Section 4.3). QUIC-lite annotates each TCP segment with
its contents’ stream IDs, offsets and sizes. These allow for correct multiplexing and reassembly
of resources in the application layer without HOL blocking in the transport.
6.4.4 Disabling Linked Increase
Linked Increase was designed to grow the congestion windows of two MPTCP subflows jointly
so as to be fair to TCP flows sharing a common bottleneck link if one exists [32, 73]. In Sec-
tion 6.3.3, we saw that in low bandwidth regimes, when a subflow suffers early loss and leaves
slow-start with a tiny cwnd, LIA may slow the growth of the congestion window leaving the
link under-utilised for much longer than TCP.
Figure 6.8 shows that even when LIA hurts performance, MPTCP generally still does well
overall. Some may argue that taking a small hit in performance is a reasonable price to pay
for ensuring fairness. However, if our goal is to minimise completion times in comparison to
single path TCP, we should consider disabling LIA for web traffic and using additive increase
on each subflow independently, or perhaps BBR [68].
As opposed to uncoupling the subflows entirely, a partial solution is to relax sublfow cou-
pling by using Opportunistic LIA (OLIA) [147]. Nevertheless, we would like to explore the
extremes of the possible solutions to slow window growth. As a result, we choose maximum
uncoupling by disabling LIA entirely, so that the subflows are independent in their congestion
control.
We can argue that for most use cases of MPTCP, i.e. mobile devices, the LTE and WiFi
paths are independent. The only links they share should be at the server, which we expect to
be sufficiently provisioned as to not be the bottleneck. On the other hand, if a user subscribes
to an ISP that supplies them with both broadband and 3G/LTE services, a shared bottleneck
link close to the user will most likely exist. For these scenarios, it is probably best not to disable
LIA. We note that with legacy HTTP/1.1 web servers, web browsers typically initiate six TCP
connections per domain when downloading. In other words, web flows were already unfair
to other traffic and disabling LIA for HTTP/2 traffic will actually be less aggressive. We later
compare MPTCP both with and without LIA to illustrate this effect.
6.4.5 Tail Loss Recovery
Splitting a resource across two subflows exacerbates tail loss, as illustrated in Section 6.3.3. In
particular, for bandwidth mismatch regimes where one path suffers a high loss rate relative to
the second path, but both paths have sufficient bandwidth so as to be application limited, tail
losses may lead to an increase in PLT with respect to the best single path, since the “worse”
path times out frequently in order to recover missing segments at the end of a window. The
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effect is especially punishing for short RTTs, e.g. 8ms, since a sender must wait a minimum
RTO of 200ms before retransmitting the lost segments.
To mitigate the effect of tail loss on page completions, we use a modified version of Tail
Loss Probes (TLP), as presented in [145] and evaluated in [148]. The idea behind Tail Loss
Probes is quite simple: if a sender has not heard an ACK for the duration of a probe timeout
(PTO), then it will assume a tail loss has occurred. In response, it will attempt to trigger fast
retransmit by sending a probe segment to a SACK enabled receiver. Essentially, TLP allows
a sender to avoid waiting an RTO before determining an ACK is overdue and attempting to
query the receiver for more information.
A subflow checks whether it should schedule the PTO timer at two different points in
its operation: whenever it is transmitting new data, and whenever it receives an ACK while
the PTO timer is already running. The check is performed according to Algorithm 9, which
also computes the duration of the PTO. The algorithm operates as follows: if the subflow is
in the OPEN state, schedule a timeout if there aren’t enough segments in flight to trigger fast
retransmit, or the connection is application limited. The value of PTO is generally set to 2 ×
SRTT where SRTT is the smoothed RTT estimate computed using [149]. Therefore, PTO will
usually be smaller than an RTO.
When operating with delayed ACKs, the PTO must also account for the fact that ACKs are
transmitted in response to every other segment. As such, if there is only one segment in flight,
PTO will include the delayed ACK timeout as well to prevent sending probes when an ACK is
in fact en route.
Algorithm 9 Scheduling the PTO
1: function SCHEDULEPTO(Subflow)
2: if (GETSTATE(Subflow) == OPEN) &&
3: (ISAPPLICATIONLIMITED(Subflow) || flightSize < dupAckThresh) then
4: if flightSize == 1 then
5: PTO ← min(2× SRTT, 10ms) + delayedAckT imeout
6: else
7: PTO ← min(2× SRTT, 10ms)
8: SCHEDULE(PTO, PTOHandler)
When the PTO fires, the subflow will either retransmit the highest transmitted sequence
number, or the next untransmitted segment in the socket buffer. The goal of this “probe” seg-
ment is to elicit an ACK from the receiver with a SACK block, which subsequently allows the
sender to determine whether a loss has in fact occurred and thus trigger Fast Retransmit using
Forward ACKs (FACK) [150] or Early Retransmit [151] as the scenario dictates.
With the basic operation of Tail Loss Probes in hand, we performed several modifications
to allow TLP to operate correctly with our implementation of MPTCP in the face of the follow-
ing issues:
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Absence of SACK implementation : Because our ns-3 TCP implementation uses NACKs for
loss detection and recovery, we cannot use FACK to trigger Fast Retransmit, since FACK re-
quires knowledge of the highest received sequence number as reflected back to the sender in a
SACK block. Nevertheless, given that our experiments experience no packet reordering and no
ACK losses, we can perform the following modification to allow us to use TLP in the absence
of a SACK-enabled receiver. When a subflow’s PTO fires, the subflow enters a new conges-
tion state which we will call TAIL LOSS. If a subflow receives any duplicate ACK whilst in
this TAIL LOSS state, it will immediately go into Fast Retransmit, without having to wait for
3 duplicate ACKs to arrive. This behaviour is very similar to Early Retransmit, and will not
perform any better than the current proposed TLP mechanism, which, with the use of FACK,
would have enough information from a SACK block to trigger Fast Retransmit from just one
returning ACK. We do not advocate for making this simplification for a real system, but for
our purposes it is an adequate change to allow us to prototype TLP’s effect on page completion
times.
Accounting for Delayed ACKs takes too long : Our initial experiments with TLP for multipath
highlighted several scenarios where the PTO timer takes too long to fire, thus rendering any
improvement to web page completions minimal when compared to waiting a full RTO in event
of a tail loss. The culprit in these scenarios is the inclusion of the delayed ACK timeout when
computing the value of PTO. Recall that we set the delayed ACK timeout to 100ms for our
experiments, a relatively large value when compared to an RTT of 8ms.
For TLP to provide sufficient improvements in page completion for bandwidth and RTT
regimes in the top left corner of Figure 6.8, we should eliminate the need to wait a delayed
ACK timeout before concluding that a tail loss has occurred. Because we are dealing with web
traffic, we know that MPTCP subflows are application limited at object boundaries, which is
where we expect a receiver to time out before sending a delayed ACK for the very last segment.
Normally, the sender uses the PSH flag to avoid this extra delay. PSH signals to the receiver
that it should deliver the object to the upper layer at once, and in response send an immediate
ACK outside of the delayed ACK mechanism.
In theory, the use of the PSH flag should allow us to remove Line 5 from Algorithm 9.
While this strategy works well for TLP on single path connections, for multipath connections
the PSH flag is transmitted on only one subflow. The other application limited subflow will still
need to wait for a delayed ACK timeout before getting the final ACK. Figure 6.21 illustrates
this issue: for an object consisting of eight packets, the sender sets the PSH flag on the last
packet (packet 8), which it schedules on Subflow 1. Subflow 1, as a result, receives an ACK
immediately outside of the delayed ACK mechanism. Conversely, packet 5 is the last packet
of the object transmitted on Subflow 2. Since it does not carry a PSH flag, the corresponding
ACK on that subflow is only transmitted after a delayed ACK timeout.
What we need is a mechanism for triggering ACKs at the object boundaries on both sub-
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Figure 6.21: Division of a resource across two subflows, and the effect of the PSH flag.
flows. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine this boundary at transmission time. In
our example, the sender cannot know that packet 5 will be the last packet transmitted on Sub-
flow 2 from the current object. It has no way of predicting that the next three packets will be
transmitted on Subflow 1, due incoming ACKs freeing up space in its congestion window.
One possible solution would be to send immediate ACKs on both subflows when either
one receives a PSH flag at the receiver. But, if the subflows have different RTTs, it is possible
for packet 5 to arrive at the receiver after packet 8. If so, the receiver once again needs to wait
for a delayed ACK timeout before sending the corresponding ACK.
Instead, the sender must communicate to the receiver on both subflows that it has en-
countered the end of an object. When the sender transmits a PSH flag on one subflow, it also
transmits a special control packet on the second. This packet is an ACK with the PSH flag en-
abled. In our MPTCP implementation, we use this PSH/ACK packet as a signal to the receiver
that it must send an immediate ACK on the second subflow in response. With this mechanism
in hand, the end of an object can be ACKed on both subflows without delay. Additionally, it is
now safe to remove the delayed ACK timeout duration from the PTO estimation.
Yedugundla et al. introduce an optimisation to TLP for MPTCP in [152], in order to tackle
higher completion times when tail losses occur on the higher delay path under a “worse” path
first scenario. They suggest replicating the probe packet onto the second path as well, using a
mechanism similar to opportunistic retransmission. Unfortunately, although this mechanism
can plug the hole in the sequence space if the retransmitted packet is in the fact the one that is
lost, it doesn’t really aid the recovery of the original subflow experiencing tail loss in the first
place. For this reason, we do not implement a similar mechanism for our experiments.
6.4.6 Interface Heuristics
As we’ve seen in Section 6.3.4, if MPTCP chooses to initiate new connections on the higher
delay path, it will experience high PLTs across the board. It is just as crucial that the OS makes
the correct choice of interface to initiate connections on for single-path TCP. Both TCP and
MPTCP will suffer if the higher delay path is selected, resulting in an avoidable increase in
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PLT for web traffic. The criteria for selecting the best interface on which to start do matter,
but they are outside the scope of this thesis: we assume that the operating system will make
the right choice when deciding between interfaces based on observable measurements of the
interfaces’ delay, bandwidth and loss profiles.
If a choice between interfaces cannot be made at the outset, a browser can possibly make
the correct decision after it probes the interfaces on the very first connection it initiates. In
other words, if after downloading a web page’s main HTML file, a browser determines that
the second interface is in fact the best one, it can initiate all subsequent MPTCP connections on
that interface.
Finally, we’ve seen from Section 6.3.4 that one major cause of delay when MPTCP initiates
connections on the worst path is the cost of the 3-way handshake on this slower path. Ideally,
we should reduce the number of RTTs before the second “better” subflow is up and running.
For example, the sender may choose to transmit the MP JOIN option and the 3-way handshake
before receiving a DSS option, transmitting data only after the DSS option arrives in the future.
Similarly, mechanisms like TCP Fast-Open or QUIC’s 0-RTT handshake present an attractive
answer if adapted for MPTCP.
Although we propose these mechanisms as possible solutions, a thorough examination
of their viability is outside the scope of this thesis, and we leave it to future work. In the
next section, we compare single-path TCP over the best interface with MPTCP where the first
subflow starts on the best interface.
6.5 MPTCP Improvements Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the impact of the modifications to MPTCP described above. In
particular, we wish to know whether the changes are sufficient to fix the problems seen in
Section 6.3. Are there cases where modified MPTCP performs worse than unmodified MPTCP?
We also wish to understand which modifications have the greatest impact. To answer these
questions we repeat the delay and bandwidth mismatch experiments from Section 6.3 using
the modified version of MPTCP. The simulation setup is the same, with the same ranges of
bandwidth and delay.
6.5.1 RTT mismatch
We begin by repeating the RTT mismatch scenarios from 6.3.2 where the second path has 5x
the delay of the first. Figure 6.22 shows how Figure 6.6 changes when we enable the Stream
Scheduler (Section 6.4.1), disable Linked Increase (Section 6.4.4), perform QUIC-like out-of-
order delivery (Section 6.4.3), use preemption (Section 6.4.2), and incorporate Tail Loss Probes
(Section 6.4.5). We compare against single-path TCP with TLP enabled.
From the figure, we see that the dark region of poor PLT at the lower right corner in Fig. 6.6
has greatly improved. For example at 50Mbps/100ms, only 36% of web sites using baseline
MPTCP beat or equalled single-path TCP, whereas with the changes 77.9% of sites do so.
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Figure 6.22: 5× RTT on second path: heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or better
PLT using modified MPTCP vs. single-path TCP.
Enabling TLP for the delay mismatch case in Figure 6.22 offers only minor improvements
when compared to the other optimizations, and only for cases with low bandwidth and RTT,
where tail losses are more likely to occur. TLP in general has very little effect on page comple-
tion when the two paths have equal bandwidths. Placing resources on a second path which
experiences a similar amount of tail loss will not reduce performance compared to single-path
TCP. We therefore exclude TLP from our further analysis of the delay mismatch case.
Let us now examine how the MPTCP improvements fare with our example web site
pages.github.com from Figure 6.7(b). With the new enhancements to MPTCP, we obtain the
timeline plot shown in Figure 6.23. Immediately, we can see that using the Stream Scheduler
with preemption produces a PLT of 4.0s, an improvement over both baseline MPTCP and even
single-path TCP, which had a PLT of 4.71s. The improvement comes from two sources: first,
where baseline MPTCP’s RTT scheduler placed packets from critical Resource 43 on the slower
path, the Stream Scheduler transmits Resource 43 in entirety on the faster subflow, preventing
the increase in PLT. Second, lower priority Resource 10 is preempted by the more critical Re-
source 2 as shown in the figure. Since Resource 2 is a parent of Resource 43, downloading it
before the larger Resource 10 will allow Resource 43 to download earlier as well, thus further
reducing PLT.
The example above indicates that the different modifications to MPTCP offer separate
contributions to the overall improvement in PLT. As such, we would like to quantify which
of the MPTCP modifications are responsible for the largest improvements, and under which
(Bandwidth, RTT) regimes. To that end, we’ve selected four representative regimes from the
delay mismatch heatmap. Under each regime, we compute the mean PLT across 50 runs for
each web site in our corpus, downloaded using single-path HTTP/2. Using these means as a
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Figure 6.23: Timeline plot for pages.github.com using MP QUIC with Stream Scheduler and preemption
on path with 50Mbps bandwidth, 100ms RTT, and 5× RTT on second path.
baseline, we then compute the difference in PLT between the baseline and MPTCP, with our
modifications incrementally applied. Figure 6.24 shows CDFs of this difference for the four
regimes. Anything to the right of the vertical line at 0s has a larger completion time than
single-path TCP on the better path. We discuss the different regimes below.
6.5.1.1 Latency Bound Regimes
Consider first the 50Mbps/100ms regime shown in Figure 6.24(c), which was particularly bad
in Fig. 6.6. Under this combination of bandwidth and RTT, most web sites are application
limited since the network is fast enough to complete transmitting resources faster than the
time it takes to perform other activities like parsing, computation or server processing.
Since downloads are dominated by latency chains, it is unsurprising that MPTCP with
HTTP/2 using the default “lowest RTT first” scheduler (labelled MPTCP HTTP/2 RTT) does
really poorly: 63.9% of the websites do worse than single path TCP. As we incrementally add
optimizations, PLT steadily reduces.
The first mechanism we enable is QUIC-lite (i.e. out-of-order delivery) but continue using
the MPTCP RTT scheduler. As the MP QUIC RTT curve shows, the ability to deliver complete
resources to the application without waiting for in order delivery at the socket level gives a
small win over HTTP/2.
If we also allow higher priority resources to preempt lower priority ones in MP QUIC’s
transmit buffer (MP QUIC RTT Preempt), we see another small reduction, as delivering the
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Figure 6.24: CDFs of the difference between the mean PLTs of 300 web sites under the depicted MPTCP
regime and single-path TCP. The second path has 5× the RTT.
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critical objects earlier improves PLT.
It is only when we apply the Stream Scheduler (with preemption) that we begin to see a
sizable improvement. We first look at the case where we use pure HTTP/2 without out-of-
order delivery with the Stream Scheduler (MPTCP HTTP/2 Stream). Although we get a sizable
improvement in PLT, about 50% of cases still do worse than single path.
Finally, we find that QUIC’s out-of-order semantics are crucial for making the Stream
Scheduler more useful (MP QUIC Stream). Enabling out-of-order delivery allows the Stream
Scheduler to performs as well as or better than single path TCP in around 78% of the cases.
From the figure, we see that enabling the final two improvements makes very little dif-
ference for 50Mbps/100ms, since the two curves for Retransmissions and No LIA lie directly
on top of the MP QUIC Stream curve. Using MP QUIC Stream and allowing retransmissions
to be sent on the second path has little effect on PLT, since at a bandwidth of 50Mbps the web
downloads experience very little loss. Similarly, disabling LIA only has a minor effect in this
configuration, since the bandwidth is large enough that few losses occur, and subflows spend
most of their time in slow-start rather than AIMD.
Figure 6.24(d) shows that, once we are in the latency bound regimes, increasing the band-
width and/or RTT will still produce similar trends in terms of the PLT difference CDF. Once
again, using out-of-order delivery, preemption and the Stream Scheduler provide incremen-
tal improvements over MPTCP HTTP/2 RTT and the optimizations captured by the MP QUIC
Stream scheme produce the best benefit.
6.5.1.2 Bandwidth Limited Regimes
We have established that for lower bandwidth regimes, simply adding a second path produces
a large improvement in PLT, despite the path’s higher RTT. Unmodified MPTCP with its default
RTT scheduler allows the web download to take advantage of the second path and drives
down latency. As Figure 6.24(a) shows, enabling the optimizations encapsulated in MP QUIC
Stream produces a very small improvement over the status quo. Disabling LIA also produces
little visible difference. Therefore we can conclude that enabling the MPTCP improvements
by default will help in the latency bound regimes, and will not actively hurt the bandwidth
limited regimes.
From the figure, we can see a minor decrease in performance for the MP QUIC Stream
Retrans curve. Although we expected to achieve a decrease in PLT for high loss regimes if
we retransmit lost packets on an alternative subflow, the results indicate that this optimiza-
tion causes MPTCP to perform even worse than the unmodified status quo. Unfortunately,
although the Stream Scheduler checks whether a subflow is idle before using it to retrans-
mit packets, we cannot guarantee that the subflow will remain idle until all retransmissions
complete. A new resource may be scheduled on the subflow in the intermittent time, and the
retransmissions will in fact delay the delivery of the new resource, therefore increasing PLT.
Examining the full range of bandwidths and RTTs (not shown), we note that MP QUIC
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Stream Retrans generally reduces the improvement brought about by MP QUIC Stream. There-
fore, we can conclude that this optimization fails to improve PLT values with respect to single-
path TCP.
6.5.1.3 Boundary Regimes
Ultimately, Section 6.5.1.1 has shown that our improvements prevent MPTCP from hurting
PLTs for the 50Mbps/100ms scenario, but even with all improvements added, MPTCP still
does not beat single-path TCP. This should not be a surprise, since the second subflow’s RTT is
400ms greater than the first. With this much delay mismatch, it takes a really large object to be
worth placing it on the higher RTT path. Let’s examine a scenario where the difference is less
extreme.
Fig. 6.24(b) shows the 10Mbps/40ms scenario, where the delay difference between the two
paths is 160ms. Although MPTCP with the default RTT scheduler performs reasonably well in
this regime, using using the Stream Scheduler with out-of-order delivery improves PLT even
further, with a higher percentage of web sites to the left of the black line.
Disabling LIA in this case achieves a significant decrease in PLT. Upon examination, we
note the difference in loss rates for subflows on the two paths in this regime. Figure 6.12 shows
that because we size the network buffers proportional to the BDP, the first path has a higher
loss rate, whereas the second with an RTT of 200ms suffers no losses on average. Therefore,
subflows on the first path grow their windows with LIA after encountering loss, whereas sub-
flows on the second path spend most of their time in slow-start. As a result, the congestion
window of a subflow on the first path will often be much smaller than its counterpart on the
second path, which continues to grow exponentially under slow-start.
As we’ve seen in Section 6.3.3, LIA grows the window on the first path proportionate to
its share of the total window. As such, the “better” low latency path in fact grows its window
much slower than regular AIMD because the window on the second path is larger. LIA’s goal
is to shift traffic onto the path with the lower loss probability. Unfortunately, this strategy
overlooks the fact that the lossless path is in fact the one with the larger latency, causing an
increase in PLT. Disabling LIA eliminates this issue.
Finally, we show the difference in mean PLT improvement between modified and base-
line MPTCP in Table 6.1. For each (Bandwidth, RTT, website, run) tuple, we find (PLTTCP −
PLTMPTCP ), and then obtain x¯ by computing the overall mean of the difference across the
300 × 50 = 15000 samples. σ is the sample standard deviation. The percentage improvement




for the samples. We found that the difference between modified MPTCP and single path TCP
is significant (computed using confidence intervals), likewise between baseline MPTCP and
single path TCP. Using one way ANOVA to compare modified and baseline MPTCP, we de-
termined the p-values shown in the table. Each p-value indicates the likelihood of the null
hypothesis, i.e. that the means of both groups are the same for the given bandwidth and RTT. If







Rate RTT x¯ (s) σ % Imp. x¯ σ % Imp.
500Kbps
8ms 54.407 26.583 21.959 48.9 26.601 22.074 48.9 0.944
40ms 54.872 25.799 21.783 47.0 25.173 21.606 45.9 0.016
100ms 56.490 25.284 22.309 44.8 24.352 21.606 43.1 0.001
200ms 57.867 22.917 21.474 39.6 21.777 20.673 37.6 0.000
1Mbps
8ms 27.527 13.107 10.913 47.6 13.023 10.955 47.3 0.512
40ms 28.264 12.692 11.063 44.9 12.159 10.719 43.0 0.000
100ms 29.260 11.452 10.720 39.1 10.837 10.330 37.0 0.000
200ms 30.650 9.209 9.975 30.0 8.473 9.687 27.6 0.000
10Mbps
8ms 3.993 0.905 1.020 22.7 0.829 0.959 20.8 0.002
40ms 4.558 0.561 0.835 12.3 0.435 0.769 9.6 0.000
100ms 6.103 0.366 1.016 6.0 0.193 0.995 3.2 0.000
200ms 8.622 0.273 1.635 3.2 0.066 1.646 0.8 0.000
50Mbps
8ms 2.460 0.035 0.138 1.4 0.018 0.130 0.7 0.469
40ms 3.106 0.024 0.257 0.8 -0.028 0.223 -0.9 0.030
100ms 4.469 0.019 0.236 0.4 -0.107 0.277 -2.4 0.000
200ms 7.071 0.021 0.337 0.3 -0.190 0.383 -2.7 0.000
100Mbps
8ms 2.376 0.004 0.095 0.2 -0.006 0.092 -0.3 0.655
40ms 2.994 0.004 0.120 0.1 -0.042 0.127 -1.4 0.059
100ms 4.404 0.022 0.167 0.5 -0.103 0.159 -2.3 0.000
200ms 7.022 0.025 0.278 0.4 -0.185 0.314 -2.6 0.000
500Mbps
8ms 2.329 -0.006 0.051 -0.3 -0.009 0.051 -0.4 0.895
40ms 2.958 0.001 0.084 0.0 -0.048 0.099 -1.6 0.040
100ms 4.381 0.019 0.164 0.4 -0.106 0.160 -2.4 0.000
200ms 7.004 0.021 0.255 0.3 -0.187 0.288 -2.7 0.000
1Gbps
8ms 2.325 -0.007 0.045 -0.3 -0.009 0.044 -0.4 0.922
40ms 2.957 0.000 0.084 0.0 -0.048 0.101 -1.6 0.044
100ms 4.379 0.019 0.164 0.4 -0.106 0.160 -2.4 0.000
200ms 7.002 0.021 0.254 0.3 -0.187 0.288 -2.7 0.000
Table 6.1: PLT difference of modified and baseline MPTCP with respect to single-path TCP for the delay
mismatch scenario. PLTTCP is the mean PLT in seconds for the single-path case downloaded
on the best path. x¯ is the mean over all values of corresponding (PLTTCP − PLTMPTCP ) in





The p-value represents the probability that the mean PLTs of modified and baseline MPTCP are
not significantly different, and is the result of computing one-way ANOVA across the two
groups.
we choose a significance level of 5%, modified MPTCP generally achieves a statistically signif-
icant reduction in PLT when compared to the baseline. The exception occurs for RTTs of 8ms,
where modified and baseline MPTCP are not significantly different.
From the table, we can see that adding a second, albeit higher latency path produces a
large improvement in PLT for both modified and unmodified MPTCP when bandwidths are
lower then 50Mbps, very much like the equal path case. But the improvement is slightly larger
for modified MPTCP because of the beneficial effect of the Stream Scheduler. As soon as we
move to bandwidths where web downloads are application limited, i.e. larger than 50Mbps,
the improvements diminish. We know from the equal path case that the best we can do in
these high bandwidths is an improvement of about 5-6% over baseline TCP. Instead, baseline
MPTCP actually increases PLT over the single-path case, by up to about 3% for long RTTs.
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Only by adding our modifications can we bring PLT down for these high bandwidths.
When the RTT factor is much larger on the second path, the best we can do is avoid using
the bad path, so the percentage improvement goes to zero as MPTCP becomes equivalent to
single-path TCP on the faster path.
With the exception of 10Mbps, modified MPTCP does not provide a significant win over
the baseline when the RTT is 8ms, confirming our earlier results. In fact, when the bandwidths
are 500Mbps and 1Gbps, modified MPTCP does worse than single path, since tail losses come
into play and TLP fails to mitigate them sufficiently.
6.5.1.4 RTT Ratios
In our experiments, we have investigated the behaviour of multipath web downloads when the
second path had five times the RTT. Although using a factor of five may seem rather extreme,
especially when we have RTTs of 200ms on the first path and 1s on the second, we had chosen
this RTT ratio to illustrate the problems of sending critical resources on a significantly slower
path. We have shown that our MPTCP modifications, namely the Stream Scheduler, improve
PLTs in this scenario. We explore whether these improvements continue to hold as we vary the
RTT ratios between the two paths.
In Figure 6.25(e), we choose several representative (Bandwidth, RTT) regimes and examine
the effect of downloading web pages on two paths with varying ratios between their RTTs.
For each RTT factor, we plot the percentage improvement in mean PLT with respect to single-
path TCP. We compute this percentage across all web sites for for both modified and baseline
MPTCP running over the chosen path configuration. A factor of one indicates that the paths
have equal RTT. Although the RTT factors on the higher end of the scale are rather unrealistic,
we wish to test the boundaries of our design.
From the figures, we observe that modified MPTCP generally outperforms the baseline for
most RTT ratios between the two paths. Modified MPTCP produces a larger reduction in PLT
even for cases where the RTT factor is small, e.g. with the second path having two or three times
the RTT of the first path. We also note that the percentage improvement of both modified and
baseline MPTCP over single-path TCP declines as the RTT factor grows. The larger the delay
on the second path, the less likely the path scheduler will choose it for transmitting packets.
The decline is steeper when the web downloads are not bandwidth limited, for example when
the bandwidth is 10Mbps (Figures 6.25(c) and 6.25(d)) in contrast to 1Mbps (Figure 6.25(a)
and 6.25(b)).
If the latency is quite large and dominates the web download, as the RTT factor increases,
baseline MPTCP will perform worse than the single-path case, i.e. the percentage improvement
dips below zero. We can see this effect clearly when the RTT is 200ms on the faster path, as
shown in Figure 6.25(e). Note that when the RTT factor becomes really large in this setting, the
baseline MPTCP curve tends towards zero again. Here, the RTT on the second path becomes
large enough that sending a 3-way handshake on the second path is prohibitive, and can con-
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(a) Bandwidth = 1Mbps, RTT = 8ms
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(c) Bandwidth = 10Mbps, RTT = 40ms
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(d) Bandwidth = 10Mbps, RTT = 100ms
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(e) Bandwidth = 50Mbps, RTT = 200ms
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Figure 6.25: The percentage improvement in mean PLT over single path when using modified or baseline
MPTCP with the RTT mismatch case. The factor multiplying the RTT on the slower path is
shown on the x-axis. Each figure’s title shows the RTT on the faster path.
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sume the entire download time. As for modified MPTCP, the best its Stream Scheduler can do
is prevent any packets from using the higher RTT path. By ignoring the slow path entirely, the
exchange is reduced to the single-path case. As a result, we can see from the figure that modi-
fied MPTCP does not improve the PLT over the single-path case when the RTT is very large –
as the RTT factor increases, the PLT improvement goes to zero as expected. As a general result,
even as the ratio of RTTs between the paths grows, the modifications we’ve applied to MPTCP
prevent it from performing worse than single-path TCP.
6.5.2 Bandwidth Mismatch
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bandwidth on second path: heatmap indicating the percentage of web sites with equal or
better PLT with modified MPTCP vs single-path TCP (with TLP). We use MP QUIC with no
LIA and TLP.
What about the bandwidth mismatch case from Figure 6.8? We repeat the corresponding
experiments with our modified MPTCP implementation, disable LIA and enable TLP. We show
the results in Figure 6.26.
There are noticeable improvements in the upper right region of the heatmap, mainly at-
tributed to disabling LIA. Additionally, the top half of the RTT=8ms column shows improve-
ment in page completion time due to enabling TLP, and reducing the penalty of tail loss. Unfor-
tunately, even with TLP enabled, MPTCP still performs relatively poorly in the 50Mbps/8ms
regime. Remember, this regime is particularly problematic because we are comparing a case
where we place some resources on a path which experiences tail loss, with a single-path TCP
case that experiences zero tail loss. The key here is recognizing that tail loss has not been elim-
inated — tail loss probes only manage to mitigate its effects. The TLP algorithm still requires
that a subflow wait a PTO timeout before transmitting a probe packet, and Fast Retransmit
itself also consumes a non-negligible amount of time. These delays accumulate to increase the
PLT.
We observe a slight dip in performance for modified MPTCP compared to the baseline
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for some high bandwidth and high RTT regimes. The cause of this dip can be best explained
using an example. Figure 6.27 shows a time sequence plot of the flows on the first path for
suning.com downloaded at 50Mbps/100ms, one of the problematic regimes. In the figure, we
compare two scheduling schemes: MPTCP HTTP/2 RTT in Figure 6.27(a) and MP QUIC Stream
No LIA in Figure 6.27(b). At this bandwidth, flows spend all of their time in slow-start. The
discrepancy between the two schemes manifests as a single extra packet sent on the first path
by the Stream Scheduler, as opposed to on the second path under MPTCP’s RTT scheduler.
This packet is the last packet of the resource.
(a) MPTCP HTTP/2
(b) MP QUIC No LIA
Figure 6.27: Time/sequence plot of flows on Path 1 for suning.com downloaded on 50Mbps/100ms with
1
5
bandwidth on second path.
The Stream Scheduler first attempts to transmit the labeled packet when some space frees
up for the subflow on Path 2. According to the scheduling algorithm, it compares RTT12 with
RTT2
2 , and finds the second value to be larger, since the second subflow experiences more queu-
ing delays due to its lower bandwidth. Therefore, the scheduler chooses to wait until Subflow
1 is available before it can send the selected packet. Unfortunately, MPTCP must wait a full
RTT before Subflow 1 receives an ACK, frees up some window space, and becomes available
again. The wait for an extra RTT causes delays and extends PLT — the higher the RTT, the
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(a) Bandwidth = 10Mbps, RTT = 40ms
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(b) Bandwidth = 50Mbps, RTT = 8ms
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(c) Bandwidth = 50Mbps, RTT = 200ms
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(d) Bandwidth = 500Mbps, RTT = 40ms
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Figure 6.28: CDFs of the difference between the mean PLTs of 300 web sites under the depicted MPTCP
regime and single-path TCP. The second path has 1
5
the bandwidth.
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worse the delay. The scheduler has made the wrong choice because it doesn’t know when the
next ACK will arrive on Subflow 1.
The simplicity of the scheduler is therefore detrimental for these scenarios where flows
remain in slow-start, and one subflow has a slightly larger RTT. We could modify the scheduler
to keep track of when the left hand side of the congestion window has been transmitted in
slow-start, and use this information in the completion estimator to improve its accuracy, but
at the cost of increasing the complexity of the design. Figure 6.28(c) shows the CDF of the
difference between mean PLTs for MPTCP and single-path TCP, for web sites downloaded with
50Mbps/200ms regime. Although, the CDF shows that more web sites have lower PLTs than
single-path TCP under MPTCP HTTP/2 RTT than MP QUIC Stream No LIA TLP, the two curves
are nearly congruent for about 70% of the web sites. The dip in performance only appears for
the remaining 30%.
For cases where we see an improvement in PLT, we now zoom into three representative
(Bandwidth, RTT) regimes to see where these improvements come from, shown in Figure 6.28.
We discuss each regime in the following sections.
6.5.2.1 High Loss
Figure 6.28(a) shows a case where the web downloads are bandwidth limited, but experience
different loss on each subflow, such that LIA may cause the window of the faster subflow
to grow too slowly. Unlike in the delay mismatch scenario (Figure 6.24), using the Stream
Scheduler with QUIC-like out-of-order-delivery only offers very small improvements to PLT.
As expected, disabling LIA (MP QUIC Stream No LIA) offers the best improvement in PLT, as it
helps MPTCP’s congestion window grow faster. Enabling TLP only has a small effect in these
regimes, because the subflows experience little tail loss.
6.5.2.2 Tail Loss
When subflows are application limited and experience loss, they are particularly susceptible
to losing the tail of a transmitted resource. We examine the case of 50Mbps/8ms, which we
have seen to be particularly problematic. Figure 6.28(b) shows the corresponding CDF, which
indicates that although MP QUIC Stream and MP QUIC Stream No LIA offer incrementally
minor improvements, the biggest win over baseline MPTCP comes from enabling TLP.
6.5.2.3 No Loss
When both paths are sufficiently provisioned, and when neither of them experience any losses,
we obtain the behaviour depicted in Figure 6.28(d). Unmodified MPTCP provides an improve-
ment in PLT over single-path TCP for nearly 96% of the web sites. The MPTCP optimizations
can offer very minor improvements here, since the problems they are designed to tackle are
minimal for this regime.
Finally, we show the difference in mean PLT improvement between modified and baseline
MPTCP in Table 6.2, with values obtained using the same techniques used for Table 6.1. This







Rate RTT x¯ (s) σ % Imp. x¯ σ % Imp.
1Mbps
8ms 27.527 3.867 3.873 14.0 3.693 4.004 13.4 0.416
40ms 28.264 4.096 3.921 14.5 3.786 3.981 13.4 0.151
100ms 29.260 4.186 3.921 14.3 3.514 3.939 12.0 0.002
200ms 30.650 4.250 4.026 13.9 2.313 3.670 7.5 0.000
10Mbps
8ms 3.993 0.322 0.494 8.1 0.196 0.446 4.9 0.000
40ms 4.558 0.390 0.558 8.6 0.057 0.571 1.2 0.000
100ms 6.103 0.599 1.135 9.8 0.296 1.237 4.9 0.000
200ms 8.622 0.870 2.101 10.1 0.703 2.069 8.2 0.001
50Mbps
8ms 2.460 -0.001 0.158 -0.0 -0.050 0.159 -2.0 0.031
40ms 3.106 0.095 0.317 3.1 0.085 0.281 2.8 0.679
100ms 4.469 0.193 0.303 4.3 0.198 0.266 4.4 0.846
200ms 7.071 0.374 0.486 5.3 0.400 0.405 5.7 0.498
100Mbps
8ms 2.376 0.005 0.104 0.2 -0.017 0.112 -0.7 0.322
40ms 2.994 0.075 0.174 2.5 0.080 0.150 2.7 0.826
100ms 4.404 0.201 0.210 4.6 0.200 0.179 4.5 0.992
200ms 7.022 0.400 0.417 5.7 0.401 0.346 5.7 0.969
500Mbps
8ms 2.329 0.019 0.065 0.8 0.017 0.062 0.7 0.928
40ms 2.958 0.088 0.109 3.0 0.080 0.100 2.7 0.755
100ms 4.381 0.220 0.198 5.0 0.209 0.170 4.8 0.687
200ms 7.004 0.414 0.394 5.9 0.405 0.335 5.8 0.798
1Gbps
8ms 2.325 0.019 0.048 0.8 0.018 0.051 0.8 0.986
40ms 2.957 0.089 0.107 3.0 0.081 0.098 2.7 0.742
100ms 4.379 0.222 0.198 5.1 0.210 0.172 4.8 0.666
200ms 7.002 0.415 0.388 5.9 0.404 0.336 5.8 0.773
2.5Gbps
8ms 2.324 0.020 0.047 0.9 0.020 0.049 0.9 1.000
40ms 2.956 0.090 0.106 3.1 0.082 0.100 2.8 0.717
100ms 4.378 0.223 0.196 5.1 0.210 0.171 4.8 0.629
200ms 7.001 0.416 0.386 5.9 0.404 0.336 5.8 0.764
Table 6.2: PLT difference of modified and baseline MPTCP with respect to single-path TCP for the
bandwidth mismatch scenario. PLTTCP is the mean PLT in seconds for the single-path
case downloaded on the best path. x¯ is the mean over all values of corresponding to
(PLTTCP − PLTMPTCP ) in seconds, σ is the sample standard deviation, and the % Imp is∑
(PLTTCP−PLTMPTCP )∑
PLTTCP
× 100%. The p-value represents the probability that the mean PLTs
of modified and baseline MPTCP are not significantly different, and is the result of computing
one-way ANOVA across the two groups.
time, adding a second path achieves a smaller improvement over single path, since the second
path has 15 the bandwidth of the first path. Disabling LIA for low bandwidths of 10Mbps
and less produces a decrease in PLT, and a larger improvement over baseline MPTCP when
compared to single-path.
For larger bandwidths, the improvement diminishes as expected due to web downloads
becoming application limited. The mean PLTs of modified and baseline MPTCP are no longer
significantly different. Since the RTTs of the two paths are equivalent, the percentage improve-
ment is more in line with the equal paths case. MPTCP with tail loss probes mitigates the de-
crease in performance experienced by baseline MPTCP for bandwidths 50Mbps and 100Mbps,
and an RTT of 8ms.
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Figure 6.29: Percentage of web sites with equal or better PLT using improved MPTCP vs. single-path TCP
on the “best” path. Above the red line, (B, 5R) is the best path. Below the read line, ( 1
5
B,R)
is best. We use MP QUIC Stream with LIA and TLP.
6.5.3 Combination Paths
We finally turn our attention to the combination paths case, i.e. scenarios where both paths
have a bandwidth and/or an RTT multiplier. Once again, we will only consider the cases
where MPTCP initiates connections on the “best” path.
For the bandwidth/RTT regime shown in Figure 6.29(a), which combines pathologies ex-
perienced by both RTT mismatch and bandwidth mismatch scenarios, the proposed MPTCP
enhancements offer a significant improvement over the status quo. Similarly, for Figure 6.29(b),
MPTCP’s enhancements improve PLT performance for a larger proportion of web sites. Above
the red line, disabling LIA provides the best benefit, and below the red line the Stream Sched-
uler prevents critical resources from being scheduled on the high latency path.
6.6 Discussion
We set out to examine how multipath affects PLT in today’s web. While beneficial in general,
we discovered and presented multiple cases where the current state of the art in multipath
transport (MPTCP) actually hurts PLT. Instead of giving up on multipath transport, we demon-
strated that it is possible to address all of the discovered issues and modify MPTCP to make it
more suitable for today’s internet.
Despite the measurable benefits of our proposed optimisations, there is still room for im-
provement. In the following sections, we highlight several areas which require some additional
focus.
6.6.1 Completion Estimation Inaccuracies
Using the Stream Scheduler reduces PLTs, but from Figure 6.22, we observe that for around 20-
25% of web sites that experience high RTTs, MPTCP still performs worse than single-path TCP.
Errors in the Completion Estimator are mostly to blame. If the estimator incorrectly computes
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the completion time for a resource on a particular path, the Stream Scheduler may place traffic
on the high delay path even though doing so would cause a resource to complete at a later time.
From Section 6.4.1.2, we deduce that the most common causes of estimator error are losses, and
incorrect estimation of path RTT.
Packet Loss is problematic for several reasons:
• it unpredictably delays resource completion time despite our use of NACKs (emulating
SACK) for faster recovery.
• it may cause timeouts if tail losses occurs.
• it can cancel the effect of prioritisation and preemption if a critical resource is scheduled
earlier, and unluckily falls at the end of slow-start where a large proportion of packets
are lost.
A better predictor like [146] may help incorporate packet loss into the estimator model, but
at the cost of greater complexity, since it requires some measure of loss probability to estimate
TCP latency.
Another solution is to use a transport protocol that recovers the congestion window
quickly from loss, such as TCP CUBIC. Nevertheless, a well defined load balancing algorithm
for CUBIC to work with MPTCP does not exist, and flows with losses will still experience de-
lays due to retransmissions. BBR, on the other hand, seems well suited for latency sensitive
traffic like web downloads. BBR generally experiences fewer packet losses, because its control
loop always tries to send at the bottleneck bandwidth rate, and never more than a BDP worth
of data. Using BBR’s reasonably accurate measure of a subflow’s fair share of the bottleneck
bandwidth Bbtl may prove a better estimate of the throughput to be used in the completion
estimator.
Additionally, BBR’s startup behaviour attempts to avoid growing the congestion window
beyond the available buffers, and actively drains any potential queues, therefore reducing the
probability of experiencing a burst of packet losses at the end of slow-start. Given these prop-
erties, BBR seems like a good candidate for multipath web downloads. Unfortunately, the BBR
specification has only been made public recently, towards the conclusion of this work. Addi-
tionally, BBR as of yet does not have any load balancing multipath component either. We leave
the design and evaluation of multipath BBR for web traffic to future work.
If packet drops are an obstacle to obtaining correct completion time estimates, with explicit
congestion notification (ECN) [153, 154], a host can perform congestion control without using
packet drops as a signal of congestion. ECN requires the support of an appropriate active
queue management (AQM) scheme. When queues in the network detect incipient congestion,
they set the correct bits in the TCP header to signal congestion to the receiver. The receiver
in turn echoes the ECN bits to the sender, which will accordingly cut its transmission rate.
ECN is an attractive solution for minimising packet losses, thereby reducing the inaccuracies
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in the completion time estimator. Although many modern operating systems support ECN,
the underlying network infrastructure must be correctly configured with AQM such as RED
queues as well, which may not always be the case.
Finally, since retransmitting lost packets takes too long and throws off the estimator, we
may be better off forgoing retransmissions altogether. A reasonable amount of FEC on trans-
mitted packets may be a win if it allows a receiver to reconstruct missing packets without in-
curring retransmission delays. FEC would be especially helpful at the end of web resources, in
order to recover from tail loss. QUIC’s simple XOR-based FEC scheme, where an FEC packet
contains the parity over packets in an FEC group, may be a good start. But packet losses
often occur in bursts, and QUIC’s FEC only allows the recovery of one packet loss per FEC
group [21].4
Perhaps a better but more ambitious forward error correction scheme would be to use rate-
less codes [155], which would allow a server to transmit a continuous stream of coded packets
to the client until the client can manage to decode them. But rateless codes require a complete
redesign of the transport protocol, and a better understanding of the trade-off between the
resulting coding overhead and latency.
Incorrect RTT Estimation occurs when an RTT value reported by TCP to the completion es-
timator at a particular instant poorly reflects its future value, which may increase due to the
buildup of network queues. Network buffers filling during slow-start and after a loss cause the
RTT to grow beyond the estimates. Once again, BBR may help reduce this phenomenon and
improve the estimator’s operation. BBR, by virtue of its design, avoids forming large queues,
and growing the RTT. As soon as a queue starts building, and RTT growing, BBR clamps down
on the send rate. Finally, applying QUIC’s more accurate loss signalling and RTT measure-
ments would improve the completion estimator as well.
6.6.2 Subflow Setup Delays
As we’ve seen in Section 6.3.2, after setting up a connection on an initial path, MPTCP cannot
begin using the second path immediately, but must wait for another 3-way handshake on that
path. When the second path has a high RTT, it may take a shorter amount of time to fully
transmit an object on the first path than establish the 3-way handshake on the second. Waiting
for a second handshake is wasteful, and represents a missed opportunity where we could have
sent on the second subflow if it had been ready earlier during object transmission.
Ideally, after an initial handshake, we’d like the server to begin using the two subflows
on the two available paths immediately. The full handshake is required in MPTCP because it
uses TCP as a substrate, which needs to traverse middleboxes, and has a limited option space
of 40 bytes. On the other hand, if we use UDP based transport like QUIC, we can forgo the
3-way handshake and use a similar mechanism to QUIC’s 0-RTT handshake. The client would
4Google has removed FEC support from QUIC after noticing that in only achieved negligible improvements in
search latency, but increases in video latency.
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have to transmit all its valid IP addresses in its initial handshake message, or perhaps send
a handshake on the two paths simultaneously. After authenticating the client in a previous
round, the client now owns a server assigned token for each IP address advertised, and any
future communications with the server would require 0-RTTs to begin receiving data on both
subflows.
6.6.3 Content Sharding
With servers sharding their content across multiple origins, prioritising resources can only hap-
pen on the local scale within each server’s transmit queue. Therefore, the Stream Scheduler
may often have a limited list of resources to choose from when attempting to select a viable
resource to transmit using Lookahead. We do not examine the effects of unsharding on web
page completion times for MPTCP, but we do expect a general reduction in PLTs when sharded
domains are unified, since unsharding allows a web-aware scheduler to reason about resource
priorities more efficiently.
6.6.4 Stack Changes
As readers will be apt to point out, our study that had begun as a modification to the MPTCP
design, has ultimately veered away from stream-based in-order delivery. In fact, we’ve shown
that recent advances in web-oriented transport protocols (e.g., QUIC), even though designed
for single path, are highly beneficial to multipath transport as well. This is encouraging—
extending QUIC, which is a userland protocol, to use multiple paths is a viable and possibly
easier alternative to modifying MPTCP to better handle web transfers.
Nevertheless, if we do insist on modifying MPTCP in the kernel, what necessary changes
must we perform? First, the application layer must mark each resource it transmits to the
transport layer with its stream/resource ID and its priority. These two will allow MPTCP to
prioritise packets in its transmit socket buffer, and perform preemption as necessary. MPTCP
must keep track of resource boundaries, to allow for the correct operation of the Stream Sched-
uler. MPTCP must also append a QUIC’s Stream Frame to any segments it transmits to allow
for reassembly in the application layer. At the client, we need to modify the receive buffer to
pass packets up to the application layer immediately, in order to support out-of-order deliv-
ery. Because these MPTCP improvements must be applied in both the client and the server, the
barrier to adoption becomes even higher.
It is therefore easier to use an application layer protocol like like QUIC, which has access
to the necessary application layer information like resource IDs, boundaries, and prioritisation.
QUIC’s properties render it quite attractive as a blueprint for multipath web transport, not only
for its its ease of adoption and extension, but also due to techniques like out-of-order delivery,
0-RTT handshakes, and FEC.
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6.6.5 Energy
It is an open question as to whether improving PLT by using multipath transport also im-
proves power consumption. While both radios operate, increasing power consumption, the
user spends less time waiting with the screen on. Such concerns are outside the scope of this
work, but should be examined in the future.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Long web page load times can frustrate users and cause them to lose confidence in the web
site’s brand and possibly switch to a competing service. In response, there is a concerted in-
terest in developing better web and transport protocols that facilitate faster page loads, and
we provided an overview of some of these mechanisms in Chapter 2. At the same time, the
spread of devices that support two or more interfaces has prompted the design of MPTCP as a
transport protocol that pools bandwidth across these paths. MPTCP was originally evaluated
for bulk transfers, which are bandwidth limited. In this work, we set out to examine MPTCP’s
impact on web page load time, which is often latency bound.
Our pursuit of a framework for evaluating a large number of web pages downloaded
under different network conditions, server architectures, and web protocols culminated in the
design of PCP, described in Chapter 3. In addition to allowing reproducible experiments, PCP
combines dependency graphs generated from real web traces with an emulator to model web
page downloads. PCP incorporates server processing delays sampled from our real traces, and
models JavaScript timers and events in web pages, to closer approximate the operation of real
web pages.
We confirmed previous observations about current web and transport protocols [51–53,
56] in Chapter 4. In particular, we showed that HTTP/2 using one connection and a parallel
server architecture (that returns objects out of order) provides the best reduction in PLT when
compared with HTTP/1.1. But HTTP/2 will still suffer under high-loss environments due to
HOL blocking in the transport layer. Delivering packets out of order to the application layer in
the style of QUIC delivers small gains in light of packet loss. Although resource prioritisation
alleviates some of HTTP/2’s shortcomings, its benefits are not great because prioritisation only
happens locally at each server, and web page designers already prioritise their resources to
optimise “above-the-fold” page speeds.
Unsharding web domains has been hailed as a possible solution for improving HTTP/2’s
performance [23]. We investigated the effect of this recommendation is in Chapter 5. We dis-
covered that the advice to unshard is sound, yet, through a series of case studies, we showed
that unsharding does not always produce a win. By coalescing several connections to multiple
servers into one connection to a single unsharded server, HTTP/2 becomes more susceptible
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to the pitfalls of transmitting all of its data on a single, possibly lossy, connection. Once again,
prioritisation may help in these cases, in addition to a transport protocol that recovers quickly
from loss.
Finally, to fully quantify the effect of delivering web pages on multiple paths, in Chapter 6
we presented a thorough investigation of downloading 300 popular web sites using HTTP/2
over MPTCP. Our goal was to validate whether MPTCP can reduce web PLTs when compared
with single-path TCP running on the best path. By examining the case where both paths have
equal bandwidth and RTT, we have presented the maximum possible reductions in PLT when
enabling MPTCP. Most notably, in the range of 1Mbps to 50Mbps, which represents a typical
working range for WiFi and 3G deployments, enabling MPTCP appears to be beneficial since it
produces user-perceivable reductions in PLT. Conversely, we uncovered several limitations of
downloading web pages using MPTCP on paths asymmetric in bandwidth and/or RTT, which
we summarise here:
• When the RTTs on the two paths are mismatched, MPTCP’s default RTT scheduler may
delay the transmission of a critical resource by assigning some of its packets to the path
with the longer RTT.
• Linked Increase is too conservative in the case where bandwidths are mismatched, and
may delay congestion window growth on the faster subflow after a loss has occurred.
• MPTCP experiences higher tail loss overall since it stripes traffic across two paths. More-
over, moving any traffic to a path that experiences higher tail loss will cause an increase
in PLT in the case where bandwidths are mismatched. This problem worsens when the
RTT of the subflow in question is shorter than the minimum retransmission timeout.
• The choice of interface to initiate the connection on is crucial. When MPTCP uses a path
with a longer RTT to set up a new connection, web page completion times suffer greatly.
After fully understanding these limitations, we applied several strategies to address them.
First, we designed and evaluated the Stream Scheduler, which uses knowledge of resources
and their priorities to allocate packets to subflows so that it can minimise the page’s overall
completion time. The Stream Scheduler prevents packets at the end of critical resources from
being scheduled on the slower path. If a subflow has space in its congestion window but
cannot send the current critical resource because doing so will delay it, the scheduler looks
ahead in the transmit buffer to find a lower-priority resource to send. When we apply the
Stream Scheduler for RTT-mismatched topologies, MPTCP can move from reducing PLT for
only 32–38% of the web sites examined, to reducing PLT for about 78% of the web sites.
Additionally, we allowed out-of-order delivery of packets to the application layer, dis-
abled Linked Increase and implemented tail loss probes to further improve PLT when using
MPTCP. Since our modifications require application-layer knowledge, the simplest method for
achieving them would involve redesigning the multipath transport such that it becomes an
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application-layer protocol. QUIC is a good substrate to build upon and augment with our pro-
posed design, since it offers transport-layer functionality in the application layer. Nevertheless,
with these mechanisms in place, we have shown that it is advantageous to turn MPTCP on by
default, since it will improve PLT in many cases, and in the remaining ones perform as well as
a single path in the worst case scenario.
7.1 Future Research
Since our investigation of multipath web browsing was primarily motivated by taking advan-
tage of multiple interfaces on mobile devices, the most immediate next step for extending this
work is modelling WiFi and LTE in the PCP emulator. After we have presented the basic sce-
narios for bandwidth and RTT in this work, future work should investigate scenarios where
bandwidth varies over time, and where there may be 3G or LTE outages. Taking the investi-
gation further, future research can evaluate the mechanisms for improving MPTCP with real
mobile devices communicating with local servers modified to support a multipath transport.
With the recent development and release of MPQUIC [83], changes can be applied to imple-
ment the Stream Scheduler and our other improvements on top of MPQUIC and use it as the
substrate for transport in real world experiments.
In various points in this work, we have indicated that TCP (New Reno) exhibits subop-
timal loss recovery behaviour, and recommended using BBR as a possible alternative. A full
study of single-path web browsing with BBR as transport is a logical future direction to explore.
Going further, developing a load-balancing multipath BBR would be a worthwhile endeavour,
not only for reducing web page loads, but for general network traffic as well.
One of the key components of our work is the generation of representative web page de-
pendency graphs. The browser uses these to assign dependency-based priorities to the re-
sources. We’ve seen that MIME-type prioritisation does reasonably well, but in the end it falls
short of achieving the best possible gains, and we argued that dependency-based prioritisa-
tion was better. Nonetheless, we made no indication as to how the browser may arrive at
omniscient dependency graphs, especially since computing them online would require down-
loading and constructing the full web page first. Future work can investigate several strategies
for dependency graph construction:
• The first proposed solution would be to construct the dependency graph at a proxy lo-
cated close to the origin server, and combine multiple accesses to the same web page in
a manner similar to Klotski [101].1 The proxy could compute an invariant dependency
graph with placeholders for URLs that are different across multiple samples. It could then
convey these priorities to the browser when future clients request the same web page.
Without browser support, the system could use a mechanism similar to Polaris [95] and
push a JavaScript scheduler to the client that will assign the correct resource priorities to
1The proxy could use Scout here as well [95], but Scout attempts to eliminate sources of non-determinism from web
page loads, and this may not be a desired side effect.
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the HTTP/2 requests. Note that the scheduler would not prioritise the requests them-
selves, but rather set the correct dependency-based priorities in the HTTP/2 headers. On
the other hand, a solution that is more in line with how content publishers typically de-
sign web pages would be to add browser and HTML support, such that each resource
can specify its priority directly within its HTML tag.
• Instead of generating dependency graphs at the server, the browser may generate them
locally for the first access to the web page, and use the cached version for future accesses.
This scheme is beneficial because it will generate a dependency graph tailored specifi-
cally to the client given its local state. Of course, the web page structure will change as
time progresses, but having a cached copy of a previous dependency graph may offer
useful insights about the priorities of objects in future accesses to the same web page.
Unfortunately, both these techniques require a learning period before viable dependency
graphs become available. As a stop gap, the browser could use MIME-type prioritisation
then transition to dependency-based priorities at a later point.
• Finally, it may be easier to construct smaller dependency sub-graphs at either the server
or client. A browser can co-opt the preloader and use it to build small parts of the depen-
dency graph as it goes along. The caveat is that the preloader will not evaluate JavaScript,
and therefore will miss any dependencies that appear as a result of executing JavaScript
code. On the other hand, web page developers may already know whether certain child
resources should be downloaded as a result of downloading a particular parent resource,
and incorporate this dependency at the server end.
Of the three techniques we have proposed, none of them is ideal, or will provide the
browser with a fully omniscient dependency graph at a particular instant. It is worthy in-
vestigating whether the complexity of the proposed schemes is justified by the possible im-
provements in PLT they can achieve.
In fact, given that continuing to add bandwidth and paths will only achieve diminish-
ing returns as web downloads become more application limited, server push emerges as the
likely best option for continuing to reduce PLT. Server push will flatten out dependencies, and
eliminate extra RTTs required for sending requests from the client. Unfortunately, server push
trades off shorter page loads with larger volumes of traffic on on the network, and may defeat
caching.
Further investigation of server push is necessary. One can envision a system where the
client notifies the server of some subset of its cached resources on the first request, encoding
resource fingerprints using a mechanism similar to that employed by Silo [45]. The server, or re-
verse proxy, could then push only the uncached resources to the client, applying dependency-
based prioritisation as it sees fit. To expand on server push even further, future work could
investigate how this scheme behaves over multiple paths as well.
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In the end, web page downloads are made up of diverse technologies and protocols that
interact, sometimes in unexpected ways. We explored how the use of multiple paths may re-
duce page completion time under different regions of operation, and examined the phenomena
that had emerged from the interactions of the application and transport layers in detail. What
remains is to design deployment-ready techniques that use the right mechanisms for the speci-
fied regions of operation, and do so seamlessly. We have shown which techniques are the most
promising and in which regimes, and now others can hopefully put these observations into
practice in deployment.






The following tables list the most common types of JavaScript event activities we have encoun-
tered in popular web pages, and the parents of these events. By determining the event’s par-
ents, we can add them correctly to the web page’s dependency graph. The tables are grouped





Fires when a frame’s HTML document has been completely
loaded and parsed, without waiting for other resources and sub-
frames to finish loading.
Parents




Fires when the Document changes its readyState attribute. Pos-
sible values are “loading”, “interactive”, or “complete”. See Sec-
tion 3.5.2 for more details.
Parents
The event’s predecessor in the frame completion events chain,
Figure 3.9.
Table A.1: Events which target a DOM Document, and their dependency information.





Fires when the resource referenced by one the following tags completes download-
ing: <img>, <input type="image">, <link>, <script> or <style>.
Parents
Resource downloaded by tag.
load
Description
The event targets the <iframe> element, and represents a frame load event (see Sec-
tion 3.5.2 for details). Frame load events may fire twice: first when the frame’s HTML
file completes downloading, and second when all the iframe’s resources and sub-
frames have completed. We distinguish between these two cases accordingly in the
dependency graph.
Parents
Depending on whether the event is fired for the first second time, the parent is ei-
ther the Resource corresponding to the iframe’s HTML file. Otherwise, the event’s
parents are all the resources and subframes recursively requested by the iframe in
addition to the event’s predecessor in the frame completion events chain (Figure 3.9).
error
Description
Fires if an error occurs while downloading the resource referenced by the following
tags: <img>, <input type="image">, <object>, <script> or <style>.
Parents
Resource referenced by element, triggering the error.
*
Description
Any event which targets a particular DOM Element, but is fired as a direct re-
sult of executing a JavaScript. For example, a script might add an extra Element
into the DOM by calling element.appendElement() which will trigger DOMNodeIn-
serted event. Other examples include the focus event, which can fire when a devel-
oper programmatically draws focus to an element by calling element.focus() from
JavaScript.
Parents
The Computation activity (e.g.Script Eval) corresponding to the JavaScript that trig-
gered the event.






Fires when the readyState attribute of an XMLHTTPRequest
changes. An XMLHTTPRequest is a browser scripting language
API that allows a client to incrementally request resources from
a server without having to perform a full web page refresh. The
possible XMLHTTPRequest readyState values are:
• 0: Request not initialized.
• 1: Server connection established.
• 2: Request received.
• 3: Processing request.
• 4: Request finished and response is ready.
After creating an XMLHTTPRequest, developers can use the
methods open() and send() to respectively initialise and then
send the request.
Parents
The event handler which fires when XMLHTTPRequest
readyState == 1 depends on evaluating the Computation calling
the send() method. Subsequent events with an increasing state
number depend on downloading the resource referenced by the
send method. Each event also depends on calling the previous





A MessagePort is an interface in the Channel Messaging API,
which allows two separate scripts running in different brows-
ing contexts attached to the same document (e.g., two iframes,
or the main document and an iframe) to communicate directly,
passing messages between one another through two-way chan-
nels (or pipes) with a port at each end. The event fires when a
script calls the port.postMessage() method, and is captured by
the target’s event handler.
Parents
The Computation activity corresponding to the JavaScript that
called the postMessage() function.
Table A.3: Events with XMLHTTPRequest and MessagePort targets, and their dependency information.





Corresponds to the Document DOMContentLoaded event after
it bubbles up to the Window and triggers its event handler.
Parents




The Window load event is declared by setting an HTML frame’s
<body onload=loadFunction()>. Fires when the browser has
completed downloading and parsing the entire HTML docu-
ment, in addition to all the resources requested by the document.
It also recursively depends on the completion of all the docu-
ment’s subframes and their resources as well. See Section 3.5.2
for more details.
Parents
All the frame’s downloaded resources, subframes and their re-
sources, in addition to the event’s predecessor in the frame com-
pletion events chain (Figure 3.9).
message
Description
Fires when a JavaScript calls the window.postMessage() function
on a recipient Window. Normally, scripts on different pages
can only communicate if they have the same origin, i.e.the same
protocol (https), port number and domain. postMessage allows
safe cross-origin communication between two scripts on differ-
ent windows. The recipient Window declares an event handler
which deals with the message received.
Parents




A runtime JavaScript error will trigger the global window.onerror
event handler.
Parents
The Script Eval activity corresponding to the faulty JavaScript.
error
Description
An error event that has been captured from an element.
Parents
Either the Script Eval or the Resource the original element refer-
ences.
Table A.4: Events that target a DOM Window, and their dependency information.
Appendix B
Negative Acknowledgements
TCP New Reno, combined with TCP’s basic congestion control behaves as follows [132, 144]:
when a TCP sender receives three duplicate ACKs, it infers a loss, halves its congestion win-
dow cwnd, and enters the fast recovery state. It also records the highest transmitted sequence
number in the RecoveryPoint variable.
In the fast recovery state, the sender immediately retransmits the lost packet marked by
the duplicate ACKs. The sender continues to receive duplicate ACKs for any packets that have
been transmitted in the same window with higher sequence numbers than the lost packet,
until it finally receives a cumulative ACK for all the data up until RecoveryPoint. Because a
duplicate ACK is an implicit signal that a data packet has left the network, the sender artifi-
cially inflates its cwnd in response to any incoming duplicate ACK. When the inflated cwnd
becomes larger that the unacknowledged bytes in flight, then the sender can transmit the next
untransmitted data packets from the front of the transmit buffer.
New Reno tackles the case where there are multiple losses in the same window, for exam-
ple at the end of slow-start. It allows the sender to deflate the window by the amount of data
acknowledged if it receives a “partial acknowledgement”, i.e. an ACK that covers new data,
but not all the data up to RecoveryPoint. The partial ACK marks the next gap in the sequence
space. As such, a New Reno sender will retransmit the packet marked by this ACK upon its
reception. As an optimisation, ns-3 does not rearm the retransmission timeout timer after any
duplicate ACK is received during fast recovery, which has been shown to perform better than
allowing the recovery period to continue indefinitely. As a result, if a retransmission timeout
elapses from the moment the first loss is detected, the sender will timeout, and begin slow-start
from the missing packet, transmitting all the consecutive segments in order.
Figure B.1 shows an example of TCP New Reno in action. In Figure B.1(a), we plot the
time/sequence for a single connection to a particular domain of the web site imgur.com down-
loaded using PCP at 10Mbps and an RTT of 40ms. Other connections for this web site (not
shown) compete with this connection at the bottleneck link and cause losses. We can see that
the connection spends nearly a full second recovering from a burst of losses that happen within
the marked circle. Zooming in, we obtain Figure B.1(b), which illustrates a fundamental prop-
erty of New Reno’s loss recovery mechanism: the sender can only retransmit one lost packet
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per RTT. Despite the fact that sender tries to keep the pipe busy by sending data packets from
the top end of the congestion window using artificial window inflation, retransmission takes
too long. The sender cannot recover all the lost packets within a retransmission timeout, and
accordingly times out and begins slow start again. If there are too many losses in the window,
or there are not enough bytes in flight to inflate cwnd past the RecoveryPoint, then the sender
cannot transmit any packets past the right hand side of the congestion window during fast
retransmit. It will under-utilise the link when it only sends one retransmission per RTT and
nothing else.
(a) Full (b) Zoomed
Figure B.1: Time/sequence plot for a connection to one of the domains of imgur.com, downloaded at
10Mbps and 40ms RTT using TCP New Reno.
Modern operating systems use selective acknowledgements (SACK for short) to address
TCP New Reno’s deficiencies. SACK is a TCP option which allows a receiver to acknowledge
the exact sequence ranges which it has received [64]. A SACK option, shown in Figure B.2(a),
marks the left and right side of contiguous blocks of sequence numbers delivered to the re-
ceiver. With a maximum option size of 40 bytes, the TCP SACK option can contain up to four
ACKed blocks, or three blocks if the timestamp option is used. We added an ACK signalling
mechanism to ns-3, which behaves in a similar fashion to the SACK option, allowing the sender
to determine which sequence numbers have been lost without resorting to the step behaviour
of New Reno.
Before we delve into the into the particulars of the scheme we implemented, let us first
give an overview of a conservative TCP loss recovery mechanism using SACK [156]. A TCP
sender maintains a scoreboard of received SACK information, and updates it using incoming
SACK blocks within cumulative ACKs. Using the scoreboard, the sender determines a se-
quence number to be lost if three non-contiguous SACKed sequences have arrived above the
sequence number in question, or if more than two segments greater than the sequence number
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(a) SACK (b) NACK
Figure B.2: Option format for SACK and NACK TCP options.
have been SACKed. With SACK blocks, a more accurate estimate of the bytes in flight can be
computed: they are the number of bytes that have not been SACKed minus those determined
to be lost, plus any retransmitted bytes. On a retransmission timeout, which might indicate
that the receiver has reneged, the sender discards the SACK scoreboard, and slow-starts again.
With this information in hand, the SACK-enabled TCP sender performs the following
steps after receiving an ACK during fast recovery:
1. If the ACK has a greater sequence number than RecoveryPoint, then the sender exits fast
recovery, and clears the SACK scoreboard less than RecoveryPoint.
2. If the ACK is less than RecoveryPoint, the sender updates its bytes in flight estimate and
the scoreboard. While cwnd is greater than the bytes in flight, it transmits a packet as
follows:
(a) It retransmits the next packet determined to be lost according to the criteria outlined
above.
(b) If all the lost packets have been transmitted, it sends the next unsent data in transmit
buffer.
(c) If neither of the above operations is viable, it retransmits as rescue packets any se-
quences it suspects have been lost, but do not meet the stringent loss criteria.
Our simulations do no suffer from packet reordering or ACK loss. As a result, we imple-
mented a lightweight version of SACK in ns-3 which behaves similarly with respect to loss
recovery. In contrast to sending a SACK block with received sequences explicitly marked,
the receiver notifies the sender using negative acknowledgements (NACKs) exactly which se-
quences are missing. Using the same logic as SACK to determine which sequences have been
lost, the receiver checks its receive buffer for any gaps in the sequence space. If there are more
than two received segments after the gap, then the receiver appends a NACK option to a dupli-
cate ACK if it hasn’t transmitted it already. Figure B.2(b) shows the structure of NACK option
— it contains the sequence number of the lost packet and its length.
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On the other end, the sender stores a list of NACKed sequences and their length, keeps
track of the highest NACKed sequence which has been retransmitted, and clears any NACKed
sequences less than the cumulative ACK. Because the sender doesn’t have SACK blocks which
explicitly mark which segments have been received, it cannot decrease its estimate of the bytes
in flight as duplicate ACKs arrive, which would have typically allowed it to transmit some
new unsent packets. As a result, we choose to keep the mechanism of inflating the cwnd for
each duplicate ACK received, because this implicitly marks when a packet leaves the network.
(a) Full (b) Zoomed
Figure B.3: Time/sequence plot for a connection to one of the domains of imgur.com, downloaded at
10Mbps and 40ms RTT using TCP New Reno with NACKs.
A sender can, in theory, retransmit a NACKed sequence as soon as it receives it; it is
“safe” to do so because the lost packet has technically left the network. Unfortunately, this
scheme is not conservative because it does not halve the transmission rate after a loss, and
hence outperforms SACK. We only send a retransmission when there is space in the cwnd. We
use an algorithm similar to SACK: while the inflated cwnd is greater than the bytes in flight,
the sender first attempts to retransmit any NACKed sequences which it has not retransmitted
yet. Otherwise, if it has retransmitted everything, it will send new data from the transmit
buffer. In event of a timeout, the sender clears its NACKed sequences list. It also modifies its
bytes in flight definition: they are the unacknowledged data minus NACKed sequences plus
retransmitted bytes.
The NACK mechanism suffers from a particular caveat. Sometimes, the receiver doesn’t
have more than two segments after a gap to indicate that a loss has occurred, e.g. the very last
packet in window is lost. For this case, the sender will fall back to New Reno behaviour of
using partial ACKs as a signal for retransmitting the missing sequences. This problem is not
unique to the NACK mechanism — SACK will suffer in a similar manner.
Figure B.3 shows the behaviour of imgur.com downloaded with NACKs enabled. As we
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The basic idea behind congestion window validation is to decay the congestion window pro-
portional to the duration of the idle period, whilst using the slow start threshold ssThresh to
store the previous value of cwnd. In addition, the TCP sender should not increase the conges-
tion window when it is application limited. Whenever the sender starts up again after receiving
new data, it will begin with a smaller cwnd and perform slow start up to ssThresh, the value
of the previous cwnd, thereby tentatively probing the network for available capacity.
In PCP, we applied congestion window validation according to RFC 2861 [133], and as
shown in Algorithm 10. Any time a sender attempts to send a data packet, it must first vali-
date the congestion window if it has been idle for some time (Line 2). Of course, the sender
can transmit a packet if it has data to send, and if its effective congestion window is larger
than the number bytes in flight by at least one Sender Maximum Segment Size (SMSS). After
transmitting any packets, the sender then checks whether it is application limited on Line 8,
and performs any resulting actions. Note that the sender records the time the last packet was
sent in the Tlast variable.
Algorithm 10 Send pending data.
1: function SENDPENDINGDATA( )
2: VALIDATEWINDOW( )
3: window ←MIN(cwnd, rwnd)
4: pipe← BYTESINFLIGHT( )
5: while (window − pipe ≥ SMSS) and HAVEDATA( ) do
6: SENDNEXTPACKET( )
7: Tlast ← NOW( )
8: CHECKAPPLICATIONLIMITED( )
To perform window validation, the basic algorithm defines three new state variables. Tlast
denotes the last time the sender has transmitted a packet. Tprev indicates the last time a packet
was sent while the congestion window was full, i.e. the last time the flow was network limited.
Tprev also records the last time the window was halved due to validation. Finally, for an ap-
plication limited flow, Wused marks the maximum window size actually used since the sender
was last network-limited.
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Algorithm 11 shows how we decay the congestion window during idle periods using the
VALIDATEWINDOW() function. If an RTO or more has elapsed since the sender last transmitted
a packet, then it sets ssThresh to 34 of cwnd, a conservative estimate of the previous window.
The sender subsequently halves cwnd for every RTO elapsed since Tlast, the beginning of the
idle period. It limits the window reduction so that the window cannot become smaller than
icwnd, the initial congestion window.
Algorithm 11 Validate window.
1: function VALIDATEWINDOW( )
2: duration← NOW( ) −Tlast




5: window ←MIN(cwnd, rwnd)




8: Tprev ← NOW( )
9: Wused ← 0
Algorithm 12 Check application limited
1: function CHECKAPPLICATIONLIMITED( )
2: pipe← BYTESINFLIGHT( )
3: if cwnd− pipe < SMSS then
4: Tprev ← NOW( )
5: Wused ← 0
6: else if No more data available to send then
7: Wused = MAX(Wused, pipe)








12: Tprev ← NOW( )
13: Wused ← 0
Algorithm 12 shows the CHECKAPPLICATIONLIMITED() function, which determines
whether the flow is application limited after it sends a packet. If the flow is in fact network
limited instead (Line 3), the function resets the variables Tprev and Wused accordingly. But if
the flow still has space in its congestion window, yet has no more data to send, then it is appli-
cation limited. In that case, the sender checks whether the number of bytes in flight are larger
than Wused and if so sets Wused to that value. If Tprev is not zero and the elapsed time since
Tprev is larger than an RTO, then VALIDATEWINDOW() has not just reduced the congestion
window. The TCP flow has instead been application limited for at least an entire RTO interval.
In this case, the function sets ssThresh to be 34 of the current window. It also sets the current
congestion window to be the average between it previous value, and the actual window last
used when the flow was network limited.
After the window reduction is complete, the function resets the values of Tprev and Wused
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so no further window reduction can take place until at least another RTO period has elapsed.
Finally, we must note that we apply any window reduction during VALIDATEWINDOW() and
CHECKAPPLICATIONLIMITED() only if the TCP socket is in the OPEN state, and is not experi-
encing any losses.
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